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MALCOLM E. STICKNEY, A. If., 
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Aaaialant   profeaaor   of   Phyalra. 
KAYMONDW. PENCE, A. If., 
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AUGUST ODKBRECIIT, A. If., 
Aaaialanl   Profeaaor of Modern   l.anKuaS'-a. 
VICTOR II. HOPPE, A. B., 
Aaaialanl Profeaaor of Public Speaking. 
FORBES B. WILEY, A. B., 
Aaaialant   Profeaaor of   Mattiematira. 
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BLANCHE O. LOVERIDGE, A. M., 
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CARL PAIGE WOOD, A. M., 
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EMORY W. HUNT, D. D., LL. D., 
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RICHARD S. COLWELL, D. D., 
(It.'in   and   Acting   President,   19121613.) 
ELMER E. HOPKINS, A. B., 
Treasurer,   Curalur   and   Busim***   Manager. 
(Office, Room 7, Doane Academy) 
MAKT H. HUNT, A. B., 
Itefiatrar. 
(Otoce, Room 2. Doane Academy) 
H. R. HUNDLEY, D. SC, 
Dean of Doane Academy. 
BLANCHE 0. LOVERIDOE, A. M., 
Dean   of   Nhcpardeon   College. 
MR*. KATE S. HINES, A. M., 
Librarian. 
MRS. ALICE K. HERRICK, 
Matron   of   flhrpardeon   College. 
MRS. LAURA A. SWARTZ, 






Qranville, the borne of Deniton I'niversity, is situated in 
Licking County, near the B of Ohio,     It lie* 
■   moderatel}  elevated and partly w led Mils which 
mark the transition from the mon l< vel portion of the State to 
• . ire direreified surfaci of the southeastern leetion, oondi- 
tiom of natural environment admirably raited to the spirit and 
pnrp • legi   lift     Thi   rommunitj   ii of New  England 
origin, and similar to the traditional New England village in 
the ! -' ■'■• whieh il place* upon intellectual, mural and 
religious forcea.    It I been free front lalooni 
and Ohio Central Railway, and 
bj electric car to Newark, iii miles distant, hai acceai to the 
Pennt • and ' >hio, and all connecting 
lines,   hi- ear connection with Zaneaville, Columbus, 
Springfield,  Dayton and  •■ other points, and is provided 
loral and ■ telephone service 
BUILDINGS. 
\     og th<  buildings i upied by tin- various department! 
follow mi.' may be mentioned: 
Men's Dormitories. 
Marsh  Hall, erected in 1856, and Talbot Hall, completed 
.■    together  dormitory   accommoda- 
one hundred and fifty studenta   Both an brick 
four stories high   Lavatories with shown liatlis and 
ter ai psaible to each dormitory room, on 
12 
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the same floor. The i mi arc provided with u white iron bed- 
stead and mattress for each student, dresser, lounge, bookcases, 
study table and chairs. They arc lighted by electricity and 
heated by hot water, from the central plant. Talbot Hall, in 
addition   to  its dormitory   rooms,  contains class-rooms   for  the 
department! of History, Political Science, Latin, (icrman. Ro- 
mance Languages, Mathematics, Botany and Zoology. 
Women's Dormitories 
There are three building! erected as dormitories for young 
women, Burton Hall, King Hall, and Stone Hall. These 
edifices are all provided with electric lights, heated by hot 
water radiators, and supplied with hot and cold water for the 
lavatories, from the central heating and lighting plant. 
Together they furnish rooms for about one hundred and twenty 
young women, aside from reception rooms, reading rooms, sev- 
eral class-rooms, offices, and apartments for members of the 
faculty of Shepardson College. These halls, as in the case of 
the dormitories for young men, arc named in commemoration of 
individuals or families intimately connected with the manage- 
ment ami growth of the institution in its earlier days. Easily 
accessible to the dormitories is the Shepardson Dining Hall, a 
bright spacious and well equipped room in which students and 
teachers living on the Shepardson College grounds take their 
meals. 
The Library Building. 
DoatM Hall, I building of brick and stone, was erected 
for the library of the University in 1878, By Dr. W. Howard 
Doane, a member of the Board of Trustees. Its shelves con- 
tain the general library, comprising over thirty thousand bound 
and unbound volumes, in addition to which several depart- 
ments maintain special libraries, housed in immediate proximity 
to their lecture rooms and laboratories. 
Barney Memorial Hall. 
This building is the gift of E. .1. Barney, Esq., erected in 
memory of his father. It is of fire-proof construction through- 
out, ami built with the moat careful attention to the needs of 
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the work for which ii is intended.   It is devoted to the depart- 
1        gy,  and  ('nil  Engineering, ami pro- 
videil wit -       Ii f which "ill be found 
ling of  "Scientific  Equipment," II  few  panes 
further i n 
Doane Academy. 
Tbia  building,  in  addition  to  the  principal*! oftice,  the 
lecture root  i and ■ ■ of thi   Academy, fur which it is 
eapeciallj  designed,  containa the office of the   President,   Reg 
istrar and •■ ■   Preeident'i lecture room, the lecture 
rooms "t* the I' ; of English and Greek, and the (Jni- 
i ■ ipel    It  i- of Oakland pressed brick and Amherst 
.:■:-• -       - high above the basement    It  was 
present) It    the I'niversity by  I>r.  W   Howard  Doane.    The 
of this building baa been titled op to serve 
■ - lepartment of Chemistry. 
Conservatory Bnildii 
The   ..  i   build ' onservatory of Music was pre- 
1       I': in   I'    Tin slier   ami   Mrs.   Thresher. 
■   i      • ■     Street   opposite the grounds of Shep- 
i for instruction and prae- 
rs of 1 h»   faculty of the < Ion* 
•   i..  it  is  Recital   Hall,  a  well  equipped 
I.nil,:.! [ I public musical entertainments. 
It  i- provided with opera chain   i        - a raised floor, so as 
pectatora an  unbroken  view   of the stage.    The 
building is I   *v;th Steinway e.,neert grand and parlor 
gift of Dr. I loane. 
Cleveland Hall and the Doane Gymnasium. 
Cleveland Hall i- tie- home of the fonng Men's Christ- 
ian A thi Gymnasium for young men and the Col- 
lege I ieties The mam Gymnasium H<«>r. with gal- 
lery .ind running traek, occupying the east end of the build- 
ing,   is called   thi    Bv   -■ .   Gymnasium,   in   r gnition   of  the 
generosity of Mr. Ambrose Swasey, of Cleveland.     PV>r the same 
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reason the Assembly room of the Young .Men's Christian Asso- 
ciation, ill tin- west end of the building, is designated as 
Sherwio Ball, in honor of Mr. II. A. Shcrwin, of Cleveland. 
Adjoining the main (iynmasiiim floor is a spacious locker room, 
leading at  the Other end to the swimming pool and lavatories. 
On  the I id floor is a large reading room, provided with a 
well selected list of current magazines and newspapers, open 
to nil young men of the University. The third floor is divided 
into two large hulls occupied by the Calliopean and Franklin 
literary societies. There are also committee rooms, and of- 
liees for the Director of Physical Training. 
The Doane Gymnasium was erected by Dr. Doane in order 
In furnish similar facilities for the physical health and devel- 
opment of the youilg women of Shepardson College. It con- 
tains ample floor space for all healthful forms of indoor exor- 
eise, a good running track, a swimming pool, and such other 
appliances as experience shows to be valuable in maintaining 
robust physical health in young ladies engaged in study. That 
the best results may be secured from these appliances, the DM 
of the gymnasium is under the constant supervision of a com 
Detent  director. 
The Swasey Observatory. 
The Astronomical Observatory, built and fully equipped 
by Ambrose Swasey. Esq., is the latest addition to the scien- 
tific resources of the University. Erected of white Vermont 
marble it constitutes a highly attractive feature of College 
Hill. In its construction and equipment, down to the smallest 
detail. Mr. Swasey spared no pains or expense to bring every- 
thing into accordance with the most modern ideas of astro- 
nomical work. 
The Heating and Lighting Plant. 
All the buildings of the University arc heated and lighted 
from a central station, the boiler room of which is supplied 
with three horizontal-tubular boilers, and such auxiliary appa- 
ratus as is needed to distribute water for heating and lavatory 
purposes.   The lighting apparatus consists of one 4"> Kilo-Watt 
Hi I>l SISON   I'SIVI R8IT1 
Thresher generator  direet-eonnected t" .1 60 bone-power Ball 
..   and   75  Kilo-watt   Threaher generator,  direct-con- 
! to a Rum I eng oe of 110 hone power. The latter lias a 
capacity of 1200 lights, the former 720. These supply light 
in all the University buildings, and electric current to the lal>or- 
;• 1 - • 1 i• - for • gperimental purp 
SCIENTIFIC  EQUIPMENT. 
/■; ,., .    The Department ol Physics occupies the first and 
m nd  flo rs  of   Barnej   Memorial  Hall,  and  displays in  its 
thirty-one rooms the moat modern details of laboratory const rue- 
tion These include ofl - I administration, library, Isotore 
and recitation rooms, general and research laboratories, photo- 
metric and photographic dark rooms, instrument and prepara- 
tion rooms, Bra-proof vault, constant temperatun vault, chein- 
ieal kit. II.TI and mechanicians (hop. The laboratories are sup- 
plied vvitli natural gas, air under pressure, vacuum, hot and cold 
water, soft water, time service, electrical distribution from stor- 
battery and alternating or direct current generatora.    A 
lull  compli m  apparatus is available  for lecture 
demonstrat student wort ii une, "hilt special faeil- 
,'     .ire provided for ,;'-i- and research work. 
G The Department of Geology  npies the entire 
third 6 or of Barnej   Memorial Hall.    The main lecture room, 
in the east end. is equipped with stareoptieon and permanent 
„   for  u-.   of  slides,  the  collection  of  which  numbers be- 
...  four and   I ISSnd.     This  room  also contains  relief 
- and roll maps, for the illustration of lecture work, and 
over two  hundred  drawers  of specimens  fur the elementary 
study of minerals    Th responding room in the west wing 
is med for laboratory wort in Physiography and Geography. 
It is well supplied with tables, maps, minerals, ete . and oontaina 
.,,,■! ■.,-. of one hundred and forty drawers for 
the filing of topographic maps. The main room on the north 
.1 for mineralogies! wort Beta of natural and arti- 
ficial crystals an kept in this room, together with rucks and 
minerals for experimentation,    Adjoining 'his room is ♦'•■» ad- 
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ministrative office of the department. The main room on the 
south side contain! the Oilliert Geological Library, presented by 
the eminent geologist, Dr. O. K. Gilbert, of the United States 
Geological Survey, in recognition of the valuable work which 
has been done by the Geological Department of Denison. The 
room is also provided with a large number of current Geological 
and Geographical periodicals, English, French and German. 
There is a work-shop and a dark-room for photographic work. 
The shop contains a specially designed table for mounting maps 
on cloth. The equipment for geological photography is espe- 
cially complete and efficient. 
Civil Engineering.—The Department of Engineering occu- 
pies the fourth and fifth floors of Barney Memorial Hall. The 
equipment for field work includes transits, solar attachments, 
levels, plane tables, compasses, leveling and topography rods of 
all patterns, together with all the smaller implements needed. 
Aa an aid in class-room work the department has gathered a 
well-selected supply of shop drawings of railway and highway 
bridge*, roof trusses, culverts, etc., with many drawings and 
specifications for sewers, water systems and other municipal 
works. From the Highway Commission of various States the 
department has secured plans and specifications for every form 
of modern highway construction. The drafting rooms occupy 
the top floors of the central division, and of both wings of Harncy 
Hall, are well lighted by large skylights, and furnished with all 
requirement* for a thorough course in drafting. The depart- 
ment library and reading room is supplied with the best current 
technics] periodicals and a carefully selected list of important 
books on all branches of engineering work. There is also a large 
collection of lantern slides for illustrative purposes. 
Chemistry.—The Chemical Laboratories occupy the whole 
basement floor of the Doane Academy building. There are nine 
rooms, forming three laboratories, store rooms, balance room, 
lecture room and office, where is located a chemical library. 
The equipment is ample for the needs of the courses. One 
store room is well stocked with glass, wood, iron and porcelain 
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ware, issued to tbi students in quantities amply sufficient for the 
demand* of the beel  work.    The other itore room is stocked 
with chemicals.    Tl inipmenl and supplies arc selected with 
■pei ial reference to the aim of the oonrae, whioh is to (rive a 
broad theoretical baaia The Brat three years of the work arc 
devoted entirely t" thia end Only itndenta who acquire such 
n foundation are invited t" continue work in ehemiatry.    For 
all who are  ready   for advai d  work  the  laboratoriea offer 
excellent meant for entering upon special and technical subjects. 
Thoae who are interested in medicine, pharmacy, industrial 
chemistry, mining, chemical engineering and other allied 
branches »iii find in the laboratories abundant opportunity for 
securing preparatory training. 
Zoology  a       /•' Department   "I"   Botany   and 
Zoology occupy temporary quarter! in Talbot Hall, where lecture 
re - and laboratoriea for tin- various classes in general l>ioloiry, 
morphology and histology have been provided The lecture 
i - are equipped with projecting apparatus for lantern slides. 
microscopic prep irat - ad opaque objects, Leuekari zoological 
and Bornti tanieal chart* Ziegler and Auzoui models, 
and other illustrat h rials 
The L'niversity Herbarium embraces representative collec- 
tions from all parts of the L'nited States and Mexico, and is 
ially full in local flora, affording valuable equipment for 
classes in systematic botany.   A number of the leading botanical 
and zoological journals in   English, French and  German are 
identa    The library of the Scientific Association 
r ives in exchange for the Bulletin of tki Bcitnlifk Labor*- 
- and Transactions of many learned socie- 
ties at home and abroad together with the scientific publications 
of the various stales and of the United states Government This 
library, located in Barney Memorial Hall, is open for consulta- 
tion ever] working day of the college year. 
1 i ,    Thi   Department of Astronomy occupies the 
Swaae) Observatory Its equipment is primarily intended for 
teaching, but is of such hiirh grade as to serve tor special and 
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original research along several lines suitable to students pre- 
pared fur it. Minor instruments will he added from time to time 
I" enlarge the facilities, both for teaching and for researcli. 
Extension work will also he undertaken, through popular lec- 
tures, illustrated by lantern slides, for the benefit of the general 
student body and for outside communities, wishing to become 
acquainted with some of the various phases of the subject. 
Tl lUipmenl of the Observatory consists of an Equatorial 
telescope, of the standard Warner and Swasey type, similar in 
design to the 36-inch Lick and the 40-inch Yerke* The optical 
parts were famished by the John A. Brnshear Company. The 
objective has a clear aperture of nine inches and a focal-length 
of 135, The finder is of three-inch aperture and 17 inches focal- 
length, In addition to the usual number of eyepieces, there is 
provided S diagonal eyepiece for zenith observation, a helioscope 
for observing the sun. and a standard Warner and Swasey posi- 
tion micrometer, for the measurement of double stars. The four- 
inch combined transit and zenith instrument is of the standard 
Warner and Swasey type, with iron base and columns. It has 
■ universal micrometer with electrical illumination, showing 
dark lines in a bright field. Two twelve-inch circles are pro- 
vided, one used as A setting circle, rending by opposite verniers 
t" single minutes, the other divided on solid silver, reading by 
opposite verniers and magnifiers to ten seconds. The instrument 
has three fine levels in latitude and one for the horizontal axis. 
A perfect system of reversals is provided for use of the instru- 
ment, both as a transit and zenith telescope. The transit room 
contains also a standard Seth Thomas mean lime chick, regulated 
to central time. 
The library contains tin1 sidereal and mean time clerks, made 
by Riefler, of Munich. These are the finest clocks made for 
astronomies] purposes, surpassing all others in exactness. The 
cylinder chronograph is electrically connected with both clocks, 
the transit instrument and the equatorial, so that work done with 
cither of these instruments, involving time records, may be per- 
manently recorded on the chronograph sheet to one-tenth of a 
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i n>!    A telegraph sounder ii also provided, audible in tran- 
iil and equatorial rooms, tor eye and aar method of observing. 
The atandard  barometer  and  thermometer attached,  is also 
placed in the library.    The shelves i tain a complete set of 
the Pr lingi of the Royal Astronomical Society of London. 
• .   Monthlj Sol    - and ol the Royal Society Proceedings 
■    are the usual star mapa and catalogues, eighteen-ineh 
■ ofthemoi   important Astronomical journals 
and various reference I k> on Aatronomy and related subjects. 
The librarj is uaed ai a computing room and with the adjoining 
dark room is lighted by both gas and electricity and heated by 
an independent hot water ayatem 
LIBRARY PRIVILEGES. 
The University Librarj is open to the Faculties and students 
of all department    Its contenta are claaai&ed according to the 
Dewey  Syal      In  addition to the general  library, various 
special coll   lions oi I ka, periodicals, tranaactiona of aoeietiea, 
aintained by the different department* The Marsh 
Memorial Library, in King Hall, founded by Dr. and Mrs. 
Shepardaon in memory of their daughter, Mrs. Lide Shepanlson 
Marah,  furnishes ■  valuable collection of books for missionary 
;i„,l   Bible  stud}      A  -i ml  collection of works on  music  is 
maintained in the Conservatory building, and in Burton Hall is 
ccellent library of literature bearing on the history and 
criticism of the Fine Arta 
SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS. 
The "Bulletin of the Scientific Laboratories," published 
undei Denison Scientific Association," af- 
fords an opportunity for th" publication of original work by 
students and instructors in the several departments 
ing the contenta of this Bulletin have bean many of the 
important geological and biological studies of the late C. L. 
II, M- h vsi us studies in physics, by Professor A. I). Cole; 
studies in the pre glacial Drainage of Ohio, by Professor W. O. 
Tight; a leriei of papers on the Clinton Group of Ohio, by 
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August I'. Foerlte; studios on the nerve system of fishes, by 
Professor ('. J. Herriok, n Catalogue of the Phanerogams and 
Perm of Licking dimity, by Herbert L. Jones; the Birds of 
Licking County, by Irving A. Field; papers on various phases 
of the Geology of Lieking County, by C. L. Herriok, W. O. 
Tight. Professor Prank Carney and others; studies in New Mex- 
ico Geology, by C. L. Herriek and Douglas W, Johnson, and a 
number of Professor Thomas Leonard Watson's researches in 
the various ore-deposits of Virginia, Georgia and North Caro- 
lina. 
THE DENISON SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION. 
This society aims, in the words of its constitution: 
(o) To afford opportunity for the interchange of ideas by 
those interested in the various sciences. 
(6) To collect, record, and disseminate information hear- 
ing on the sciences. 
(«) To stimulate interest in local natural history and to 
preserve notes and specimens illustrating the Bame. 
It has been the means of much good in arousing a desire 
for original scientific investigation, and the interest in its work 
is constantly increasing. 
For information concerning the Bulletin of the Scientific 
Laboratories, published under the auspices of this association, 
address the Permanent Secretary, Professor Frank Carney. 
THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY. 
The Engineering Society is an organization composed of 
instructors and students who meet to read and discuss papers of 
technical interest, and make reports on engineering structures 
and other subjects relative to the work of the department of Civil 
Engineering. A reading room and library are maintained, 
accessible to all Btudents in the department, where the leading 
Engineering periodicals may be consulted. An effort is made to 
develop the habit of constant study of Engineering literature, 
together with an appreciation of its value to the engineer. 
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GEOLOGICAL  SOCIETY. 
i |. Herrick Geological Society "as founded in 1907, 
"to :' -'■ r .1 -;' ril of inquiry, t" stimulate in interetl in Geolog- 
ical studies independent of clam work, and to emphasise the 
iind by the pursuit nf knowledge in nature." A 
monthly programme is given throughout the school year, so ar- 
ranged thai each member appears before the wciety eaoh scm- 
The cumber of active members is limited to twenty. 
THE CHEMICAL 80CIETY. 
The Denison Chi Society is open t" nil interested in 
any way in the chemical w ii nccs Ita object is \<< foster ■ spirit 
of inquirj ai to the progress and applications of chemistry. 
Meetings are held on the first Wednesday evening of each month. 
THE DENISON LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION, 
This  association  ma  organised  to  stimulate  interest  in 
language itudj and unity the wort of the various language de- 
partmenta of the L'niversity.   Both instructors and students are 
admitted to rahip and take part in its proceedings, and 
men prominent  in educational or literary work elsewhere arc 
i present   papers or addresses under its 
auspi i - 
LITERARY SOCIETIES, 
are seven literary societies maintained in the differ- 
ent departments of the L'niversity,    the Calliopean, and Frank- 
lin, open to all young men in fJranvillc College classes; the Ku- 
,n. Philomathean and Tbalian, for young women in Shep- 
• r.mitiii.  and   Irving,  of   Dnane 
■ ..   These all maintain regular weekly meeting! and are 
• value to the literary and social life of the students. 
Tin: DENISON ORATORICAL ASSOCIATION. 
lim of this organization is to promote interest in public 
■peaking     Under it- auspices I local contest is held each year 
i-iuine who shall be the representative of the college at the 
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lnter-Collegiatc Orntoricnl Contest.    Occasional contests in de- 
bate with other colleges have also bean arranged. 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIONS. 
The Denison Athletic Association looks after the work in 
the gymnasium and provides other forms of physical training, 
at once interesting and profitable to the student. The payment 
of an annual athletic fee, assessed by the University, constitutes 
each male student a member of this association, entitled to all 
its privileges and to a vote in its management. The association 
possesses a fine athletic field, presented by F. P. Beaver, Esq., 
of Dayton. A similar association has been organized by the 
young women of the University, called the Shepardson Athletic 
Association. 
MORAL AND RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES. 
Vigorous branches of both the Young Men's Christian As- 
sociation and the Young Women's Christian Association are 
maintained in the University. These organizations maintain 
regular classes in systematic Bible Study, the Young Men's As- 
sociation offering a four years' course comprising the Life of 
Christ, the Apostolic Age, Old Testament Biography, and New 
Testament Doctrines. Students taking this course receive cer- 
tificates upon successful examination at the end of each year. 
and at the end of the course a diploma, under the auspices of tin- 
International Committee of the Young Men's Christian Associa- 
tion, Bible Study Department. 
The entire life and administration of the University, while 
avoiding sectarianism, is positively and emphatically in favor of 
the Christian religion. Each day the University assembles in 
the Chapel for prayers, and this service the students in all de- 
partments are required to attend, unless excused for satisfactory 
reasons. They are also expected to attend morning and evening 
church services each Sunday, full liberty being allowed to con- 
scientious denominational preferences in selecting a place of wor- 
ship. Students are welcomed in the various Sunday Schools of 
the village, and in the Baptist Sunday School there are several 
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classes taught by I Diversity inatructon ami intended expressly 
for students. 
DIVISION OF THE 8CHOOL TEAR, 
The scholastic year, exclusive of the short winter ami spring 
i -.-•". i> divided into two semesters "f eighteen weeks each. 
Eastei        tiom ir ntinued, M ander the 
former three •■ rm 13 Me n, but new student! desiring to enter for 
the latter part of the year "ill present themselves Dot at the close 
of one "t' these vacations, but at tic- opening of the second 
si    aster.     See < 'alendar, page 4 
REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY. 
1 aetei    pens with thi Chapel service, on the morn- 
ing of tie day scheduled in the L'niversity calendar, Punctuality 
at the beginning of the session 1- especially desired, as losses 
incurred by beginning behind ones classes can never be fully 
repaired, Although students will be admitted at any time, it is 
highly desirable that they begin their studies with the Kail semes- 
ter. If the attendance 1- expected to be for bnt our semester, 
that is I" -t: if for longer, the regularity secured by begin- 
ning with tl.. opening of the school year, in September, adds 
greatly to the profit of the study. 
Without special permission to do otherwise, each student is 
I \| ted to take nol   less than thirteen nor more than eighteen 
hours of work in the class-room per week, 
Careful records are kept by the l'niversity officers, from 
which each student's character for punctuality as well as for 
attainments in his studies an at any time be ascertained. This 
information "ill be furnished to parents or guardians at the end 
of eacl ■ iti r, and at any other time, on application to the 
Pn Bident. 
CHAPEL ATTENDANCE. 
Students prevented by any valid reason from regular at- 
tendant   HI  the daily Chapel exercises must  present  in advance 
their reasons for seeking exemption from this requirement and 
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have tlie same approved by the proper authority. For young 
men in college classes, this matter is in the hands of the Dean of 
Qranville College, Professor R. S. Colwell; for young men in 
academy classes, the Dean of Doane Academy, Dr. II. R. Hund- 
ley ; for young women, the Dean of Shepardson College, Miss 
I.nvcridge. 
CLASS STANDING. 
Each instructor keeps a constant record of the work of each 
pupil, and reports the same to the Registrar at the close of the 
semester. In the college classes the standing is indicated as 
follows: Students making a passing grade in any study are 
divided into four groups, designated by the letters A, B, C, and 
D, respectively. The letter A opposite a student's name indicates 
that his work for the semester, including examination, has been 
• sciHint; H, that it has been good; C, fair, and D, poor. The 
letter E indicates that the work has been too poor to receive 
credit until some condition, imposed by the instructor, has been 
fulfilled.    P indicates a complete failure. 
Students marked E must remove the imposed condition 
previous to the beginning of the second semster thereafter, in 
order to get credit for the study in question. Students marked 
P in any study necessary to the completion of their course must 
take the study over again in class, or if that is impossible, in 
such way as the Faculty shall direct. 
Beginning with the class to he graduated in 1913, no degree 
will he granted to any student whose standing shall not have 
been B or above for at least half the number of credit hours re- 
quirtd fur his COUrte, nor ill any singli semester will more than 
tit'li-c credit hours graded as low as D be counted on require^ 
mints for graduation. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
A careful examination of every class is held at the close of 
each semester. All students, whether candidates for degress or 
not, must attend all examinations in the studies which they pur- 
sue.    No student whose examination in any study is reported 
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••ii mplete" will receive credit for that study until the exam- 
ination hai been    impleted, and this mail be done within one 
: the original examination, 
SPECIAL STUDY  FOR HONORS 
Any regularly classified student who has maintained an A 
rank in nol leas than half Ins wort during two successive seracs- 
lers of the freshman and sophomore yean, and has not fallen 
below a pa in any single study, may. with the consent 
nf the (acuity, be enrolled nl for Honors in some se- 
lected department of stud)     Application f"r such enrollment 
de prior to the Brat of April of the Junior year.   If 
the applici ■■ inted, the Profi sa >t in charge of the depart- 
in, .,„ wort to the applicant substantially 
equal :M amount to a three-hour studj for 01 illege year, 
1. g student shall be examined on this work prior to the first 
of Ma) ol the S i    i   eai    Thi examination shall 1 ndueted 
under I feasor in charge, assisted by some 
be appointed by the President, 
and in addition t" I - gnment il shall cover in a 
general  waj ■■'<  which  the applicant  lias taken in 
i-     1   creditably pasaed it shall entitle the 
applicant to ha\ I "I"'11 'he records of the Uni- 
Honoi    D thii department, and the fact 
■ mi nt day and published in the 
annual eatal 
I, . .,_. .... interval between enrollment for  Honors and 
maintain an A rank in all work 
at to which Ins special study shall Iwlong, 
t fall below B in any other department   He must 
ii an unblemished r ird in deportment 
Wort done fur honors must not be elementary in its char- 
ihall it l"' tin only wort done in the depart- 
• in which it is taken.    Advanced elective eouraea already 
offered may be utilised as Honor eouraea, or s| lal topiea may 
be assigned to suit individual eaaes! but in no ease Khali work 
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upon which Honors nre bestowed be counted as any part of the 
student'l requirements for his baccalaureate degree. 
PRIZES. 
1. Tin Li iris Literary Prize Contttt. Charles T. Lewis 
Esq., of Toledo, offers to the Franklin and Calliopean Literary 
Societies the following prizes, to be obtained by literary contests 
daring (' uiimcncciucnt (reek: Forty dollars to the best debater, 
thirty dollars to the best orator, twenty dollars to the best essay- 
ist, mid ten dollars to the best dcelaimer. 
2. Tin Samson Talbol Prize Reading. This prize founda- 
tion is for the best reading of Scripture and is open to Seniors 
and .Juniors.   The prizes are $40 and $20, respectively. 
•:i. The Fhl, lu r I). Marsh Prize. A prize of $100 to the 
undergraduate student in Physics who shall present the best 
paper upon such topic as may be assigned by the department 
nl' I'hysic8. This prize is established by Charles A. Marsh, of 
the Class of 1878, as a memorial to bis father and mother, who 
were long connected with the educational interests of Granville. 
4. The Francis W. Shrpanlsuit Prises in History. First 
and second prizes of $50 and $25 respectively, for the best papers 
or examinations on some phase of American History, to be de- 
termined by the department of History. These prizes are con- 
tributed by I'. \V. Shepardson, LL. I)., of the Class of 1882. 
5, Lake Laboratory Scholarship Prize. The University 
offers as a prize to students in the Department of Botany and 
Zoology a scholarship in the State University Lake Laboratory, 
for the summer session following the award. This prize is 
awarded on the basis of general excellence in the work done in 
these two department!.    In ease two applicants seem equally 
mi litoriiiiis two such scholarships may be offered. 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND. 
For deserving students in need of assistance the University 
has at its disposal the annual income of the following funds: 
•Not offered  for the current year. 
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1. The Mary K   Monroe Fund, $30,000.    The insoma of 
tins fund ia available for ministerial itadenti in Qranville Col- 
and in tl peal Seminariea after graduation from 
Gram ille i ollege 
2. The King Seholarahip Endowment, of $12,000, for the 
aid ol       Dg -    pardaon i College 
3 Tl e Bb< m  ■ r Tl n iher Fun.!, of 110,000, fur the aid of 
young men of Qranville C 
4 The M    E, Gray  Fund, of 15,000,  for the aid of min- 
iiterial itu lenti   f < Iranville < "olli L1'' 
5 Thi   David and Jane Harpeter Pond, $1,500, available 
for atudenta in Qranville College or Doane Academy, 
6. The David Tl   I    er Fund, of $1,500, available for min- 
iateri    rtii    nta   i Oi  i    He College or Doane Academy. 
7. The Mary Arnold Stevena Fund, of $500, for atudenta 
in Qranvilli  College or Doane Academy. 
The 8he|   rdaon Scholaahip, income of $1,000, for atu- 
denta       -       rdaon i bllegi 
9.    The  Luae Seholarahip,  income of $1,000,  for atudenta 
in Shepardaon ''ollege 
in.    The  Boatwick  Seholarahip  of  $1,000,  established  by 
A   F and A   A   B atwick, of Seville, Ohio. 
II     The Griawold Seholarahip, the  income of $5,000, the 
gift of the late 0.0 Griawold, Baa . ol Warren, Ohio. 
12.    The   I.     ■ Scholi ral ipa   contributed  bj   Charlea  T. 
Li a -.   Baa,, of Toledo, affording free tuition annually to two 
•   Is 
13     The Doyle Seholarahip, contributed by John If. Doyle, 
Bi ,   Toledo, Ohio, affording free tuition annually to one atudent. 
14. The Maria Thereaa Barney Fund, from which the I'res- 
ident  of the  L'niveraity haa a  varying amount at his diapoaal 
year to be loaned to atudenta at his discretion, without 
intereal 
15. The Ohio Baptial Education Society baa at ita diapoaal 
pa for its benefleiariea t'> the number of 
furtj . if neci aaarv, 
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16. Ity authorization of the Trustees the President of the 
University may remit the tuition of a limited number of students 
in cue of special  necessity. 
17. A few scholarships which were sold in the early days 
HI' the college were afterwards surrendered by the original pur- 
chasers and are at the disposal of the Faculty. 
Good class standing and exemplary conduct in all relations 
of life are prerequisite to the enjoyment of any of these scholar- 
ships. Pupils holding them may be called upon to render a 
certain amount of service to the University, but never to an 
amount which will interfere with regular college studies. 
FIRST DEOREES. 
The degrees of A. B., B. S., and Ph. B. are conferred upon 
such candidate! for the same as have passed satisfactory ex- 
aminations upon all studies required. 
Candidates for these degrees are required to pay the Treas- 
urer their dues, including the graduating fee of five dollars, as 
early as June 1. 
No lirst degree will be granted to any candidate therefor 
who, at the beginning of the second semester of the Senior year, 
shall have charged against him as incomplete any work of the 
course required prior to the Senior year. 
SECOND DEGREE. 
The usual second degree is conferred on completion of 
graduate courses of study. Undergraduates who have advanced 
standing may take work toward second degree, but not more 
than two-third* of a year of such work may be taken previous 
I" graduation. Students in graduate courses arc subject to the 
same tuition, incidental and laboratory fees as others. The 
diploma fee for all advanced degrees is ten dollars. The particu- 
lar requirements for the several degrees are as follows: 
FOR THE DEGREES OF A. M. AND M. S. 
The candidate for either of these degrees shall study in the 
''iiiversity at least one year. He shall, with the approval of the 
I'acuity, select one study which he shall pursue throughout the 
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year ss a Major; tad be sliall also, with the advice of the Pro- 
fessor in  his major subject, choote ON or two minors in allied 
subjects t" be pursued throughout the year.    The candidate, 
before receiving liis degree, shall present a satisfactory thesis on 
topic approved by the Professor in charge of his Major. 
THE MEDICAL PREPARATORY COUR8B. 
The Scientific Course includes the subjects recommended 
by the Associstion of Medical Colleges tor prospective medical 
students, end special opportunities are offered in departments 
of Zoology, Botany and Chemistry to such students as may de- 
sire to secure entrance t" medical aehoohl of the best grade. To 
a immodste thosi stud< nts s bo desire to lay the broadest possi- 
ble foundation f.>r medicine, s year of graduate work is offered 
leading to the degree "f Master of Science and presenting ad- 
vanced courses in comparative anatomy, histology, neurology 
botany, chemistrj and phj n - 
The Separate Departments 
I.    Granville College 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 
The name "Granville College" wag the official designation 
of the school iinw known IIH IVnison I'niversity, for about ten 
yean previous to the adoption of the present name. At various 
linns during the succeeding years the re-adoption of the name 
Inn! been informally discussed among the friends of the institu- 
tion, hut the matter had not been taken up officially. When the 
re adjustment of the relations between Denison University and 
Slnparclsnn College came before the Board, the necessity for 
smile separate designation for the department of the University 
which has to do with the instruction of young men in the four 
college classes led inevitably to the revival of the old name 
Oranvillt CoUtgt. Wherever this term is used, the reader will 
understand that it refers to the department of collegiate instruc- 
tion for young men. as distinguished from the departments deal- 
ing with tin collegiate instruction of young women, preparatory 
instruction, etc. 
?1 
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Faculty ot Granville College 
BMMI W. HI NT. I). I).. LL. D., 
Intellectual and Moral Philosophy. 
AI-. :.i on loavr, 1912-1918.) 
RlCBARD 8. < "I.WEI.I., 1). D„ 
Thf Oreek Lcmguooi and I.it-rnture. 
Acting President, 1912-1918.) 
iIEOBOI P  M> Kiiiius, PH. D., 
Tin   Rcmutnt ■   L'l'i'jui'jtx. 
I'll Mill.-   I.     Wll I.IAMS,    A.    If., 
Rhetoric and English Literature. 
Wn I MM  II. JOHIHON, A. M. 
Th. Latin Langmagi  and IAteraturt, 
Wn.i i- A   i n iMiiiiii IN. I'II. D.. 
Th>   '». rni'l/i  l.'lit'lii'l'l1 
I'M UU F-- K   GoODELL, A. M 
History and /' litii al Si it tu I 
KIIINK CARNRT, I'M. I).. 
'.•  ' ■)■! and I/IM. raloe/y. 
AKTIIIR M   MKI'MIIA' K. A    If., 
('in mistru 
I ii OMil  K   ' SOORIIX, I'll   D , 
Uooloefy. 
KI.I.U E. LAWTON, I'M   l> 
I'll'i-i ■ 
MALCOLM K. STICKHKT, A   If., 
Itiitmnr. 
I'vi i. BDETBLD, I'II. D., 
.1 itronomn 
ANNA B. 1'K'KHAM, A   M . 
Mathematics. 
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HI'NYAN SPENCER, A. M., 
Logic. 
THEODORE S. JOHNSON, M. S., 
Engineering. 
CLARENCE D. COONS, M. S., 
Physics. 
RAYMOND W. PENCE, A. If., 
English. 
AUGUST ODEBRECHT, A. M., 
Modern Languages. 
VKTOII II. llui'ii:, A. B., 
Public Speaking. 
PORHB H. WILEY, A. B., 
Mathematics. 
(Abtant on leave, 1912-1918.) 
Ill  IM'lIK  0.  LoVKRIDGE, A.  If,, 
Pedagogy and Eiilory <if Art. 
CARL PAIGE WOOD, A. If., 
Theory of Music. 
LAURA B. PARSONS, 
Drawing anil Designing. 
MARY L. MCKIBBEN, PH. H., 
French. 
IRVING STODDARD KULL, A. If., 
Ilistory. 
LILY PELL SEFTON, B. S., 
Chemistry. 
WALTER LIVINGSTON, B. S., 
Physical Training. 
CONSTANCE TEEPLE, A. B., 
Physical Training. 
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Conuitions  of Admission 
Regularly authenticated graduate* of Doane Academy are 
admitted to the Freahman Claaa without further examination. 
The graduate! of certain approved Bigfa Behooli an cred- 
ited with their certified Iliirh School »"i-k without examination, 
■o far ti inch work coincide* with the entrance requirementa 
ni" the I'niveraity, Candidate* prepared elaewhere than in Doane 
Academ)   muat in e\ - '    srtif ate* "r diploma* 
official!} rigned and showing the amount of w^rk dune and 
credit gained in each itudy, Theae moil IH> preaented whan 
tin- itudenl applie* for admuai 
Exai   nation* for n College claaM* «iii be 
held eding the beginning "f the Fall nmaater, 
;ii '' a m     See Call ndar 
ENTBANI I:  REQl'IUMCKTS. 
The unit ■ n the following statement of Entrance 
Requii      nti el    in    recitation period*   a week 
throughout the school       r    For adn ianon  to tin- Freahman 
i    -. without condition fifteen unit-, rnnal I Ifered from the 
rk, in rdance «i11> the 
group iwa: 
El  ILISH,  : I'MTS. 
Tl     uual I       ■ i i   at* in Compoaition,  Rhetoric 
and English I    --   - 
I I I'MT-. 
I   rat Latin I k. 1  unit. 
I •       position. 1 unit. 
Cicero, 6 orations, and Compoaition. 1 unit. 
-    ai* i k- ■■:' the Aeneid, and Compoaition, 1  unit. 
GBEI K. •! I'MI-. 
I'II-I On ek bm k. 1 unH. 
Anabaai* and Compoaition, 1 unit. 
II er and <'ompoiition, 1 unit. 
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FRENCH, :I UNITS. 
Ql KM vs. 3 I'MTS. 
The course outlined by the Committee of 12 of the Modern 
Language Association of America, section 7-8, is recom- 
mended. 
HISTORY, l< L. I'NITS. 
Ancient History, 1 unit. 
Medieval and  Modern History, 1 unit. 
English History, 1 unit. 
Advai I United States History, 1 unit. 
Civics, J4 unit. 
MATHEMATICS, •'! I'MTS. 
Algebra to Quadratics, 1 unit. 
Algebra through Quadraties, \'-< unit. 
Plane Geometry, 1 unit 
Solid '" letry, '.._, unit. 
Si   II   SI   I .    ,"|l £    |"\|TS. 
Physics without laboratory work, y2 unit; with laboratory 
work, '- unit additional. 
Chemistry without laboratory work, y.. unit; with labora- 
tory work,  'L. unit additional. 
Physical Geography without laboratory work, \i. unit ; with 
laboratory work, 'L, unit additional. 
Botany, >:, unit; with laboratory work, y3 unit additional. 
Physiology, '- unit. 
Zoology without laboratory work, \'., unit; with lahorntory 
»ork. i_. IMIit additional 
Mechanical Drawing, >,<. unit. 
Prom this list of possible entrance subjects the following 
groups ire made up, the studies of the first group being required 
"! all applicants for admission to the Freshman ('lass, in addi- 
tion to which Group II is required of all who enter the Classical 
1 ourse, Group III of all who enter the Philosophical, and Group 
IV of all who enter the Scientific, 
36 IN    i   si., 
' il//. 
inita 
Mathematics, ->_ unit!    Algebra 1' _• units. Plant Ge- 
ometry, 1 anil 
II   s| ■!•.     ]        111 ;'- 
• .!. 7 units. 
i 
pi    -      re, 7 units. 
Latin, I ui   - 
2   nil 
E     t i vi   '_' 
Total, 15 
OBOI p III, I 




If Lai      i of the requirements in this 
group Dot leas tl   n two units, and students desiring 
for the Philosophical degree 
pren lit 4 units ,,f Latin for 
■ 
IV, i f So /■ nls. 
lii        I 7 units 
i   • re. 4 units.   If Latin is offered it must 
D 2 units 
units 
I    ■    ' i .: 
Total, 18 units. 
I >! F i' ii M it - r   I w   BBANCHBI    Students often ap- 
ply fi i D to regular rlnsnns. who are behind those classes 
in  some  stud)      If  such  students show ability,  assistance  is 
afforded  tl -intr their purpose     It  in sometimes. 
however  >■ msarj  for then to secure private Instruction for a 
anorl lime; bul this maj I"- obtained s< reasonable rates. 
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STUDENTS NOT CANDIDATES FOR A DEGREE.—Student* not 
candidate! for a degree may be admitted to the College, provided 
they give satisfactory evidence to the Faculty that they can 
profitably pursue the studies which they select. 
CIMUU. REQUUMENTS FOR GRADUATION.—In estimating 
credit* for the baccalaureate degree the unit is one hour a week 
of lecture OP recitation, or two hours a week of laboratory work, 
through one semester. One hundred and twenty-four such units, 
and four units in physical training, arc necessary to the com- 
pletion of any COWM leading to a degree. Ordinarily, the stu- 
dent will complete sixteen such units each semester, and no 
Student will lie permitted to elect studies aggregating more than 
eighteen or less than thirteen units in any semester without 
special permission from the Faculty. 
rl.\sslFK\\Tll>N OF STUDENTS. 
N" student will he classified as Freshman who is deficient 
.1 the beginning of the year in more than ten hours of pre- 
paratory work, For sophomore standing the student must have 
removed entrance condition! and gained a credit for at least 
twenty-two hours of college work by the beginning of the year. 
KIT .Junior standing he must have completed at least fifty-eight 
hour* of college work, and for Senior standing at least eighty- 
i -'hi Gymnasium work required of Freshmen and Sophomores 
I■-iin-lively must be completed before they will be advanced to 
Sophomore and Junior standing.    No student will be graduated 
from   the   I'liivcrsity   who  at   the  close  of   the   Spring   Ti ss 
previous to graduation has not gained credit  for at least one 
! undred and six hours of college work. 
DISMISSION. 
Student* leaving before the Clots of a semester will not be 
regarded as having honorably terminated their connection with 
tin   I'liivcrsity unless regularly dismissed by the President. 
EXPF.NSES. 
It is believed that a collegiate education can be obtained 
here at as little expense as at any other college of equal rank for 
|M MMIN  I'XIVI N-nv 
thorougli  > quip MI in the country.    The 
... iely the i     nary items ol ex- 
I      ' 
|85 to    BO 





Matriculation I I i ihnuui ' SB   l> 
'..-:-: |5: Eli  live, |9 
s,„,;                  ring fm thai    ighteen bonra ol wort 
in ,„    , paj an extra tuition fee ol |1 
hour. 
I ... .      | i    ,     nnected with certain aoientiflc 
...... rariouai ientiflc departmental 
in tl ng page* 
.    dollar    For regiatrationa made the 
ii remitted, f.>r the aeoond day, 
I    ■  the I 
A ,... .. .! ,lhu-a ia charged for the reeervation 
-. which mini he paid before August 
ted on i    '■ nl  ond '• forfeited if "" 
,i examination rabjaeta the student 
-J • * -;■■   al   lamination, 
g to u, -.•?:. per waeki in fami- 
Iie«   M to -I •■•"     Whatever I rd eoata ow tS.3 * »'''k 
.„  .„,,:.,i to the above eatimate.    Many itademni rednaa 
thii •""» 
A|| I r, payable at the beginning of each semester 
Anj  rtudenl compelled bj lickneai to leave by the middle of 
,,,, .. meater will have one third of Mmeater billl refunded. 
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DORMITORY FURNISHING. 
Students rooming in the CUIIPRC dormitories are expected to 
provide their own bed clothing, towels, soup mid other toilet 
appliances. For the charge specified in the preceding table the 
(•"Hi'!.'!' provide* the necessary furniture (bedstead, mattress, 
dresser, book-ease, lounge, table and chain), lights the moms 
with electric light and heats them by means of hot water radia- 
tors. Tin' living rooms are all in close proximity t<> lavatories, 
<>ii the same floor, where shower baths an' provided, with hot 
;iin! cold water. Students not rooming in the College handings 
must have their minus approved by tin- Faculty and he subject 
t.i thr general regulations of tin' College 
Statement 01  Work in the Various 
Departments 
INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY. 
PRESIDENT MINT. 
(Abu ive, 1912 1913) 
Maori in   i Ki'i i — 'ii  M-KNCER. 
Tin   required work in tfaii department comprises one hoof 
.-I week during the i the Freshman year, four 
and ti\• - hours n work dur- 
rter of the 8 nior year    Elective work in 
ffered through b tl   -  tere, three hours per week, 
■-   DI   •- ■ ■     - -i i>-1 other advanced students at the 
discrcl 
Thi I of tl     rork la almost exclusively by text-book 
and recitation, pied topics.   Attention is 
Dol text-book, however, bnt care is taken to 
Dtrodnction to the l~st  literature of the 
■ 
President Hunt Freshmen one hour a weak dnr- 
itudy of the foundations of Christian 
tl  q ial refera to the objections 
meet 1 
i, i- devoted to Deductive Logic, and the 
il systems ol tymbola and diagrams are introduced. 
iching Inductive Logic, the most recent developments 
■   and the whole subject is treated not merely 
»> :i •  -■ i tal gymnastics, but as ■ method of practical 
training for philosophical, scientific and judicial investigations. 
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In Psychology, the final appeal is made to consciousness, 
while recognition is given to the results of psychological ex- 
periment. 
IN Mthies, the methods and conclusions of the evolutionary 
school are passed in review, Kspceial attention is given to the 
analysis of conscience, and to the principles in accordance with 
which the character of acts must IH> determined. 
The work is given in the following courses: 
1. Foundation! of Christianity.—Freshman year, first se- 
mester, Thursday, 11 A. M. 
3. (a) Psychology, until Holiday recess; (b) History of 
Philosophy begun. Senior year, first semester, four hours, Mon- 
day excepted, 10 A. M. 
4. (<i) History of Philosophy, until the Spring recess; (6) 
Ethics, from the Spring recess to end of the semester. Senior 
year, second semester, five hours, 10 A. M. 
(nurses 1, :) and 4 are required of all candidates for the 
various degrees conferred by the 1'niversity. 
5. Logic—Deductive and Inductive. Open to Juniors and 
Seniors and others at the discretion of the Instructor,    first 
ter, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. M. 
fi. Login.—Applied. Special attention is given to Debate. 
ii[» n to Juniors and Seniors and others at the discretion of the 
Instructor. Second semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
7:30 \ H. Courses 5 and G arc given by Associate Professor 
Spencer. 
MATHEMATICS. 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PECKHAM. 
paorawM BOTU>. 
VSSIXT.INT PROFESSOR wir.EY. 
(Absent on leave,  1fll2-1°13) 
The following courses are offered: 
1. Ettmnilary Algebra, a review course, six weeks, followed 
by Plant Trigononitry, twelve weeks. Freshman year, first se- 
metter, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. Sections at 7:30, 8:30 
and 10 A. II. 
42 I 11 SI-. .\    I   \I\ : 
la     • G    mitry     Freshman    year,    Ant    semester, 
P 10 \   M     This course ia for student* who il" not 
present  Solid Geoiuetrj   for entrance, and is prerequisite   to 
-'    '" M   i   ;■■ ■!   ritiona which are necessary for suit- 
-    '   : I       •    - .in- ilis.uss.-il. 
2.   £ . - \ «' ■ k-. followed    by   ad- 
I ka. more difficult purls of ad- 
,re considered in .'.mrs.' 
!'■     i ■   ■ • •      itei    Monday,  Tuesday    and 
-    ■    • -    •  i -     i    nd 10 A. M 
1 2 are required ol .ill candidates for degrees 
i '• Kophomoi    year,   Ural   nmester, 
■ - per «• ek   ! i pted, 11  \. M. 
i     /' ' H ;     more year, Tour hours per 
week, Pri ! pted. 11 A. H 
Us      i d ■ ■ i> fertntial Calculus.—Sopho- 
more year, flrsl live hours per week, 7:80 v. M. 
l.i      /' ■.     /     • iral   fa/ru/us.^-Sophotnore vritr. 
• • : - per ■•■■•■• k. 7 r-:i» \  M 
1     ■• -   'i and  la are intended primarily for students in 
I  •   i^lii by Professor Biefeld. 
■ 'I i Junior year,   flrsl   semester,   four 
i     rs pel   reek   I > da)  • v • pti d. 10 j   \t 
i •»i -- ri to Juniors and Senior*, 
■   Monday, Tuesdaj snd Thursday, 1" \. M. 
7     I-'i i / Call iii„.    Senior year, lirsi semester, four 
hours per week, Pridaj excepted, 11  v   M, 
/■ Equaiioni    Open t.> Junior* and Senior*. 
Second i four hours per week, Friday excepted, 11 A. M. 
GREEK. 
PROFESSOB   COLWSa I 
lun  -   10 A   M daily, except Wednesday.) 
Til.- Following courses an- offered: 
1      .;    l.yriat    Selected oration*, with biatory of Athens 
under the Thirty Tyrants ami tin- Restoration of th* Danoe- 
'.     Thucydidts —Selection*,  uith  history  of tin- I'elo- 
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ponnesian War. Reading at sight from resins, Lucian, and the 
New Teatament. Freshman year, lirst semester, four hours, 
Wednesday excepted, Hi A. M. 
~ <i Thucydides. Continuation of course 1. (6) llu- 
mtr. Selectiona from the Iliad, with right reading from the 
11  >'Bsey.   Freshman year, woond lemeeter, four hours, Wednes- 
((•Opted,   10 A.  M. 
:. n Demosthenes.—Selected orations, usually the Philip- 
pies and Olynthiaes. (6) Herodotus,—Select ions. Sight read- 
ing from Demosthenes, Herodotus, Diodorns Siculus, Zeno- 
phon, and the New Testament.   Sophomore year, lirst semester, 
four llOUrS,   Wednesday  executed.  7:30 A.  M. 
I     (a) Herodotus.—Continuation of course 8.    (h) I'lalo. 
The Apology and Crito, with selections from  the Phaedo. 
Sight reading from the Memorabilia of Xenophon.   Sophomore 
year, second semester, four hours, Wednesday excepted, 7:30 
V.   M. 
Courses 1-4 are required of all candidates for the degree 
of  Bachelor of Arts ami of candidates for the degree of Bach- 
elor of Philosophy Who make1 Greek their major language. 
5. Tragedy.—Aeschylus. Sophocles, or Euripides Elect- 
ive for those who have completed courses 1-4. First semester, 
lour hours,  Wednesday excepted, 8:80 A. M. 
6, Aristophanes,— Elective for those who have completed 
courses 1-4. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 1 :.t0 
P. If. 
8.     \iir   Tettoment.— Elective   for   those   who    have    had 
 raw 1-4.    Second semester, Tuesday. Thursday, Friday, 8:30 
\.   II, 
ROMANCE LANOUAOKS. 
PROCESSOR  MCKIIIIIKN. 
"lli.e 1 rs, Wednesday 10:00 A. II., Friday 11:00 A. M.) 
ASSISTANT   PROFESSOR  OtiEBRECHT. 
MARY    I..    MCKI1U1KN. 
This   department   offers   opportunity  of   studying   French, 
Italian and Spanish.    Its aims are:    (1) The acquisition of a 
II l>l M-'N    I'NIVKK.-ITV 
ag knowledge of the foreign language) (9) linguistic train- 
to thi foreign literature and life. 
1 employed include! the following features: 
Simultaneous beginning of grammar and translation; gradual 
advance i<> the new with frequent practice upon the old; the 
mastery of principle! by noting and classifying rxamplea found 
in thi • • . lied. 
Fi 
Of tl iraea ei        rated below, applicants for the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts, are required to take at least course 1.   Fur 
the degn f Bachelor of Science, c uraei 1 and 2 are required. 
For the Di • r ol  PI     sophy, students who choose 
French ai their major language upon entrance must take courses 
1 and - and a) least two four-hour couraei in addition. Aside 
from theae reqoirementa thi I - onraea are open at elective* 
•    itudenta il with courses 1  and 2 in order 
prerequisite to anj of thi iraea    At the option of 
the student a year ol I be accepted as the equivalent 
of a j ear    f 1 Tench. 
1 Forms, translatioi   written ezereiass, L'rammar. with SO 
pages translatioi     A   ourse forbeginnen    Freshman 
four I rors, Wednesday ezcepted, two sec. 
lions, f i. and 1:30 p. M     Repeated in second asmeatei 
2 ('until the work of eonraa 1     Grammar, with 
. work in composition    Translation of 150 panes 
ir, second semester, four houra, 
\v. ih ted. 1      lections, 8  10 I   H . and 1 80 P. u. 
I.   I ed, with i 'tii|" sition   ezerciaea   and 
Com rit it  1818, and  lr*arf< r- 
/.„,.   Sopl ter,  four hours, Wednesday 
led. 1 
11. ol Qrammar, forms and syntax, with compnsi- 
uttiry ]ii -•  and poetry.   Sophomore year, 
■   four hours, Wednesday ezcepted, 1 :80 P. U. 
.">    ' 'i and  Dictation.    First  semester,  Monday, 
Tui -   ■;• an ; l\ i dnesdas ,7   10 4   M. 
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6. .Modem Comcilic8, rapid reading and summaries in 
French. Second semester, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, 
7:80 A. u. 
i. Scientific French. Dike's Scientific French Reader. 
First wmwter, Wednesday, 1:30 P. M. 
8. Scientific French. Continuation of course 7. Second 
semester, Wednesday, 1:30 p. M. 
9 10. A course intended to afford advanced students prac- 
tice- in I lie oral use of tlic language by the careful study of some 
play, I" be pretested by the class. Maximum credit, two hours, 
time to be arranged. 
11. French Literary History. Faguct, Lemaitre, or Pcllis- 
siir. Open to students who have had two years of French. 
Pint semester, three hours, time to be arranged. 
12. French Philology, or Old French. Open to students 
who have had Freshman Latin. Three hours, time and text to 
be arranged.    Second semester. 
Italian.— 
2. (irandgent's Grammar. Prose and verse of the Iiisorgi- 
mento. Outline of the history of Italian Literature. The forms 
of the language are learned ami practiced  ill exercises, written 
and oral and in translation.     Elective in all courses.     Second 
semester, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, 10 A. M. 
3. Modem Prose and Poetry. First semester, Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 2:30 p. at. 
Spanish.— 
1. Oarner's Orammar and Ramsey's Reader. The forms 
of the language arc learned and practiced in written and oral 
exercises and in translation. Recent prose and verse. Sight 
reading of business correspondence. Open as an elective to 
students in all courses. First semester, four hours, Wednesday 
ezcepted, 7:30 A. M. 
2. Cervantes, or modern prose. Second semester, four 
hours, Wednesday exceptcd, 7:30 A. M. 
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The course* in Spanish and Italian, while intended as eleet- 
ives for u| D, may I"- taken by any who, in the judg- 
iii.ni of the Instructor, can carry them with profit. 
RHETORIC AND ENGLISH  LITERATURE. 
PRonssoa wn ii v\i» 
Ofl ■•■ hour*. Tuesdaj and Thursday, 10:00 A. II) 
ASSISTANT IftOFBSSOa II.M! 
rae. thi study of Rhetoric is pursued in 
ination with the study of literature, American and Knglish. 
Instruction i« given by text-l k- an.I notes.    Themes arc re- 
qnired   throughout   tbi Students  are  made acquainted 
with tli.- principles of literary criticism, and encouraged to de- 
velop intelligent appreciation of tli.- best thai lias been thought 
and wi I ten f i      I ledmnn t" the present ti     A number of 
iring *     ■' .1.. .r and Senior yean.    All 
'      -   re required to appear in public ex- 
hihitiona during I ntei   young men with orations and young 
. |   .   given: 
1 / ing and (ttructurt  "I English Prott.—Text- 
I k-  H     ■    ■ id Denny's Paragraph  Writing and the Atlantic 
V for October  November and l> mber,    Pint semester, 
lay and Friday, 8:30 \. \i. ami 2;:!" p, H. 
2 />■ Ion       A at idy of formal Rhetoric and of specimen 
Second semester, Tuesday, VTednee- 
1 ■ ■     ' i   u   and -' :30 P. v. 
/ /  ■                 Lewis   Hfginningt of English />»'■ 
' /'               and   Knight'a  Talc,  S/xnsir,   The 
/'■      " Rook I, TI      ■ -/:..' Kliiabttkan Ploys.   Notes 
• in the Dei if the Drama.   Junior year, Brat semester, 
Monday, Wi Inesday and Friday, 11  v. H. 
I     I Litiratun      The text-l k used is Long's, «up- 
pli mented bj selected readings and by notes on ■■] ial topics. 
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Junior year, second semester. Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
11 A. M. 
5. Crawsliaw's The Interpretation of Literature. Essays 
and Orations.    Senior year, first semester, Monday 10 A. H. 
fi, Slink* s/n an.—Selected plays. Second semester, Tues 
day and Thursday, 7:30 A. M. 
7. Anglo-Saxon.—Bright \s Anglo-Saxon Reader. The 
language is studied with reference to its historical relations to 
modern English and (ii-rman. First semester, Monday, Tuesday 
and Thursday. 1:80 P. St.     Professor Chamhcrliu. 
B     /in English Xuvel.   Stoddard'a Evolution of th<  Eng- 
lish Novel, Open to Juniors und Seniors. Second semester, 
three or five hours credit, Monday. Wednesday and Friday, 11 
A.   II. 
ft.    A  Study of ProSt   Fiction.—The     text hook    used     is 
Perry's, which is supplemented by selected readings. First se- 
mester, Tuesday and Thursday, 11 A. M. 
10. later American Writen.—The text-book is Vedder's, 
supplemented by selected readings and hy notes. Second seines- 
ter, Tuesday and Thursday. 11 A. M. 
11. Elizabethan Drama.—Selected plays of Marlowe, Lyly 
ami Shakespeare.     First semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30 
A. M. 
12. Anglo-Saxon    Poetry.—Beowulf.   Second     semester, 
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. 1 iSO P. St. 1'iofessur Chamlier- 
lin. 
18.   Poetic*.—Oummere's "Ilandhook with Selections for 
Study."     First semester, Tuesday and Thursday.  7 i.'iO  \.   \i. 
14. Literary Interpretation.—The text-hook used is Win- 
chester's, which is accompanied by a study of masterpieces in 
prose and verse.    Second semester.  Wednesday ami   Friday,  10 
\.   M. 
15. The Short Story.—Study of the technique of the short 
story; critical analysis of the best modern writers and original 
work.     First  semester.  Monday and Wednesday 10 A. M. 
i> I>I SISON iM\asm 
17. E    ilitk,    A course for those who ex- 
Bngliah in high school*. Designed especially for 
Juni real - rs and open to no one below thaw classes with- 
out express permission from the instructor. First semester, 
W and Friday, 11 \. M 
18     A \Tl   Writing.—A course dealing especially 
with Bxpositi m     Special attention i* given to the eritieiani of 
Prerequisite, course 1     Seoond Mmeater, two 
per week, hours to be arranged. 
LATIN  LANGUAGE AND LITERATUEB. 
PBOFBBSOa  JOHNSON 
-        iday and Friday, 2 ::ti) 1'. II.) 
\--: i.-vl(   PI Ml 
Of tl numbers 1, 2, 8 and 4 an reqaired 
I i I   r of Arts, bat courses 
instituted and I. with the approval of the 
•ree of Bachelor of Philosophy 
p i l    ;■ r.- required to take 
four ■        '    - department, four hours per week, 
.1 and 2    For the remaining two semes- 
t between conreae 8 and 4, and eonrsea 
. in the department are open ai eleetivei to 
at of the Instructor, ia saffleiently 
rk with  profit, hut  courses 1   and 2 
thi more advan I work except 
■  ■ : 2    n R m ti Lift, which are open to all college 
1 ■ 11.  s.te.•ut.. and De Amieitia, one to be 
■   n and the other employed for training iu 
oral i       ng of thi  Latin text.     '•! Lipy.—Boon XXI XXII, 
or select      i front the earlier hooks.    Review of Latin Syntax. 
I in per week, Thnraday excepted    First aemeater, two 
7:30 and 11 A. M. 
2 Odtt and Epodtt 'if Bone*.—Bight reading from the 
Outlinea of  History  of   Human  Poetry.    Pour hours 
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per week, Thursilny cxcepted. Second semester, two seetions, 
7:30 and 11 k. M. 
8. Th, Unman Stage.—Two plays of l'lautus and one of 
Terence. Notei on the history of the Ancient Drama. Four 
houn per week, Thursday cxcepted.    First semester, 8:30 A. M. 
4. Uhiloric and Literary Criticism of the. Unmans.—This 
cmirse is based upon Books X and Xll of Quintilian, with Collat- 
eral work in the rhetorical writings of Cicero, the Epistles of 
Horace and the Dialogue of Tacitus. The relation of Greek and 
Roman ideal to present-day problems of Rhetoric and Criticism 
i< emphasized. Four hours per week, Thursday exceptcd, scc- 
ond semeater, 8:80 A. M. 
"). The Human Epigram and Elegy.—Selections from Mar- 
tial, and the Elegiac poets. First semester, four hours per week, 
Thursday excepted, 10 A. M. 
6. The Annals of Tacitus and Letters of Cicero and Pliny. 
—A study of Roman politics and society at the time of the down- 
full of the Republic and the establishment of the Empire. In 
1913, the assigned reading will be chiefly from Tacitus; in 1014, 
from Cicero and Pliny. Second semester, four hours per week, 
Thursday excepted, 10 A, M. 
7 and 8. Virgil.—A study of the poems of Virgil and their 
place in the History of Literature from points of view which 
cannot be emphasized in the preparatory school. The two 
•emeaten are not open to election separately. Monday and 
\\ i ilrusday.    First and second semesters, 1:80 P. M. 
9 and 10. Latin Writing.—This work aims to secure an 
improvement in the student's power to analyze and appreciate 
the style of classical Latin authors. It is accompanied by the 
study of certain problems of Latin Grammar from the historical 
point of view. The two semesters are not open to election 
separately. First and second semesters. Tuesday and Friday, 
1:30 P. M. 
11 and 12. Roman Life.—An outline of the more important 
phases of Roman character and achievement. Ability to read 
Latin is not prerequisite, and the courses are open to all college 
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students The work ii baaed on Johnston'a BOSMN Life, with 
lectnrea and collateral reading.    Mondaj and Wednesday, 2::i'i 
P.   M 
GERMAN I.AN'ilAiiK AND LITEHATURE. 
1K"II --"II   (H A Mill Ml IN 
■,\ and Thursday, 11 A. II. | 
V--I-I i\ :   ) i: ■■ ! -»"ii ODBBUOBT. 
DB,  III KM i V 
i. ■   ;i,i :- ireal ring language, to !"• itndied in its 
ipoken H well ai ita written forma    The study "f the language 
is made the  aaion ■■'> becoming acquainted with the German 
people in man) "i their cultural i -    The German depart 
in. nt <>f the Library eontaina several hundred rolnmea of the best 
reference works and of the choicest works of literature, baernding 
the Kurschner collection of i!:.- national literature, and a com- 
plex let of 1 the Modem Language Associa- 
ii.,ii \ i Two courses in Anglo-Saxon are given by the 
German de| in connection with the department of Eng- 
lish. 
1-2,    /.".       • ■• ■  ' Baaentiala of grammar; prac- 
tice in pronouncing and translating; reproduction in German of 
sii  pie   Bngliil hoot   160  pages of  reading,  in- 
cluding ■ few of the moat familiar lyrics.    Both semesters, four 
pted, 1" v   M  and 1:80 P. K. 
:i.   Minor  I Selections    from    aneh    authors    as 
Wild. ni.nil.. Storm and Banmbach, oral and written exercises 
in the foreign idiom; systemstie study of grammatical principles, 
word composition and derivation. First semester, four hours, 
\v -   10 and 10 i  M     Prerequisite, eouraes 1 
an I 2 
I     Oratnalii and Epi   P i Ii <     Critical atudy of Schiller ■ 
R /.      Vsria 8luarl, or /'" Jungfnm von OrUmu, and 
Q he's Hermann »"■/ Dorothea; prinaiples of tbe drams; re- 
viewi and themes in German Composition. Second semester, 
tame hour- a- course :'.. Prerequurite, courses 1-8, or courses 
1 2 and •">• 
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5. .'/."/' in Fiction.—Rapid reading of two or three modern 
novels, with little translation, hut with discussion in German of 
the essential points. Study of idiomatic expressions. Composi- 
tion,     l-'irst   semester,   Monday,   Wednesday  and   Friday,   7:30 
A. M.   Prerequisite, courses 1-8, 
ti Continuation "I Count 5.—Reading from fiction, his- 
tory, and .science, selected for variety of style   and   contents. 
S icI semester, same hours as course 5.    May follow course 
■I or 5. 
7 and 8. tinman Culture and Litiratun of tkl Classical 
Period.—A study of social and literary conditions in Germany 
in the latter half of the Eighteenth Century, as reflected in the 
works of Leasing, Schiller and Goethe. Course seven includes 
an interpretation of I.essing's chief critical and dramatic works. 
and of Schiller's Walhnsliin. Course eight takes up the main 
incidents and tendencies of Goethe's life, interpreted hy his own 
prose and poetical works, including Faust Part I, with selections 
from Part II.     Both semesters, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
8:30 \. if.    Prerequisite, courses 1-4 or 5-6. 
9, Survey <•/ Qerman Literature^-Thomas's Qerman An- 
thology  and   Midler's   (/irinan   Classics.    Outside   readings   on 
s| ial topics.    First semester, two hours per week, Tuesday and 
Thursday, 8:30 A. M.    Follows course 6, 7 or 8. 
10. Continuation of Course 9.—German Literature begin- 
ning with Luther. May be taken separately with the same pre- 
requisites as course 9; same hours as course 9. 
11 and 12. Qerman BomantMsm and BtaUtm of the tfint- 
tetnth Century.—Dramas and fiction selected from Kleist, Grill- 
parser, Hebbel, Ilauptmann, Frcytag, Scheffcl, Frensaen, etc. 
May he given in alternate years, if there is demand, as parallel 
courses to 7 and 8, or may he taken by advanced students for 
honor credit.    Same hours and prerequisites as for 7 and 8. 
I Ip S'lSON   1'sn EB8ITT 
BISTORT. 
I-BOPESSOH GOODILL, 
Offl in   !  A. M. daily 
UK     Kill.. 
10 00 A   U. Wednesday and Friday.) 
Ii will he tl II History I   nipple nl the leetures 
and n lings and preparation of papers. 
No pn requisite! advai d  courses in 
European History   bul -   ' 2 is highly desirable. 
1-2.    Sltdia U   Ur%   II.-      •     A general survey of 
European II ■< rj  fi ine of Rome to the close of tl>e 
nineti ■• ir)      Ep nts  and  dominant   pcrsnnali- 
ties "ill l»- itu lied, and s| • • given to the institu- 
■    ml lifi     In introduotion, the various eon- 
trilmti..iis lo Mediai ■      E u Greek, Roman, Christian and 
Papacy; mediaeval rasa- 
tions of church and itate; feud of modern nationali- 
ties; nd culture; rise and spread 
regime in Frai ; th« Prenoh Itevolu- 
tion and I through the nineteenth eon- 
tury -   Pour hours, Friday 
. v .; • rs.   Two sections, 1 i80 ami 2:30 p. u. 
:: 1 Am. /-i .;,. Political II. ■ i / This is a course in gen- 
eral Ij States I' rtorj running throughout the year. The 
... >. ! '■. ■ .ur national life beginning with 1783 
end •-■ of 'i,.- nineteenth century.     Mon- 
day, Wi Inesday and Friday, ~ ■'." v. u 
", i.    /', , ,.;. //..■ ry     Throughout tin- year.    A course in 
I Englisl   History from the Saxon period t" the etaae of 
the nineteenth century,   Tin-lit- it r ooyers the formative 
peri ■■! ol the English constitution and hrines the Bourse to the 
Tudor period.   Special sttention will be given in 1918-1914 to 
social England    Tl urs.- is of special value t>> students in 
Englisl    i  terature,  and  proa] tivs  law  students.    Monday, 
\\"• ■:i.■ - :.... and Friday, ~ ■■■" i. H. Given in 1913-1914 and 
slti rn I 
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7. French Revolution and the Napoleonic Era.—A study 
i made of the transition from the ancient regime to the period of 
the [{evolution, its tendencies and dominating personalities. In- 
tensive study of the Revolution is made and its subsequent effect 
upon Europe. A study is made of Napoleon as a conqueror and 
a reformer. First semester. Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
8:30 \   ll,    Given in 1914-1915 and in alternate years. 
8. Europe in the Nineteenth Century.—Nationality and 
constitutionalism are the dominant principles of the nineteenth 
century, and suggest the scheme of the course. Especially de- 
sirable for International Law. Second semester, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M. (liven in 1914-1915 and in 
alternate years. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
i'ROFESSOR  QOODELL. 
(Office hours, 10:00 A. M. daily.) 
2. American Govemmsiir.—The practical workings of the 
varioul governments, local and national, will receive particular 
attention.    The rise of party machinery will lie studied, together 
with the development of popular government, including such 
questions as the initiative, referendum and recall: the extension 
of the suffrage; election of United States Senators by popular 
vote;  general  tendencies   in state and national  legislation,  and 
Other matters of equal  interest.    Second  semester,  four hours. 
Friday exeepted, 8:30 A. M. 
3, Theories of Slot/ and Government.—An Introduction 
to the principles of Political Science. Some of the questions 
discussed an the following: nature of the State; nature of 
sovereignty: origin of the State; forms of government; distribu- 
tion of the powers of government; proper organization of the 
legislative department; same for executive and judicial depart- 
ments, etc. No prerequisite, but a thorough knowledge of His- 
tory ami Civics is specially desirable. First semester, four 
boon, Friday exeepted, 8:30 A. it. 
M [)ENI»ON  I'MU K.-ITY 
4    / / \ rtudy of the general principles 
... ,-,.,.„, tendency of the United State* to 
„1I11L..   . •   ■.  ,f the Orient givee the subject of Interna- 
tional Ui i new intereel to every intelligent American.   We 
can no longer maintain our policy of (eolation.—we are ■ World 
Power whetl er w. like it or not     fl ii important, therefore, that 
iliar with the principle! governing nations in 
their intercourae  with  each  other.   B] ial  attention  will  be 
....... the law of war. and the 
righta and dutiei v" '<"«" ""' r"'i""v'1- Hiatory 
Bu very dn ration for thin oouree    Second se- 
......   • ■ . ,'.        .       and Friday, 11 i. M 
-,    i i        ... ,.    .\„  introduction to the study of 
. win be to give a fair amount of time to 
,,.l ,,;.. proi i,   - ,f Economic*.   Tims, the- 
oriei '   ',r,,l'"s- ''"'- wi" '"" 
careful|}   eonaidered     In  connection  with  thane  aubjeeta the 
probl(   .    ..     .. ;.-   busineea organization, Ubor union* the 
Dimum wagi ■   and protection, question 
and banking, etc . "ill i ive du naideration,    Kirst 
n   Fridaj exeepted., 8:30 k. M. 
6. V ,-,   and  Banking    an  advan I  courae  in   Beo- 
Domica.    Differenl banking  in  tins   aountry   and 
studied.   Bueh topiea as a mitral banki branch 
...   asset c irrencj . nature and value of moneys influence 
.. an eUatie nirr.my; liat money, etc., 
will r ire particular attention    Couree   .">    is   prerequiaito. 
!     .. 1-   10  v   M       Will I ff.-rcl in 1918- 
1911 and in 
7. late.—A    three-hour   oouree   running 
the eemeater.   A teal will be need for the lending prinei 
I pplemented bj ■• atudy of the leading ■•"*••* before the 
L'nited Statei Supreme Court. The eouras ail] not aim to be 
technical farther than is neceaaary. It is aimed to supplement 
tl„. v   ,i. .i  i   in-' -.'. which deala »itli the practise] working of 
_ 
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our government, while this will deal with the theory.   Open to 
all.    -Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 1 :.'!0 i\ M. 
9. The Guvi riiini nl ../ Ciliis.—Mainly a study of the prob- 
lems of the American eity will he considered, lint continual ref- 
erence will he made to Kuropean practice and experience. The 
following are some of the points emphasized: city government 
by commission; the relation of the city to the state; the city 
electorate; eity parties and their relations to the state and na- 
tional parties, etc.    Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 11 A. M. 
10. BooMogy.—A study of society mainly as it is today, 
though some attention will he given to the evolution of certain 
social institutions, as the evolution of marriage, the historical 
development of the family, etc. Other questions, such as the 
problem of immigration, Crime, pauperism, socialism, the race 
question, etc., will receive due attention. Monday, Wednesday 




(Al>scnt on leave, 1912-1913.) 
(Office hours, 7 :80 A. M. daily.) 
This department, which occupies the entire third floor of 
Barney Memorial Hall, is unusually well equipped with maps, 
relief models, minerals, rock specimens, and about 5,000 lantern 
slides. The laboratories are commodious, and fairly complete in 
appointments. Its library and well-lighted reading room, 
twenty-seven by thirty feet, places the G. K. Gilliert, collection 
of bookl where it can be of moBt use to students; all the American 
periodical! bearing on geology and geography, as well as repre- 
sentative British, Scottish, German, and French magazines come 
regularly to the department library. 
In its instruction the department places much emphasis on 
Held work. We have within easy reach the formations from the 
Silurian to the I'ennsylvanian inclusive. The topography where 
'In- Waverly and Mississippian rocks outcrop, and this is in the 
56 l'i NISON  I'SUKK.-HV 
irami • a of (iranville, affords excellent illustrations for 
■tudii igraphj The conditions are also specially favor- 
able ■ ■ in glacial gi ■' igy, line* we Bare close at hand 
the drift of diff renl - ma, ami are within a few miles 
of ling terril ry. 
Stu ring only ■ general eoorse In geology are ad- 
vised I tail I 1. tin- course in Geographic influence* is also of 
cultural value. 
Tht fei in • iii/i rourti f-IA• *i with fi-bl or laboratory work, 
except -. i- ■ ■ ■ 
1.   Pkyr Pint ■      iter, Monday tad Thursday, 
i M.   Texl   - iraphy; library work; three 
all day Held trips and eighl laboratory periods. Knur credits; 
ur. without the Held and laboratory work, two credits. 
2 it- trophy I \ rtk Amen i Second semester, Hon- 
da} .■ illateral reading, No pre- 
requisiti -     Tw 
A lopica     nsiil.-r.il in this  irse are:   The in 
fluences which the relief feal ires and climate of the continent 
its histoi and shifting of par- 
•   i     itries; ■ F conservation; the distribution 
tion; inland waterways from tin- viewpoint "f regional 
•   I.    '-■      tl G B iteii,   Tuesday    and 
'I'M     Lectures; three all day field trips, and eight 
Four credits; "r.  without  the  Sold  and 
laboratory work, two ■ ■   lita 
.   -Doth semesters, two divisions, 
Mond ■ II i  v. and Tuesday and Thursday, 
1"  v. M.    Types "I geographic influences.    Geographic factors 
tiv< peoples  in the development of ethnic 
groups   in II    growth of ideas coi rning the size and shape of 
nd in map making; in the sooial, industrial, and po- 
rities of advanced i pies; influences of topographic 
and climatic environmi ntal and mural qualities,   Leo- 
- nnd  assigned  readings     Either semester's work  may be 
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elected independent of the other. Three credits; or, without the 
special library work, two credits. 
7. Economic Otology.—First semester, hours to be ar- 
ranged. Text, Hies' Economic Geology of Ihc United States. 
Prerequisites: Engineering 1, Chemistry 1-4, Physics 1-2, Geol- 
ogy 3-4.   Two credits. 
[8. Cryetallography and Mineralogy,—Second semester, 
7:30 \. M.. Fridays excepted.    Fee, $3.00.    Three credits.] 
0-10. Investigation.—Hoth semesters. For advanced atu- 
denU.    Hours and credits arranged. 
11-12. Geological Literature.—Both semesters. Prerequi- 
site Geology 2, or 8-4, or 6-6, and ability to read either German 
or French. A reading knowledge of Spanish and Italian is of 
advantage in Ibis course. Meets once a week to report on 
assigned reading.    Fee, $1.00.    Two credits. 
CIVII, ENGINEERING. 
ACTING PBOFBB80B JOHNSON. 
(Office hour*, 11 A. M, Wednesday and Friday.) 
In Held work the classes are divided into parties with just a 
sufficient number to do the required work. By rotation each 
member of the class becomes familiar with the duties of each 
position and with every different instrument used. A full set of 
DOtOS ol the work done liy  the party is kept by each member. 
The method of instruction in this department is largely by .,ieans 
of test-books and recitations, supplemented by lectures and in- 
dividual instruction in Held and offloe work.   A liberal use is 
made of current engineering literature. In the courses in draw- 
ing the main object is to give such a training as will meet the 
needs of th iginaer as fully as possible. 
The following DOUrseS are offered: 
12. Mi rliani.al Drawing.—Use anil care of drawing in- 
struments, lettering, exercises ill projection, and simple working 
drawings. Prerequisite, Preparatory Mathematics. Both se- 
mesters, two hours, Monday, 2:30-4:30; Wednesday, 1:30-3:311. 
;,« l>i SISON L'NIVEBSITT 
Pee, -l 00 Additional hours, may be ungned to thoM desiring 
a mi ■ I    >une 
: On riplivi Oi mclry A study of the representation 
,.f lines, lurfa - - ids, tangenciee, intersections, and develop- 
mente, with original problem* Recitations, lectures, and draw- 
in,/    i'i-. r use 1     Pint aemester, tour hours, Friday 
• d, 10-12 i  M.   Fee, II 00. 
I     / Sm An elemental-}   study  of surveying 
method* and  inatru   enU     i—   of tape, chain, eotnpass, level, 
tranait,  Adjustments   I tares, recitations, problems, field work 
and platting.   Prerequisite, coarse 1 and Mathematics 1    B Bd 
iter, tour h-.urs.  Friday   ezeepted,  1:30-8:80.    Fee, $2.00. 
5.   /I'm'r  i    ■ / -   re     Problem* attend- 
ing the location ai railways.   Transition enrree, 
computation of earth-work, platting, profile* and construction of 
maps Thi* coarse will alternate with eouraa 11. Prerequisite, 
course  1     First i four hours. Friday ezeepted,  1:80- 
3: ;n    Fee, 12 
6 Railroad I The i nontie theory of loca- 
ti  -• . r rii week*    Thi* i- t".•)I-.«.-. 1 by a preliminary 
survey of a i mile* in length, with preliminary 
map. profile ai: location surrey, profile and eross 
. ■ ming A I atii n map i- made, earth writ computed, esti- 
m.it-  of  haul     • of  line.     A   map   is also  made of a 
railroad station grounds showing industries, etc. Prerequisite, 
course 5    - i *ti r. three credits, hours to in- arranged. 
7 I Stal    -   with illustrative examples 
jtrest ■ in I       -       menti of  inertia; dynamics, strength of 
.   girder* and shaft*     The principle* "f mechanics are 
studied   witl to  their  application   to  engineering. 
Mathematics 1 and Physic* 1 are prerequisite. First semester, 
four horn -   Friday i '■■ ■ pted, 8:30 A. M. 
Applitd  '/.   haitici     A  continuation of course 7.   Sec- 
■ r, I    r 1    ire, Friday ezeepted, 1" a. M. 
'I    .I Determination of stresses in 
.   graphical and analytical methods. 
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Prerequisite, oourse H. Mathematics 4,1'liysies 1. First semester, 
Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30 A. M., with laboratory periods to 
In' assigned.    Four credits.    Fee, $1. 
1(1. Roof and Bridge Design.—A continuation of course 9. 
Design of actual roof and bridge trusses, and preparation of 
working drawings, Cl king and discussion of working draw- 
ings. The department is provided with a large collection of such 
drawings, presented by railroads, structural iron companies and 
lily engineers. Prerequisite, courses 8 and 9. Fee, $1.00, 
Bonn and credits as in course 9. 
11. Topographical Surveying and Mapping.—The methods 
of conducting topographical surveys are taken up. Bach party 
makes a complete topographical survey of a certain tract, em- 
ploying plane table, Stadia, transit and rectangular methods. 
The area is computed and a map is made showing all topograph- 
ical Features, Alternates with course 5. Prerequisite, course 4. 
First semester, four hours, Friday exceptcd, 1:30-3:30. Fee, 
$2.00. 
12. Cement Testing.—A study of the manufacture, proper- 
tics and testing of hydraulic cements and mortars. Each student 
makes all the standard tests in the cement laboratory. Second 
semester, Wednesday, 7:30 A. M., laboratory hours to be assigned. 
Pee, *2.00. 
13. Highway Construction anil Moilttonanc».—A study is 
made of the methods and materials necessary to maintain streets 
and highways in city and country. Prerequisite, courses 1 and 4, 
I'iist semester, .Monday 7:30 A. H, 
14 Hydraulics.—A study of hydrostatics and hydrokinct- 
ics, pressure in pipes and reservoirs, flow of water through 
"Hlircs and pipes, and retaining walls. Prerequisite, courses 7 
and 8.   Second semester, two credits.   Hours to be assigned. 
60 |)| NI8UN   I'MHII.-ITV 
CHEMISTRY. 
PBOFES80I   BB1 IUUCK. 
..--. 10 A  M . Monday, Wednesday and Fri«lay.) 
Ml-- UPTON, 
U i Arranged   for college students  who 
Bl in ;tlli-niati\«• with 
Chemistry 8-4 t" itnd nl  Chemiitry for entranee. 
Required of Scientific stud lo not present the subject 
for entrance.    Prerequisite, preparatory  Physics.    Fee. $4.00. 
Pour  periodi  per  week  throughout   the  year.     Monday  and 
Wi  :i • sda)   11 A. M., 1 -..!.'■   10 12   \. M. 
I.   Q Inalyiii     Required   of   Beientifle   stu- 
i ■ ran e and  who do not 
elect I rtrj I 2   i - R        mi nded to all who have had 
one j i Prerequisite, one year of PhyaM* and 
Chemiitry. per a eek through the year. 
Fee $4 00    Tuetdaj  and Friday, 1" 1-' \. H. 
' * '  mpanied   by 
i   :-   Pren      liti   Cbi     itrj 1-2 or 3-4   Fee, (4.00.  Three 
ir    Mi nday, Wednesday 
and  Friday,  1 •     • -    ■  to 4:30 P.  «     This course 
:   . during the year 1913-1914. 
7 -     i ; l)eMgn«'d t'i ; otnpany Chen- 
Chemistry 1-2 or ■ '■ I.   One period per 
week I ' '•    Hoar to be arranged. 
'- i ,     Prerequisite, Chemistry 1-2 or 
3-4.   Fee, $4 ns and two laboratory periods 
Tuesdsy and Thursday I s80 P, M., 
" lo p, M    This course alternates with 
I in 1913 1914 
I!  !_'      /■ / -      i ift   I I      Students may register for 
Two to flvi credits.   Prerequisite, one 
Fi     -i 00    Daily 7i8  
13-14     Advanced   Quanlilativ<    Annh/sis.—Students   may 
• r or both.   Two to BTS credits.   Pre- 
•r. 5-8     Fee, (4.00.   Hours lo !»• arranged. 
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15-16. chtHiiral Journals. Student! may register for eith- 
er lemeatar or both, Meeting once per week to review and discuss 
current Chemical literature. Open only to Juniors and Seniors 
who have had one year or more of Chemistry. Two credits. 
Hour to he arranged. , 
ZOOLOGY. 
rimiK-ssoR roomi.i.. 
(Office hours, 10 A. M. Monday and Friday.) 
In the election of studies in Zoology students are advised 
thai courses 1, 2, 12, 15 and 16 arc adapted to the general needs 
ill" all students; 7 and 10 arc recommended as preparatory to 
sociology, psychology and pedagogy; 3, 4. 5, 11, and 8 are plan- 
ned  morc>  particularly to meet the  needs of students who are 
anticipating the study of medicine. 
1 2. <•' Hi rnl Binlogu.—This course is given jointly liy the 
departments of zoology and Many and is also known as Botany 
I and 2. It is designed to illustrate the elementary general 
principles of hiology in hoth the animal and the plant kingdoms. 
Three credits. Fee, $2.50 for each semester. Lectures at 1:30 
mi Wednesday, laboratory 1:30 to 3:30 Tuesday and Thursday. 
Students who have had good courses in elementary human physi- 
ology with laboratory exercises may sometimes be admitted to 
the second semester's work without the lirst; hut this is not ad- 
vised and will he permitted only by special advance arrangement 
with the instructors. 
3, Innrlebrate Zoology.—llegncr's "Introduction to Zo- 
is supplemented  with informal  lectures.    Prerequisite, 
courses 1 and 2 or their equivalent. First semester. Four 
credits. Fee, 43.00. Lectures Tuesday and Thursday at 11; 
laboratory, Wednesday and Friday, 2:30 to 4:30. 
4. Vertebrate. Zoology.—Continuation of course 3. The 
Thursday's lectures of this course are identical with the lectures 
of course 12. The Tuesday's lectures and all the laboratory 
work arc upon comparative anatomy and embryology of verte- 
62 DENIFON   I MIIICITV 
bratei and are planned particularly fur tin- prospective medical 
student    Houn .i- in coun 
5.   Qtneral Hisl       i     Prerequisite, conns A     l-'irst so- 
r    Three credit*    Fee, (3.00    Lctures, Tuesday ll 8:80; 
laboratory, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 to 9:30.   Offered for 
1912-1913. 
t>.   Hit / Laboratorj  itndiea of the 
microscopic structure of the digestive, excretory and vascular 
systems are supplemented arith lectures upon the physiology of 
the organs under conaideration Prarequisitc, course .">. Second 
MI aster Three credits Fee, (3.00 Lecturea, Tueaday at 
8:30; laboratory, Wedneaday ana Friday, 7:30 to 9:30. offered 
for 1912-1913 
7. Neurol p I A study of the development, structure and 
function of the nervous - iti of vertebrates arith s| ial refer- 
ence to the central nervous system and sense organs of man. 
Prerequisite, courses 1 and 2 First Mmeeter. Throe credits. 
Fee, (3.00 Lectures, Thursday at - 30; laboratory, Wednesday 
and Friday, 7:30 to 9:80.   Offend for 1913-1914. 
B    / '  -Laboratory studies upon the embryos of 
the frog, chick and pig, arith reading and discuaaion of recent 
and current literature upon embryology and related subjects of 
biological theory Prerequisite, course 5 Second semester. 
Tim-,- credits Fee, (3.00 Lectures, Thursday at 8:80; lal>or- 
atory, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 to 9:30 Offered for 1912- 
191 I 
1".    i   mparalivi   /' ty     A   biological   consideration 
i f psyi • ! gii al prol li mi Reading of recent literature on ani- 
mal pa.vcholog.v and experiments upon nerve-muscle physiology 
and animal behavior Prerequisite, courae 7. Beoood semester. 
Three credits     !■■   (3.00    Lectures, Thuraday at 8:80, labor- 
Btory, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 to 9:30. Offered for 1913- 
191 I 
U Ornithology A study of the natural history, classifi- 
cation and behavior of birds KiL'ht lahoratory exercises of two 
hours each and at Last eight Held trips.   Second semester.   Two 
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credits.    Pee, (2.00, payable to the instructor at the time of en- 
n>II nt.    I lures. Thursday at 11:00; laboratory, Saturday, 
8 to 10. Field trips arranged by consultation with the in- 
structor. 
13-14. Advanced Zoology.—A course on assigned problems, 
designed as au introduction to research. Primarily for graduate 
students and open for undergraduate election only in special 
cases.   Hours and credits arranged individually. 
17-1H. Eugenics.—Open to Shcpardson College Students 
who have had Botany or Zoology 1-2 or equivalent. Lectures, 
Monday at 2:30 P. M. Two credits for both semesters taken 
together. 
19-20. Personal Hygiene and Eugenics.—For men of col- 
lege rank. Lectures, Wednesday at 10 A. M. TWO credits for 
both semesters taken together. 
PHYSICS. 
raoFnsoB I.AWTON. 
(Office hours. 2:30 P, M.. Tuesday and Thursday.) .... 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR COONS. 
The courses in Physics are arranged for four classes of stu- 
dents. (1) Applicants for the degree of A. It., who desire to 
elect one or more courses in Physics will find courses 1-4 open 
to their election. (2) Applicants for the degree of B. «.. who 
lire taking their major work in other departments. Courses 1 
and '_' arc required. Courses 8-8, 11 and 12 arc elective. (3) 
Applicants for the degree of B. B., who desire to take their 
major work in Physics. Courses 1-8 are required. (4) Students 
who desire to take a technical course in electrical or mechanical 
engineering. The best education for such engineers is one in 
which the liberal culture of a college course precedes the train 
ing of the technical school, but many cannot afford to spend 
the ti  to complete both the college and the technical courses. 
The Physics (iroup includes all the nontechnical studies of the 
best technical schools, and its successful completion will fit a 
student to enter the third year of the technical school, and thus 
earn both the college and the engineering degrees in six years. 
t;i |ii siaoN  I Miix-ii v 
The following courses are offered: 
_\.    / Lecture! ami  recitation!  based 
up >n Millikan and Gale. Prerequiaita to all oouraei in Phyaica. 
Required of all I'. S student! an.I elective fur all A. It. ami B. 
I'll. student! who .1" no) offer one year of entrance Phjraica. 
I ...• i      it ■■ Monday, Wedneaday an.I Friday, 11 A. M. 
is     / ■     /     .. .     Laboratory conrae  based  upon 
Millikan^;:    i panying conrae A.   Pee, $8.00.   First 
idaj  and Thuraday, 10-12 \. u. or 1:80 to 3:30 
P.    M. 
c.   /.   J •     A continuation of conrae A Sec- 
ond lemeater, Monday, Wedneaday and Friday, 11 A. K, 
n     / -     Laboratory conrae ai mpanying 
course* I fc2.00 Second semeeter, Tuesday and Tburs- 
day, I" 12 v. M , orl: 10  I: 10 P. M. 
1. Oeneral Pkyii r, Lecture demonstrations and reeita- 
lions covering the i riant principle! of Mechanic*, 
Sound and Light. Three hour! I week. Prerequiaite, oounca 
A n or their equivi   i I     Required of candidate! for B. B. da- 
for A B  and B   Ph., Sophomore*, Junior! and 
Seniors iday,  Wedneaday,   Friday,  8:30 
A. M.   Mit        •   - l in-: accompany or precede. 
2, Central PI A continuation of .ours.. 1. covering 
H • i " •!•-:. Prerequiaite, oonne 1. Re- 
l|Un, lofcai the B. 8 degree, elective for A. B. and 
!: pi v • ■ and Senior*. Seoond lemeeter, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday al 8:30 \. at. 
i/ V        ilar  Pkyr  -.  and ll'tl.—Lalioratory 
work baaed upon Millikan. Elective for all students who have 
taken c uraea 1 - Fee, 12.00 Four lioiirs. Monday excepted, 
7::;.. 9:30 \   M ...rl   10 to 8:30 P. K. 
I     8i and, Light, EUclricity and Ma-jn-iism.— laboratory 
work covering sun.- of the fundamental experimental in Sound, 
Light, Electricity an.I Magnetiam,   One recitation and three lab- 
•  rj  period! a week     Prerequiaite, c-.mrws 1-3.    Fee, $2.00 
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Second semester, reeitatinn Thursday, 7:30 A. M.J laboratory 
periods, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30-0:30 l. M. 
5. Experimental I'hysics.—An advaneed course in Elee- 
trieal Measurements. Prerequisite, sonnet 1-4, Pee, $2.00. 
l-'irst semester, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30-3:30 v. M. 
6. Experimental Physics.—An advaneed course in Light 
 lilting   (if   measurements   in   Diffraction   and   Interference. 
Prerequisite, courses 1-4.   Fee, *2.oo.   Second semester, Monday, 
Tuesday ami Thursday.  1:303:30 r. M. 
7. Theoretical Physics.—A lecture course covering tho 
Kin.'tic Theory and elementary Thermodynamics. Prerequisite, 
courses  1-4.    First semester, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 
11    A.   M. 
8. Tktoretiatd Physics. A lecture course covering selected 
topics in Mechanics, Magnetism and Electricity which are treat- 
ed from a mathematical standpoint. Prerequisite, courses 1-4. 
Second ta stcr. Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 11 A. M. 
9-10. El*mutts i>f Electrical Engineering.—Lecture and 
laboratory work based upon Pender's "Electrical Engineering." 
Prerequisite, courses 1-5. Both semesters, lecture and recita- 
tion: Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30 P. M.J laboratory work, 
Wednesday and Friday, 1:30-3:30 P. M.     Fee, +2.(1". 
11. History of I'hysics.—Dealing with the development of 
Physics, previous to the nineteenth century, from an historical 
standpoint. Prerequisite, courses 1-2. First semester. Mon- 
day, 8:30 A. M. 
12. History of I'hysics— A continuation of course 11 deal- 
ing with the historical development of Physics from the begin- 
ning of the nineteenth century to the present time. Second se- 
mester.     Monday. 8:3(1 A. M. 
15-16. Thisis in Physics.—Elective for students in the 
Physics Group. Students who have shown ability to profit by 
such a course will be assigned some subject for original investi- 
gation or the repetition of some important classical experiment. 
Senior, first and SSSOnd semester.    One to five hours. 
1 
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IT 18. Physx •• Basil f Music.—Lecture demonstrations 
j.i-- tenting the fundamental principle! involved in the theory of 
music. Elective, without prerequisite for "11 students in 111 • - 
['niversity. Required of itndenta in the Conservatory <>f Music 
First and s. ud I      -■■ ■-. Monday, 2:30 P. U. 
BOTANY 
PBOI B3SOB -II. KNS1 
Office hours, Tuesdaj  and Thursday, 1 0 A. M.) 
Ml—   DAI II -. 
The work in the department of Botanj   ■ di signed not only 
for the systematic development of that bran 1  of scie  for the 
t ■■ -11• fit of students r in any other way pro- 
selves      t. but ila   mphaaue, through 
■aystematir tra Ding ii lion and deduction, the broader 
kn. 1 purely cultural ridi lubjeet    Courses 1. 2. 9, 10, II 
(iii.! 12 an  particularly de« ■ si   lents interested in the 
lultural sidi raes 1-4, 9 and  11   have a special 
.- upon pre-medical work; 1 2, 9 and It should 1"' taken 
nci      The following 
■courses are offered 
1   and 2     Qtntral /(. Oiven jointly by the depart- 
■ Botanj and Zoology, and identical "itli Zoology I and 
I    .\ rtui lies and activitiea of living subetaneea, 
     lioD of living tl inga, the evolution of struc- 
| T11T-.- and function, and adaptation to environment.   Three hours 
general election.    Required for ad- 
ii !.. nil advan I courses in Botany, except where so speei- 
l' i    |2 ".' '•■ itnre,   Wednesday  a) 
I   ;.i    | .   ., MI.I Thursday, two ssotiona, IsoO- 
1    i ; -      nar 3 (0 5:00, 
Ian(] i     i,       ■   i: tony     Includes a very general survey 
•  ■   plan)  kingdom,  with  a studj  of type  forms from the 
lowi-st  lo the highest orders    Structnre, development,  repro- 
rlui-tion and classification are considered from the standpoint of 
ition    Four hours through the yew   Twohonri 
I    .    |    n I 'ampl ell's fniv.-rsity Text- 
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book of Botany) and two laboratory or field periods. Prerequi- 
site, Botany  1  or 2  (both advised)  or the equivalent.   Pee, 
|3.00. for Mob semester. Lectures. Tuesday ami Thursday at 
II     Laboratory, Wednesday and Friday, 2:30-4:30. 
5,     Histology   af   Phanerogams.—The   study   of   the   eells, 
tissues and organi of flowering plants. Special reference to the 
technique of microscopic study. Lectures, laboratory and library 
work, Three hours, first semester. Prerequisite, Botany :l and 
•i. Pee, $8.00. Lecture, Tuesday at 7:30. Laboratory hours to 
be arranged. 
li.   Physiology and Ecology of Phanerogams.—The study 
of the various activities of the higher plants, and of the rela- 
tion of those activities to form and Structure. Lecture, labora- 
tory and field work. Three hours, second semester. Prere- 
quisite, Botany •">. Fee. *:t.(Xl. Lecture, Tuesday at 7:30. Lab- 
oratory hours to be arranged. 
*!•.   Economic Fungi.— A general treatment of the more 
important plant diseases, such as rust, smuts, moulds and mil- 
dews: of yeasts and fermentation organisms; of pathogenic bac- 
teria; and of edible and poisonous mushrooms. Lectures, lab- 
oratory and thesis work. Two hours, first semester. Open to 
general election. Fee, $1.00. Lecture, Friday, 7:30 A. M. Lab- 
oratory hours to l>e arranged. 
•10. Introduction in Forestry.—A consideration of the 
character, culture, protection and uses of the forest, and an intro- 
duction to the more important problems confronting the prac- 
tical forester. The value of trees is emphasized, and the iden- 
tification of the native trees is a part of the laboratory work. 
Lectures, laboratory, field, and thesis work. Two hours, second 
■emeatar. Open to general election. Fee, $1.00. Lecture 
Friday, 7::t(> A. M. Laboratory two hours between 1:30 and 
4:30 p, M. 
•11. Bacteriology.—A very general treatment of the struc- 
ture and activities of bacteria, with emphasis placed on their 
relation to human life and interests. Among the specific sub- 
ids treated are soil fertility, sewage disposal, milk problems, 
butter and cheese  making, disease of plants and  animals, and 
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pnblio health. Lectures, laboratory and thaaii work. Three 
liours. tirst semester «'[■' n to general election, Pea, ♦1(H). 
Lecture, Friday, J :30 >. u.   ' (ther liours to I"- arranged. 
12, > . •. ./,.■ -. Botany The principle! of classification 
from both historical and evolutionary itandpointa, and a study 
of the classification of flowering plants. The identification of our 
native plants, and the us.' of the herbarium, forms a part of the 
laboratory work. Lectures, laboratory and tin-sis work. Three 
hours, second semester Open to general election, but Botany 
, i .!... Kd F< $2.00 Lecture, Tuesday at 8:30. Labora- 
tory, Monday and Thursday, J   0-8:30    Miss Daviea, 
•14     /; A     ntinuation of Conrae  11, giving 
n to the bacteriology of agriculture, dairying, 
tion and -     !•• lures, laboratory and seminary work 
Three hours, - Prerequisite, Botany 11.    Pee, 
$1,00    [lours 1 irranged 
17 i- /; fani • ' Literature.—Either or both semesters 
may betaken    Preri year of Botany.   Ability to read 
Fren       I ■■•■ or  Italian    - desirable    One  u ting each 
week for rc| -- med readings    Two eredita.   Fee, 41.00. 
]o ..,,„|  20      .1 B -      Special  w,,rk on assigned 
probh    - og to research in Botany.   This ,-oiirse may he 
taken only by -      petenl  students, and with tin' oonsent of the 
Ihe department,    ll>.urs and  eredita arranged  Indi- 
vidually, 
ASTRONOMY. 
11:00 A. M    except   Saturday.) 
PBOI I --'li  lill.ll.l.li. 
The following eourses are offered. 
i    * - Elective for all college students. 
The i hi~s meets one evening a week for the study of the princi- 
pal constt llations, plai lusters and nebulae, aided by the 
use "f the Equatorial Studenta an' required to writ.' short 
paper* on the mythology of the .oust.nations. Text, Monthly 
Evening sky Maps    First semester, one oredH hour. 
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2. Constellation Study Continued,—In the work of tlie sec- 
ond Mmeater the student papers are on the prominent persons in 
the history "f Astronomy, supplemented by occasional talks on 
the history of Astronomy. Opportunity is given to limited Dum- 
ber of students to study tome of the constellations more in detail. 
with the aid of the Equatorial, using Webb'a "Objects for Com- 
mon Telescopes."   Text and hours as in Course 1. 
8.   DeteripHvi Astronomy.-   Elective for all students who 
have  had  college  Trigonometry  and  preferably  Analytics, and 
I'liysics 1. (.Mechanics, Sound and Light.) The class meets 
four times a week for recitation, using the equipment of the 
Observatory for demonstration purposes. Text, Young's ".Man- 
ual of Astronomy," First semester, four hours, Friday ex- 
ecpted. 
4. Practical Astronomy.—Elective for all students who 
have bad Astronomy 3 and Physics .1, laboratory work in mechan- 
ics being of special importance. This is practically a laboratory 
course, taking up the work as follows: (1) Angle and lime 
rn> iisim tin lit*. Work with vernier, level, micrometer, astronomic- 
al cloak, and chronograph, determining their constants and 
using them in simple measurements. (2) The transit Instru- 
ment. Determination of the constants of the instrument. Wire 
intervals of micrometer, level constant, eollimation constant, 
azimuth constant. Adjustment of the transit. Determination 
of time by eye and ear method, and by chronograph. Determina- 
tion of longitude by various methods. (3) The Zenith Tele- 
scope. Determination of geographical longitude by Talcott 
method. (4) The Transit as Meridian Circle. Determination 
of nadir and equator point. Determination of right ascension 
and declination of stars differentially,'within the accuracy of the 
fine circle. (5) The Equatorial. Adjustments. Determination 
of the apparent place of a heavenly body, directly, by means of 
finely divided hour and declination circles, or differentially, by 
means of position micrometer. Double Btar work. Determina- 
tion of position-angle and distance, with position micrometer. 
One or two recitations per week, with three or two laboratory 
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-■■ i. four credits, boon to bo 
jiT-I-.-Iii- i. i      pbell's •' Practical Astronomy." 
6.   Mill          i -      ■••     Second semester, two boon, 
'mi.  i                ,L.'..| Text, Comstock's "Least Squares." 
' *     ' i                    Elective   for  students  who 
have   had  Courses   : and  I  in  Astronomy,  tad  Mathematics 
through Calcului     N I            i daring tb« present voar.   This 
"ill ' our Bouree, details t" !>•■ announced 
later, 
PEDAGOGY. 
: i i'.   i "'.I RIDOI 
■  hours, 12-12  >" 2 1"' L'I- 
A  lai •   thi   graduate* of  Deniton  beeome 
teaehei training in Pedagogy i* becoming an al>*o- 
lute necessity  in il e teacher'a equipment    Tin- followinu courses 
are therefore offered, with .i riea to giving ili>' student a knowl- 
the eondui I md of the metbodi of class- 
room inatru I 
1.    Mi                  I The   practical   conduct   of  a 
whoo] and the pi >.' work from the itandpoint of the 
i i the rabjeel     I   rat  semester,  Monday, 
'1    •- Isy and Wi w 
2 // A brief survey "f the growth 
- and their ideali   Second M'nws- 
ter Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 7:30 i. H, 
■ '     'i :.    lii- course deali with the il"-- 
* -1---1 i -. •■  and  instruction, as course 
1  with the practical The ideals of present-day educators arc 
emphasized I I i Monday, Tuesday and Wednes- 
day   7   1" |   M 
I      Billot i Edurali-n      Tin1   i rs>-    is   hnxed    upon 
2, i mphssizing causi and effect "i present day condi- 
tions in the histories! survey of school systems, their methods 
and thi i tei   Monday, Tuesda] and \W,I- 
7      "    \     M 
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Courses 1 and 2 alternate with 3 ami 4 respectively, from 
year t■ > year. 
HISTORY OF ART. 
DBAM   liiVKUIDGE. 
(Office  hours.   12-12:^0,  2:15-2:4.r>.) 
The aim of these courses is not only to Rive the student a 
knowledge of the art history of the world and to tit him for 
foreign travel, which in this day has become so essential a fac- 
tor in training and culture, hut to lead him through a knowledge 
of the fundamental principles of aesthetics, to a truer appre- 
ciation of that which is good in the world of line arts. 
The courses i nuiiunili il below on all i In I in fur Juniors 
inul S, niurs. 
2. Appreciation in Art.—A one hour course aiming to 
train the student in the power to recognize and appreciate the 
essential qualities of excellence in the Pine Arts. Required of 
all Freshmen. Second semester, Thursday, 11 A. M. Text-hook, 
Appreciation «/ Art, by Blanche Q. Loveridge, 
3. History ■■! Painting.—The aim of this course is to study 
the history of painting by epochs.    Beginning with the Gothic 
period of  Italian   Art  a careful study is made of the gradual 
evolution of painting, through the Renaissance and Decadent 
Periods, laying special stress upon the works of those men in 
whom the  High   Renaissance spirit  of  Italian painting reached 
its culmination. Attention is then given to the other great na- 
tional schools of art, with concluding lessons on American paint- 
ing.     First   semester,   four hours   Friday   BXCepted,   8:80   k.   H. 
Text-books: Tin World's Painters, D. I.. Hoyt; Enjoyment uf 
A,/, Carleton Noyesi History .»/ Painting, John ('. VanDyke, 
4. History cf Architecture.—Alter a general introduction 
to the history of architecture, rnd a o Dsideration of the rela- 
tions of architecture, sculpture and painting, the study is taken 
up by periods, beginning with the ancient Empire of Bgypl and 
continuing through the Renaissance in Europe. A series of les- 
sons follows on the Architecture of English  Cathedrals.    The 
JJ DKSIWIK    I   Mil K-ll \ 
work i roclud ■ « ll    i itudj of recent architecture in Europe 
gnj |hi   i ',i give ■ general rieu ol 
ii. hjftoi tectun and a thorough understanding 
of 1 ., r essential cli      ■ •      B     nd semester, four boon, Kri- 
,l.n S;30 A- M     Alternate! with course 6.   Given in 
]MI i     |,... I, ...k   Hillary °f A . \   l>. P. Hamlin. 
i.     // \- th* historj  of asnlptnn is 
mainlj a hiatoi I Greek art on later tim.-s. 
moal of the lenn'i stud) ii devoted t" Greece ami a oompariaon 
ni' its aculpture »iili ilmi of other .•.■iintn.-s anil apoeba.   To 
tliis is added ■ ! nUrj n the eritiekm »( ssulp- 
ilit.-    s.-. • ■   I ri laj exeepted, 8 :80 A. M. 
Alternate! «itli • lurai   I    Oiven in 191 I    Text I k. Biitory »f 
Sculpture, Marquard and Frnthinghain 
MISir 
Mil     WOOD 
Office boura, 1! 00 A   M   Tueadaj mi.I Thnndaj 
Of thi        ■■ -    . ind Hiatof]  of   -l  wana 
|are offered largelj for their general ealtnral »alu« H a natural 
part of any liberal education    Then iraea an open without 
I prerequisites t.. ill itudenta in thi I'niverait) Count 17-18 
o l.i- i prerequisite, and i- identical with Phjaki 17 Is 
.' othera ;ir-- mainly of a more technical Datura, and cannot 
ration     For detail!  mil 
| th,.  .., at of thi   Conservator)   ..t  Music,   in  IIIIN <at- 
logue 
Following i- ;i  list of oouraaa for which collage eradit  is 
granted: 
1'_'   Appreciation   ■■'   .!/...i    -One   boor,  l«»iIi  aanuatara, 
Monday, 8:30 \   H,    Fee M-00 per lemeater 
:i-4   Elementary   Thi  ry    One    hour,    t»««t li    aamattan 
Thursday, B:30 \  M     Pas $4-00 per aemactar, 
.'.ii    Hutory of Vutic. -Three boura, both aeineatira,  Ito- 
day,  Wednesday  and  Friday,  1:30 P   u     Fee #12.00 per se- 
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7-8. Harmony.—Three hours, both semesters. Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, ll A. H.   Fee $12.00 per semester. 
9-10.—Counterpoint.—Three hourH, both semesters. Mon- 
day, Wednesday, and Friday. 10 A. M.    Fee $12.00 per semester. 
11-12. Musical Form— Two hours Lotli semesters. Tues- 
day and Thursday, 10 A. M.     Fee 08.00 per semester. 
18-14.—Strict Composition.—Two hours both semesters. 
Tuesday and Friday, H;:i(l ,\. M.     Fee $8.(X) |».-1- semester. 
15-16. Free Composition.—Two hours, both semesters. 
Tuesday and Thursday, 11 A. If.    Fee $8.00 per semester. 
17-18. Physical Hasis of Music—One hour, both semes- 
ters.    Monday, 8:80 P. U.   No fee for college students. 
1TBLIC Sl'EAKINd. 
ASSISTANT raomaoa BOPPB. 
This department affords training in Expression, hy Boding 
and applying prineiples for developing voiee, mind and hody 
in reading and speaking. The work is in no sense a DMN MMCh- 
ing for occasions, hut a personal, cultural training which aims 
at helping the student get command of his own creative powers. 
The subject is studied as an art, and through it the student 
is brought into touch with the principles governing all art. The 
following courses arc offered as college elcetives: 
1. Fundamentals of Expression.—This course is hasie to 
all work done in the department. Problems in thinking and 
its expression in vocal modulation; criticism and practical plat- 
form work. First semester, two sections. Monday, Wednesday, 
and Thursday at 11 A. M. and 2:30 p. H. 
2. Principles of Expression.—A continuation of course 
one. Lectures on qualities of voiee and the language of the 
liody. Individual work in gaining a vocabulary of delivery. 
Second semester, same hours as course 1. 
3-4. Effective Speaking.—Also a beginners' course in Ex- 
pression, dealing with the principles governing the spoken word, 
with Bpecial emphasis upon the platform work in speaking.   Stu- 
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tpeechei end readings.    First ami 
-    - ruesday, and  Thursday HI   1 :30 
p  u 
I tsioH      This is a s< tnl year 
ining of the iiiatinel and the function 
m in speaking.   The text naed is Curry's "Imag- 
• !.'t."   Criticism given suited to needs 
■•• ident    !'i■:■ ■;!.!-:•■  l and '■'■.   l-'irst semester.   Honda; 
and Wednesday. 1" i 
ii.    /' '• •   Iddr      A s ml year 
course in speaking    !'■ site 1 and 3.   Lectures on the rhet- 
oric of oral i     - - : indled as: how to talk extem- 
pore;  1   -..   |    prepai       -; how to interest and hold an 
audience     H     i gtcr     Monday   and  Wednesday at   in 
i   •■ 
IS.    Plalfut       \rl     Det irned as s third year course an<l 
opi a only at dia tor to those who have had 
• nt  training and  intend to enter some phase of public 
speaking worl    -       .- teaching or the ministry.    First  and 
'I" i • 11 - - to be arranged to suit stu- 
denl's • !• dules 
1"    Oral E Opei   to all college students without 
any ; .;., gned   for students  who  are 
nil   ■   I \r      ... nd vocal interpretation <>f 
\  -■ idy in the spirit of literature, directly re- 
■ • Bible Stories"   "The Idylls 
of the King "   -.    ■ :-  to be arranged. 
DRAWING 
Ml---   PARSONS 
1-2     \ ..'-■   in   Free-hand  Drawing, running 
i    Tl • studio is open tor this work each mom- 
that hours ma) be arranged individu- 
ally t    mil    ther schedules    The course is open to Freshmen 
in all groups, and receives full college credit    In groups in 
which s knowledge ol drawing is especially important, the group 
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advisers lire authorized to make tliis course obligatory at their 
discretion. Fee, 11.00. Aside from this course credit may be 
obtained for work in drawing in the department, on the usual 
laboratory baaii of a one hour credit for two hours' work. 
THEORY OP ART. 
MIS*   I'AKSONS. 
1-2. A lecture course dealing with the underlying princi- 
ples of art expression. Designed especially for students in Art. 
lint open as an elective to all college students, with credit towards 
degree*,     Both semesters.    Tuesday and Friday. 7:30 A. M. 
PHYSICAL TRAINING. 
Mil. LIVINGSTON. 
Physical training is essential to sound scholarship.    With 
this  in   view,   a   progressive course   in   systematic ami   rational 
physical  training is given, covering a minimum of two hours 
per week in the Freshman and Bophomore years, for which four 
credit! are allowed. A careful physical examination of each stu- 
dent is made at the beginning of the school year, of which an 
accurate record is kept, and advice is given to assist the indi- 
vidual in acquiring or maintaining a healthy body. 
In place of the systematic class work, those students who 
desire to  follow other plans of physical  training, by  devoting 
four forty-five minute periods per week thereto, may receive 
credits for the same, as aliove, subject to the discretion of the 
Director. A short talk on the theory and practice of some 
athletic or gymnasium exercise from the standpoint of observer 
and participant is given each week, and is open to all students 
of the University 
An elective course in Physical Training is offered to Juniors 
and Seniors who desire a deeper knowledge of this subject 
than the work of undcr-classincn furnishes. This course in- 
cludes lectures on the history, theory and practice of gymnastics 
and athletics; lighting, seating, heating and ventilating of school 
rooms; the taking of physical measurements and examination 
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iif heart, lunga rsl aid to the injured ami care of 
minor  injuriea     Ample  opportunity    •  given   for practice  in 
handling gymnast -- - and athletic team*. 
CoiirMS ol  StllJv 
The DI  '       i   rk if one hour of lecture or recitation work 
per week throughout      -       -    r, and  124 units arc n'(|iiired to 
complel rse.   In Uboi rk a two-hour ptriod oounti 
.   iiitti     Without special  permission to do otherwise, each 
■t , exp take not leu than thirteen nor more than 
teen unit* of work in an iter    For aid in choosing 
elective! the* idi nt ma) consult the schedules for the respective 
setnsters. which will be found at the end of the volume. 
To iniure  I        rgai BUS in  purely  elective 
studies thi student mud announce hii (lection of any given 
itudj to thi i'r •'■ -- r or Instructor concerned thirty days pre- 
vious to thi    low      "    preceding m m< iter. 
THE GROUPSYSTEM. 
To avoid the manifeat evils of unregulated election a num- 
ber i been formed, each leading to one of the 
thre. - rred by the L'niveraity Bachelor of Arts. 
I. f Science, or Bachelor of Philosophy. Thus the stu- 
entrance, ■ ti Bral the degree for which he wishes 
to study and then makes his choice among the different groups 
■ ■ thai degree Each of these groups emphasUaa some 
particular line of study, rack aa Botany, Physics, or History, for 
instai  and connects with this such other branches as are fitted 
•'. and consistency in the result as a whole, to- 
. a more extend,.! knowledge of the field of study 
which forms the center of the group. A certain amount of free 
election is allowed in each group After the student has made 
hli chol f ,1 group, all further matters affecting his schedule 
including his choice of free electives. must he deter- 
mine! in conference with his Faculty Adviser.    At the head of 
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each group schedule, in the pages following, will lie found the 
name of the Faculty Adviier tot thai group. 
The numhers following naineg of studies indieate the num- 
ber of the COUWe, as described in the preceding statements of the 
various departments of study. Odd numbers always indicate 
first semester courses, even numhers those of the second se- 
mester. 
GROUP SCHEDULES. 
A. FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OP ARTS. 
Six groups lead to this degree, designated Al, A2, etc. 
The tirst is especially suited to students preparing to teach Greek 
or Latin, or do graduate work in those hranches. The second 
gives opportunity for advanced work in physics, with related 
mathematics in connection with the ancient classics. In the 
third, same other hranch of science may he similarly emphasized; 
in the fourth, history; in the fifth, pure mathematics, in the 
si\ih. English. 
The common requirement! of all groups for this degree 
are Greek, courses 1-4; Latin, sixteen units, beginning with 
courses 1-21 Mathematics, courses 1-2; English, courses 1-5; 
Philosophy, courses 1, 3 and 4; History, courses 1-2; History of 
Ait. I. eight units of science, and at least four units each in 
Fr.nih and German. 
OKOW A1.    AiivisFii, pRoraasoa COI.WEI.I,. 
Freshman year.—English 1-2, Greek 1-2, Latin 1-2, Mathe- 
matics 1-2, Philosophy, 1, History of Art 2. These requirements 
give a total of fifteen hours each semester, giving an opportunity 
to elect from one to three hours additional work with consent of 
the Adviser. 
Sophomore Year.—Greek 3-4, Latin 3-4 or !>-6, History 1-2, 
French or Ocrman, four hours each semester. A one or two- 
hour course each semester may he elected in addition, with con- 
sent of the Adviser. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, French or German, four hours 
each semester, Latin or Greek, two, three or four hours each 
7" |)| M      \    I   KIV1 RSI 11 
itrr, r II -• ■ Art, three or four hours each 
two to five hi un each aemester, il<i- 
hoice between altcrnstivs rsonirs- 
menta j «l itated 
1    ii      English 5, Philosophy   I I   Logic, History or 
Language,  two to  four  noun     Pr lection,  Four to eleven 
iter. 
•   l2       \i'V l-l !:.   PBOI I SSOR   JOHNSON 
' rVai     English 1 2, Greek 1 2, Latin 1-2, Mathe- 
matics 1 -. Philosophy 1, History of Art '-' 
1 Greek   : I   Latin   ; I, or 5 ,;. Physioi or 
Mathematica, four i    .•-    .     -    eater     Election, two to »ix 
honn ■ pater  but II-' irj  1 and - most i»- taken in the 
Sophomore or Junior Vear. 
./  itior  V  ■■     English   I I   Mathematica or Physics, three 
• >r four bo ler, Mf>dern Language or Science, three 
iti r    Election, three to nine honn each 
-• r, I it ll rtorj l and 1 mud I-- taken if not taken in the 
Sophomon 
)   ■      Eng -■        PI  I - phj •! 4.  Mathematics "r 
Phyaica tl r r four I ■ ira each aemeater, Modern l.nngiuigc or 
e, thn e or foul iter    Election, three to 
• ■ 
IDI l-l I:.   PSOI I i:   JOHNSON. 
/ )    •     Latin, Greek, English, Mathematica, His- 
• : \■ ■    ■ i in Group Al. deacribed short, 
Election, om   *   1  n    -    ira each sei 
i Greek  1-4, Latin 8-4 or 6-6, History 1-8, 
rn Language, three or four honn each semester, 
•   three houra each semester. 
Yrar English 3-4, Science, four hours each acmi-a- 
ler, Eliatorj or dial i • of Art. three or four houra eseh semester, 
Election, two to three houra ater, 
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Si in.//- Year.—English 5, Philosophy 3-4, Science or Mod- 
ern Language, three to four hours each semester. Election, four 
lo ten hours each semester. 
0RO1 P  \1.    ADVISERS, PBOraBBOB OOODKLL AMD Mil. KILL. 
In addition to the general requirements for all groups lead- 
ing I" the A. M. degree at least thirty credits will he required in 
IlisiHiy and Political Science. The particular courses in each 
subject are not indicated in advance, hut will be determined at 
the time of registration in the case nf each individual student. 
Those wishing to emphasize Political Science in their elections 
will regard Professor Ooodell as their adviser. Mr. Hull will 
advise those choosing History as their major. 
QUOIT   A.r).     ADVISKI1,   Miss   lli KIIAM. 
Freshman I'MIC—English 1-2, Greek 1-2, Latin 1-2. Mathe- 
matics 1-2, Philosophy 1, History of Art 2. 
Sopkomort Fear.—Greek 3-4. Latin 3-4, or 5-6, Mathe- 
matics 8-4     Three to six hours open to election each semester. 
Junior Ytar.—English 3-4, Mathematics 5-6.   six to eleven 
hours open to election each semester. 
StntOT Year.—English 5, Philosophy 3-4. Mathematics or 
Astronomy  each  semester.     Six  to ten  hours open  to   election 
eaeh  semester. 
The general requirements nf four units each of French anil 
German and eight units of Science should one or both he com- 
pleted by the close of the Junior year. 
OKOUP  A6.     ADVISKK,   nOraSIOfl   WILLIAMS. 
I'nshnuin V..ir—English, Latin, (ireek. Mathematics. His- 
tory of Art, and Philosophy as in Group Al described ahove. 
Election, one to three hours each semester, 
Bophomon V.ur —English 9 and 10, Latin 3 and 4, or 5 
and fi, (ireek 3 and 4, Modern Language. Election, two to four 
hours. 
Junior year.—English 3, 4, 6, 7 and 11, Modern Language. 
Election, five to nine hours. 
Ml DKNBOM UNHIBHIIT 
8enior  Tear.-   English •">. 18 am!  16, Philosophy 3-4, His 
l.iry of Art  I or 6,    Election, fight hours each semester. 
B.    FOB THE  DEOBEE  OF  BACHELOB OF SCIENCE. 
Seven groups lead to this degree, designated HI, B2, etc., 
emphasizing res] lively the department* of Botany, Chemistry, 
Engineering, Geology, Mathematics, Physios and Zoology. 
The common requirement! of all groups leading to this do 
LT..  are:    Englil l.">- MatluMiiatii-s. coursos 1-2; Chem- 
istry, courses 1 - for those who do not present Chemistry for 
,„,,  , _ Phyaiea, eonnat 1-2(Phil- 
osophy, courses 1, 3 and I. History of Art. course 2.   AH can- 
didatet  for this nal present  a)  least  eight  units of 
French or Spanish, and eight of Oerman.   Students who pre- 
s,.„, two ;■ ■. i-    '  French or Oerman for admission to the Fresh - 
man claas must taki al least eight additional units of foreign 
piage wort     French,   Bpanish,  Oerman  or Latin)   before 
graduation. 
Dot provided for by these general requirements, or by 
the additional  requiri I the particular group chosen, is 
open 1     ■ onferei • with th* Oronp Adviser.   In 
order to insure tioi       ■   Issa in any study which is 
Itudent DSOlt Ids Group Adviser and 
the lost - it least thirty dew pravions to the sad 
OROUP nl      BOTAHI      ii'H-u. PSOnaBOB) BTIUKMBT. 
PI  | group is rab-divided as follows: 
group I ii designed for students who wish to nuke 
Botany their major science, with a view to teaching that subject, 
,,r to biological survey or state or government work in the De- 
partment of Agriculture In addition to the general require- 
in, -ins for the B 8 deep-, the group requires: 
Botanj 1:1 5, 6. 
11- nical or Free hand, one unit 
Qeologj 3, I 
Zoology 3, 4. 15, 16. 
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Suh-group II is arranged for those who intend to go into 
practical agriculture, or who contemplate the United States 
Forestry Service. This group prepares for advanced standing 
in a School of Forestry. The group requirements, in addition 
in the genera] requirements for the B. S. degree, are: 
Botany I, 2, 8, 4, 5, 0, <), 10. 
Civil Engineering 1, 4, 11. 
I leology .'I, 4. 
Zoology 8, 4, 15, 16. 
In addition to the above, this group requires the summer 
courses in Plan! Ecology and Entomology to be taken at the 
Lake Laboratory, Sandusky. 
oitot r »2.    OHBMIBTBT.    ADVISKH, PKOKKSSOK BRUMBACK. 
Frethtnan Yiar.—English 1-2. .Mathematics 1-2.   Philosophy 
1. Chemistry 1-2 or :(-4. Zoology 15-16, History of Art 2, a 
.Modern  Language, 4 hours. 
Sopkomort Ynir.~ Chemistry 5-8, a Modern Language four 
hours.   Physics 1-2.    Four to six   hours each semester open to 
election. 
Junior Fear.- English 3-4, Chemistry !)-10. Seven to eleven 
hours open to election each semester. 
Senior Ymr.—English 5, Philosophy .'1-4. Nine to thirteen 
hours I'iiili semester open to election. 
In this Group two years each of French and (ierman are 
urged, also Mathematics 3-4, (leology 3-4, or 5-6, and /oology 
1-2. 
GROUP   ll.'l.     ENQINHDUNG.     AOVISKIi,   ACTING  PROFESSOR   JOHNSON. 
i'r< *ltIIUIn YIIII:—Knglish 1-2, Mathematics 1-2.    Philosophy 
1. Civil Engil ring 1 or 2 and 4, Chemistry 1-2 or 3-4, History 
of Art 2. Physics 1-2. 
8opkomon Year.— 1'hysics 3-4. Mathematics 3-4, French or 
German 4 hours, Civil Engineering 3 and 12. 
Junior Year.—Knglish 3-4, Geology 8, German or French 
four hours each semester, Civil Engineering 7 and 13 first se- 
mester, 8 and 12 the second. 
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r Fear —English 5, Philosophy :l-4. Civil Engineering 
9 in the first semester, 1" in the seoond. Election, six hours 
each semester. Student* Interested in Mining Engineering; are 
referred to tl mh group under Group H4. 
OBOI I- lit      OBOLOOT.     LDVUBB, PHRMi CARNEY. 
Tliis group is subdivided u follow*: 
Si li I InOUF I. 
Sub-group I is intended as ■ general rulture course.   Elect- 
on) be -1 arrangi pn pan for a teaching position in 
Geology and a modern language, or MOM other combination. 
The grou] mpi 
1 0< m rol Sequin m ate, aa in all scientific groups, stated 
i n pagi  3 
2 G\ /. Geology 2. 8, 4. 5, 6, 11, 12; 
Zoology  17 18; and twelve unite of other sciences. 
Elective,    <   mrsei mAcienl to make up the 124 unite 
required for the B. 8. degree. 
QBOUP II. 
Tl if  group  affordl  'In- training  fur certain   lines of  work 
in thi   i nil     SI tee Geological Surrey, and alto prepare* for 
advan ng in a Mining Bngineering School. 
/'•• ) Mai tie* 1-2   English 1-2. Chemistry 
3 I.  Philosophy 1. Civil  Bngineering 1 2, History "f Art 2. 
Suphomori Year. Chemistry 5 ••. Physio* 1-4. Mathematics 
I I Civil Engic ering I Geology -i 4. and French or German 
throughout the year 
p   1'. :r    Civil   Engineering  '1  and   7.   English   :i-4, 
ad Frencl     i I lei nan throughout the year, fleology 
12    I"' lion, six hour*, second semester. 
•  Year    English 5, Philosophy 8-*\ Geology 11, Civil 
■ring 11     Election, six hours each semester. 
Noil     |f ;,  student  presents French or Herman for en- 
trance, the opportunitj  for election is thereby increased.   Civil 
Engineering 11 should be elected if possible. 
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OHOUP B5.   MATHEMATIC8.   ADVISER, MISS PECKIIAM. 
Freshman Year— Mathematics 1-2, English 1-2, Philosophy 
1, Chemistry 1-2, or 3-4, History of Art 2.   Election, four hours. 
Sophomore Year.—Mathematics 3-4, Physics 1-2, French or 
(ierman four hours. Possible election, three to six hours each 
semester. 
Junior Year.—Mathematics 5-6. English 3-4. Six to ten 
hours' election possible each semester. 
Smior Year.—Mathematics or Astronomy each semester; 
English 5, Philosophy 3-4. Seven to ten hours' election each 
semester. 
GROUP  B6.    PHYSICS,    ADVISER,  PROFESSOR  I.AWTON. 
Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Physics 1-2, Mathematics 
1-2, Chemistry 1-2, or 3-4, Philosophy 1, History of Art 2. 
Election, two to four hours each semester. 
S»phvmore Year.—Physics 3-4 Mathematics 3-4. Election, 
seven  hours each semester. 
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Physics 5-6. Election, seven to 
ten hours each semester. 
8tnior Year.—English 5, Philosophy 3-4, Physics 7-8. Elec- 
tion, eight hours in each semester. Those desiring special or 
advanced work along particular lines in Physics may elect 
courses 15-16, and any who expect to pursue electrical 
or mechanical engineering are advised to elect courses 9 and 10. 
GROUP  B7.    ZOOI-OOY.    ADVISER,  PROFESSOR  COQIIII.L. 
This group is subdivided as follows: 
Sub-group I, recommended to students who anticipate the 
study of medicine. 
In addition to the general requirements for all groups lead- 
ing to the B. S. degree, the following courses are included: 
Freshman Year— Zoology 1-2. 
Sophomore Year.—Zoology 3-4. 
Junwr and Senior Years.—Botany 3-4; Zoology 5, 8, 7, 10. 
-I |)( SOOS   I'MU R8ITT 
i I Zoolog) IT!1-   in tin- Freshman 
I   nible   and Botanj 11 
Sub-group II, recommended to Shepardaon College students 
who desii   si       BI   ating particularly to domestic seienos. 
In addition i" the general requirement! tor the B. 8, de- 
grei   •     folio* ing ■ included: 
/v. rear    Zoology 1 - 
Year.—Zoo] gy 4 
Junior $       -   Ytats —Zoology 5, 6, T. '*. 10. 
.{•I'll i • •' /.• | ii'n »" i It    Zoology 17-1* < iu the Freshman 
year il poai Z      gj 12, BoUny 9, II, IS. 
C.    FOB Till: DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF PHIL- 
OSOPHY 
applicant tor thii degree moat select some one foreign 
language, • m, and pursue it through two con- 
secutive yean 16 semester units . and previous to graduation 
must eleel DO) leas than B additional units of foreign language 
work, in • hit Group Adviser.    Further com- 
.ill  groups for the degree sre,  English, 
courses I '■   Mai i 1-2, Philosophy,  irses 1.  '■'> ami 4, 
11 .- rj    ■ A rt        ■ * -' 
! mated Cl, •'-. etc., lead to this degree, 
i] lively  the departments of  Latin,   Romanes 
Languages German, English, History, .Matin-ninths. Pedagogy' 
.Mid Theorj of M   •■ 
GBOI P Cl       I  vnv      tDVBI I,   PBOnS8BOS   JOHNSON. 
/' i Bi ■  -     1-2,   Philosophy   I,   Latin  1-2. 
•   - ' 2  il -■  ■ ■ of Art 2    Ecketion one to three bows 
each semester. 
Ytar    Latin :i-4 nr 5-6, a  Modern  Liiiiguage. 
II-' ';.  l 2 or a Si iencc    I'r ilection, three to six hours esch 
rter. 
J ) . ■•     Englisl   I I   a Modern Language, Pedagogy, 
nr Hist  i    of Art; Latin, l.i>nii- "r History     Kn-e election, three 
ester. 
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Senior Year.—English 5, Philosophy 3-4; Latin, History or 
a Romance Language. Free election, six to ten hours each 
semester. 
OROUI'   f2.      ROMANCE   LANGUAGES.     ADVISER,   PROFESSOR 
MCKIRBEN. 
/■'nshman Year.—English 1-2, Mathematics 1-2, Philosophy 
1, French, four hours, History of Art 2. Elective, four or five 
hours each semester from departments of Mathematics, Science, 
or Ancient Languages. 
Sophomore Year.—French four hours, German four hours, 
the remainder of the time to he tilled by election from Ancient 
Languages, Science, Mathematics or History. 
Junior Year.—First semester, English 3, Spanish 1, Anglo- 
Saxon four hours, French two hours. Possible election, three to 
five hours. Second semester, English 4, Spanish 2, Italian 2, 
French two hours.   Possible election, four to six hours. 
Si nior Year.—English 5, Philosophy 3-4, Italian 3, French 
two hours each semester. Possible election, six to nine hours in 
first semester, seven to eleven hours in second. 
OROUP  C3.     GERMAN.     ADVISER,   PROFESSOR  CIIAMBERLIN. 
Freshman Year.—German 1-2, English 1-2, Mathematics 1-2, 
Philosophy 1, History of Art 2, Latin 1-2 or Greek 1-2. Elective, 
one to three hours each semester, with consent of adviser. 
Sophomore Year.—German 3-4, History 1-2. Elective, 
seven to eight hours each semester, to be chosen both from For- 
eign Language and Science. 
Junior Year.—German 5-6 or 7-8, English 3-4. A year's 
work of History, Foreign Language, or Science. Elective, six 
or seven hours each semester. 
Si nior Year.—German 9-10, Philosophy 3-4, English 5, Ger- 
man 7 if not previously taken. Elective six to ten hours, with 
Knglish 7 and 12 advised. 
If credits in modern languages are offered for entrance a 
corresponding amount may be deducted  from the college Ian- 
Mi Hi NISON I.MI nain 
guage requirements of the group, thus leaving more lime for 
election from other departments 
QBOUP i I      EN0U8H.     M'M-IK.   L88BTANT nOHMI PENCE. 
/'•   ihman   Year.—English 1-2,  Philosophy    1,    Latin    1-2, 
Mathematics 1-2, Hiitorj of Art 2, French or German.   Election, 
one t" three hour*. 
Sopkomori   Year    Bngliah 9-10, two Modern  Languages. 
El etion, I   i 11 inn 
J        i   Year     English 3, 1. 6, 7 and 11 i Modem Language. 
....... 
1 Bnglii 13  and   15;   Modern   Language. 
- phj 3-4     Elect   I   three to nini honn. 
OBOIT   i ."i       IDVlgERf,   PROFESSOR   CXSIDEIJ     INI'   KB.   Kll.l,. 
In addition to I ta for all group* lead- 
in u to lh(    B.   I'i.   degree at   Last  thirty hours of  History anil 
Political Science will be required for the completion of this 
group     The particular course* in each subject are not indicated 
in advi ■ leti rmined at the tii f registration in 
the • tudent.   1    se wishing to major in Political 
Scienei -  lell as their adviser.    Those wish- 
major in History will see Mr. Hull. 
r  rear     Bngliah 5,  Philosophy 3-4,  Political Seienee 
1 '.'     I six to eleven hour* first semeatar, six hours sec- 
ond * 
1        MATHEMATICS       U>VBE>   MBS    I'FCKIIAM. 
/ Yiai     Mathematic* 1-2, English 1-2. Philosophy 
1 II;-' r. of Art 2, ao Ancient or Modern Language four hours 
rath semester Election, four to si* hoini enflh sainaatar (One 
foreign language to bi pursued through the Freshman and 
Soph and not  lass than 8 units more of 
lang        work to he elected doring the count.) 
Sopkomori Fear Mathematic* '14; continuation of foreign 
language choaen in Freshman year, four hours eaeh semester; 
History or Science, four hours each semeatar. Fra* election, 
three to six hours eaeh •■■ mi star 
J. 
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Junior Yrar.—Miiliiriiinlics 5-6, English 3-4, a foreign lan- 
guage, fmir hours each semester. Free election, four to seven 
hours each semester. 
8»nior Year.—Mathematics or Astronomy each semester; 
English 5, Philosophy 3-4. Election, seven to ten hours caeli 
semester. 
OROt'P C7.     PEDAGOGY.    ADVISER, DEAN I.OVERIDGE. 
Irishman Tear.— English 1-2. Philosophy 1, Mathematics 
1 -".'. History of Art 2; one foreign language through the year. 
Free election, three to five hours each semester. One year's 
work in science must he taken in this group. 
Sniihumiirc Year.—History 1-2. One language and one sci- 
i me through the year.    Free election, four to six hours. 
Junior Ytar.—English .'1-4, Pedagogy 1-2, History of Art 3, 
and 4 or 6.    Four to eight hours elective. 
.->'< nior Year.—English 5, Philosophy 3-4, Pedagogy 3-4, 
History of Art 4 or 6.    Three hours elective. 
GROUP 08.     MUSIC.     ADVISER, MR. WOOD. 
l-'n -limim Year.— English 1-2, Philosophy 1, Mathematics 
1-2, (lerinan or French 1-2, Music 1-2 and 3 4, History of Art 2, 
Zoology 17-18, Physics 17-18. 
In addition to the general requirements for the degree, the 
following courses are required for this group: 
I'nshman Year.—Music 1-2 and 3-4. 
Bopkonum Year.—Music 7-8, History 1-2. 
Junior Year.—Music 9-10, History of Art, 3-4. 
Si ninr Year.—Music 13-14. 
Music 5-6, 11-12, 17-18, Zoology 17-18, and Italian 2-3 are 
also required, but not in any specific year. 
A certain minimum of musical technique is requisite in the 
theoretical courses in advance of Music 4, and a student with no 
practical knowledge of music may be required to pursue the study 
of the pianoforte not less than two semesters. The course in 
Sight Heading and Ear Training is also required of Freshmen in 
this group. The completion of the foregoing group does not 
entitle the student to the regular Conservatory Diploma, the 
requirement! for which are atated elsewhere. 
II.     Shepardson College 
liI.-1.iKi. u   STATEMENT. 
For several year* prior t" 1900, under joint agreement of 
the authorities of the two schools, the facilities of Denison Uni- 
versity, including instruction, were largely accessible to the stu- 
denta of SI College.   The practical working of this ar- 
rangement gradually pointed the waj to a (till cloaar union, mak- 
ing it possible t.i offer t.> Utli daughters and Mm of the patrons 
of the two schools an education in all respects equal, anil reeeiv- 
ing equal rec igniti m upon completion. 
In June, I  following tl— indications of practical expe- 
rience, such .1 union I The courses of Denison Uni- 
versity, iti     .-- i      •    ■        lerial equipment and its degrees, 
wei i" ii"! t'. the students      Shepardson CoDeg i exactly 
the a its young men    While Shepardson College 
tlms became a department of the University, co-ordinate in all 
matters with Oranville College, it still retains its legal 
identity, and offers on its own ■ unl nurse, differing from 
anj of the courses of the University and leading to the title of 
ite in Literature 
As the Boards ol Trustees and tl arses of instruction 
with the exception just noted are now the same for Oranville 
College and Shepardson College they are not hen repeated, but 
ma) be found »itii other general information, in the preceding 
pagi - of tl,' 
OFFICERS nl   INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT. 
Elton \V   HINT, I)   I), l.l.  |i. President 
/.■■, >/,. i.i.ii I,,,.i Moral PkUo$ophy. 
Bi INI ui   0. LovEBiDGE, A.  M .  Dean 
Pedagogy nu-l History •,/ Art. 
-- 
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HLCIIARD S. C'OI.WELL, D. D. 
Greek. 
GEORGE V. MCKMBEK, PH. D., 
Romance Languages. 
CHARLES L. WILLIAMS, A. ML, 
Rhetoric and English Literature. 
WILLIAM  II. JOHNSON, A. M., 
Latin. 
WILLIS A. CIIAMIIEKI.IN, PH. I)., 
German. 
CHARLES E. GOODELL, A. M., 
Tlistory. 
FRANK CARNEY, PH. D., 
Geology and Mineralogy. 
ARTHUR M. BRUMBACK, A. XI., 
Chemistry. 
GEORGE E. COOHILI., PH. D., 
Zoology. 
ELLIS E. LAWTON, PH. D., 
Physics. 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY, A. If., 
Botany. 
PAUL BIEFEI.R, PH. D., 
Astronomy. 
ANNA B. PECKHAM, A. M., 
Mathematics. 
BUNYAN SPENCER, A. M., 
Logic. 
THEODORE S. JOHNSON, M. S„ 
Engineering. 
CLARENCE D. COONS, If. S.. 
Physics. 
'.tO I'lM-oN Dmvmm 
RAYMOND W. Pi NOT, A   M., 
Bngluk. 
At 01   ST I IDEBRECHT, A.   M., 
Modi rn l.itnijuii'jts. 
Vu Km II    ll-ii r. A. »., 
/'n'./iV 8p*aking. 
ClAKA A. DAVOS, M. S., 
8 i - >..«. 
('uu  I'M-I WOOD, A. M, 
Theory of Muti 
LAI RA If. PAH 
Drawing and I' • n/ ■ / .Irf. 
MART I.  MCKIBBI v. B. PH., 
t'r. in ft. 
I.II V liKl.l. Si FTON, B. S., 
MRS   I!I •■! M i  E   KIM i ^. 
/>     Ml'  .1       />     (.  „, . . 
I   Tl ! ! ! I, A    II . 
/    fnical Training. 
Mil-. \: II i   K   III i;iiK K, 
Matron. 
El  HER   E.    ll'iI'KINS,  A.   It., 
1 r. aturt r. 
ASM  IS   PacEHAM, A   M., 
8,, r. tary /■■ th( Faculty. 
KATBBONI COURTNEY, B, PH., 
gi.,-, tary to "» limn. 
Mil-  LAURA A. BWARTZ, 
Din etor "/ Dining Hall. 
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WOMEN IN CHARGE OF COLLEGE HOUSES. 
Burton Hall Miss LOVERIDOE 
King  Hall Miss PARSONS 
Stone Hall Miss PECKHAM 
Domestic Science Hall Miss SEFTON 
COURSES OF STUDY AND DEGREES. 
The courses of study of Denison University, and its degrees, 
are all open to students of Shepnrdson College on equal terms 
with young men, and a detailed statement of studies offered in 
the  variona  department! of  instruction,  with  conspectus of 
courses lending to the IBVt-ral  degrees, will he found on pages 
4(1-87. 
In addition to these courses Shepardson College on its own 
account offer! the title of Associate in Literature for the follow- 
ing Bonne, bawd upon the same amount of preparatory work as 
is required for entrance to the Freshman year in the University 
courses: 
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UOOMS AND HOAKD. 
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Non-resident siinlcnts board and room in the College, unless 
other arrangement* have been made with the College authori- 
ties. Students may not room in the village and board at the 
College dining-hall so long as there arc vacancies in the dormi- 
tories. 
Hereafter, mi reduction i» board ™» 61 given '» students 
returning '•■ their homes uvtr Saturdays mid. Sundays. 
Teaahen and students living on the College grounds, take 
meals in tlie dining-liall. 
Each student must furnish napkin and napkin ring, towels, 
slieets, pillow oaaei and bedding for single or double bed, so 
that two room-mates may together furnish all needful bedding. 
Si/e of pillows, 22x27 inane*. Those who desire may provide 
window drapery, table spreads, etc. All articles of clothing and 
bedding must be marked with the owner's name in full. Bag- 
gage should be plainly marked, "Shepardson College," to insure 
prompt delivery. 
In order to secure a room in advance, a retaining fee of 
five dollars must be deposited by each student with the TlMH- 
urer of the College. No room is regarded as engaged until this 
tee is in the Treasurer's hands. This sum will be applied on the 
hills of the first semester, unless the student fails to take the 
,„,„„, in which case it is forfeited. Those wishing a choice of 
room should apply early. Engagement of rooms in advance is 
understood to be for the year, unless otherwise stipulated. 
Roomi engaged at the close of the school year will not be 
held later than July 1, unless the retaining fee has been paid. 
ADMISSION. 
Shepardson College no longer maintains a preparatory de- 
partment, and grants admission only to students of college 
grade. The requirements for entrance to the Freshman year 
are identical with those of Oranville College, a full statement of 
which will lie found on pages :t4:i7. 
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DISCIPLINE. 
Only lucb regulations are impoMd as are necessary to main- 
lain health ami order, It ii the endeavor of the College to de- 
velop nlf-knowledge ami lelf-control. The government is edu- 
cational rather than restrictive With this in view a system 
of Student Government baa been adopted, having for its prov- 
ince tl.i- conduct of tlii' young women in the various College 
The conduct of the young women with reference to all 
aocial engagementi la under the control of the Faculty. 
MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL INFLUENCES. 
Without placing any restraint upon tin- denominational 
preference! of its pupils, the ' 'ollege aims t.> surround them with 
salutary Christian influence! Attendance on the daily Chapel 
exerciees and the usual Sunday service is required, hut no re- 
st! -HIII i> placed upon the pupil's choice of a regular place of 
worship     A   stndenta1  pr ng   is  held  every   Monday 
evening Students and teachers unite in the Young Women's 
Christian .'■ ■    and in classes organised for systematic 
Bible itudy 
Then  are three literary societies for students in Shepardson 
College, the Euterpean, Philomathean, and Thalian. 
The Marsh Memorial Library '" Erag Hall, established by 
Dr. ami Mrs Shepardson in memory of their daughter, Mrs. 
Lide Shepardson Marsh, contains a valuable eolleetion of liooks 
for Bible and missionary study; also dictionaries, encyclopedias, 
and other helps for general study. This lihrary is constantly 
heing inereased hy gifts from the family and friends of Mrs 
Marsh. 
The Reading Rooms in liurton Hall and Stone Hall are 
supplied i itl 'iirrent literature, and in addition to the I'niver- 
sity Library a special Reference Library is maintained on the 
Shepardson College grounds, for the convenience of its students 
and teai hers 
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PHYSICAL TRAINING. 
Miss TEEPLE. 
The Physical Training for young women is under the per- 
sonal instruction of the physical director and consists of graded 
class work in gymnastics through two and one-half years. The 
four credits given for this work are required for graduation 
except of those who are excused from gymnastics by a physi- 
cian. An advanced physical training class is offered those who 
desire to specialize in this line. Instruction in swimming, ten- 
nis, basket-ball and archery is free to all. These sports, together 
with walking, afford the daily exercise expected of each student 
resident in College halls. A physical examination is given every 
woman who enters the College by the director before she can 
begin the gymnasium work, and if necessary, corrective exercises 
are preseril>ed to meet her special needs. The aim throughout 
is to meet the individual physical needs of the students. 
scnoLARsmps. 
A number of scholarships are available for the use of stu- 
dents is MUM of ncifHtMJtj. provided they maintain an honorable 
standing in classes and live an exemplary life. 
It is understood that pupils holding scholarships, if called 
upon, will render some service to the College. Such service, 
however, will in no way conflict with the pursuance of regular 
studies. 
EXPENSES. 
No student is enrolled in any department until settlement 
has been made with the Treasurer and Registrar. 
All bills are payable at the beginning of each semester, hut 
students having bills amounting to more than $25.00 may pay 
one-half at the beginning of the semester, or within two weeks, 
and the balance at the middle of the semester. 
A fine of fifty cents, known as Delinquent's Fee, will be 
imposed upon students for the first day their bills remain un* 
settled after the date set for payment, seventy-five cents the 
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■ I da)   and an additional twenty-five eenta tor each sue 
ing week 
I that all registration! arc tor the entire 
ter and the bill* tor the tame are thereby incurred.    No 
the ai   eater I        i given exei pt in caae of Ulneaa, 
when tlii   following rrbatea "ill be granted: 
FOR STUDENTS IN" SHEPARDSON COLLEGE, ■ re- 
bate ol -'..' 'i tuition "ill be granted to thoee only who leave 
by the middle ol - eater in addition to tliis. a rebate "f 
|3.00 per week on board will be granted to RESIDENT 
STl'DENTS leai ng before D er 1 -"• 111 of the tirst temeater 
or April l-'i'li of the second aemeater After theae datea no 
rebate* will  be givi n 
NO  REBATE  WILL  BE GRANTED ON  ROOMS  UNDER 
ANY CONSIDERATION. 
FOR STUDENTS in the CONSERVATORY OF MU- 
SIC and ART DEPARTMENTS, a rebate of one-half the tui- 
tion »ill be granted only t" thoee 
rti r 
For - lura' work or leaa par week in 
the Literary  Department only, the charge "ill be 110.00 l<-aa 
than the full inn. 
stuii.ii'-. taking leaa than ten honra per week in the Liter- 
ary I1 part • and full time in the Conaervatory of Music 
will i. ;ed at the rate of M-00 per aemeater boor in the 
Literal 
For atudenta taking more than eighteen hours pa week in 
the Literary Department, a charge of -M11" per aemeater for 
ade. 
. aent to rooms «iii be charged extra 
Anj • injury to furniture or r i will l>c charg- 
ed to the  upanta of the room. 
S itudenl "ill be permitted to regiater fur future work 
until all billa due the College have been paid. 
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EXPENSES PER SEMESTER. 
All College expenses  (outside the Conservatory of Music, 
the Art Department and the classes in Domestic Science) are 
combined in one sum, which includes room-rent, board, tuition, 
and nil fees except laboratory fees, as follows: 
For students occupying  rooms   in  college  houses $140.00 
For   non-resident    students     40.00 
EXTRA EXPENSES. 
Matriculation fees are as follows: Freshman Class, $2; 
Sophomore, $3; Junior, $4; Senior, $5. 
Student* absenting themselves from the regular examina- 
tions are charged a fee of $2 for each special examination. 
Certain laboratory courses in Natural Science have fees 
attached, to cover cost of materials and breakage. For College 
classes these fees will be found with statement of the individual 
courses in the various departments. Fee for late registrations, 
fifty cents on second day of the semester, and one dollar after 
the second day. 
Diploma fees are as follows: Collegiate, $5.00; Conserva- 
tory of Music, $2.00; School of Art, $2.00. 
III.     Doane Academy 
FACULTY. 
II. RHOOH HCNDLET, A   M . S.-. I).. Dean, 
English and History. 
BuNYAH SiKSCK.K. A    M . 
On aft. 
MALOOI M  K    SII. KNKV. A    U . 
Botany 'i'i'/ /'< 
PRANK CABNKT,  I'M   l>, 
I'l,,/.:       i      prepay. 
AKTHI I   M.   liKI  MilVI K.   A    M . 
Ch, mitlry 
OLtMMKI I   0   COOMB, M   S . 
Pkyrici. 
\      I -r • IDKBRBCHT, A   M . 
/ h   <l n'l  Hi rrniin 
CIIARIJBS Ei4>wi»irru DAVIS, B  S. , 
I,it in. 
I 'n \-   \V    III NDI aSON, 
Hi IIN Ki NDRll K HINT, I'M. H , 
Englith, 
lir.NVAN   SriNiiB Regiatrai 
A i •. ■ -1   ODEBRECHT N.iretary 
HISTORY 'H   DOANE ACADEMY 
Thifl echool vu organized in 1831, us a preparatory de- 
partment "f tin- Qranrille Literary and Theological [natitution. 
As tli.- latter developed Oral mi" Qranrille rdieKe and later 
M 
1 
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into Deniaon University, the preparatory department remained 
a fundamental part of the institution. In 1887 it was organized 
as a separate school, with increased efficiency, under the name 
of (iranville Academy. In 1K1I4, Dr. William Howard Doane, 
of Cincinnati, presented the school with a beautiful and com- 
modious building, and in recognition of this gift the Hoard of 
Trustees in 1895 changed the name to "Doane Academy." 
AIM. 
It is the special aim of the Academy to bestow the best 
quality of instruction preparatory to College. In addition to 
the preparatory work, however, the curriculum has been so 
arranged as to furnish to those not intending to pursue a course 
in College a first-class Academic education. 
ADVANTAGES OK LOCATION. 
The school is located in (Iranville, Licking County, Ohio, a 
village noted  for beauty of surrounding scenery, hcalthfulness 
of  climate, and  intelligence and  high  moral  character  in  its 
citiaena.   The quiet of the plane is highly conducive to earnest 
study. The absence of saloons and all places for gambling and 
vice makes (iranville an ideal place for young people. The 
social atmosphere is pure and elevating and offers to young men 
an opportunity for the cultivation of those graces which will 
enable them to appear well in good society. 
CONNECTION WITH DENISON UNIVERSITY. 
The Academy enjoys peculiar advantages by reason of con- 
nection with Denison University. The general comforts and 
conveniences of a plant more extensive and costly than a pre- 
paratory school might afford, are open without discrimination to 
students of the Academy. The Library of the University, the 
privilege of Cleveland Hall, and the equipment of the Scien- 
tific Departments are examples of these exceptional advantages. 
Mesides theBe, the intellectual stimulus of association with thrt 
Faculty and the mature students of the College; unusual social 
privileges; opportunities in the way of lectures and entertain- 
1    HI 1>I SIM1N   1'NIVl 
... I    1 -■ • I  Mono :111• 1 of the Art 
itrationa  if the advantage ilmt ac- 
n with < be greater institution. 
ROOMS POR s ri DENTS 
Withii ••..•■.  i      - in the college dormi- 
■ •   . r A itudents 
- dte    insisting "f a 
study 12 by 15 I • -    t 11 feet, and two small 
closeti     i - i dot pied for two ■! 
nd provided « ith all 
I,,,.- lighted with electric light and 
heated with hoi      ter i aith ti t central heat- 
ing and t planl    There are lai - with hoi and sold 
.   . •     on t\ • ry floor. 
If ai • T if at any time 
.    —:■_-n■ -■ 1 I" others, he 
oan . In iy»     lain | - in the village, either tarniahed 
or unfui ■  '       -' 
Courses ot Study 
REGULAR COUHSB& 
There arc three regular Bourses of study, the Classical, the 
gcientifl    and " phical, eaofa extending through four 
- and leading to corresponding conrsei In the College, The 
holder of ■ dipl Academy i« admitted to the rreah- 
•' Qranville College withonl examination on the pay- 
menl of a matriculal   r 
\ • coureea have  been arranged  with special 
referei ' ' ■ curricula of the University, they will be found 
quite - iffii ienl to pre] ntranee into any American col- 
lege An examination of the detailed scheme of than courses, 
found on following pages, «ill show that outside the required 
work ' ves  are   offered   to   insure   conformity   to 
individual i 
f 
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BLBCTIVB 8TUDIBS. 
When the reason seemi to be sufficient, students are allowed 
to make a judicious choice of elective studies, but this choice is 
never permitted to interfere with the work of the regular classes 
in which studies may lie elected. 
Outline of the Work 
ENGLISH. 
The aim of the work in this department is to insure a 
thorough knowledge of English Grammar; give careful ground- 
ing in the fundamental principles of Composition and Rhetoric, 
supplemented by extensive practice in writing; meet the "Col- 
lege Entrance Requirements" in English ('lassies; and take an 
outline survey of English literature. 
MATHEMATICS. 
The work in Mathematics covers three years, five hours a 
week, divided ecpially between Algebra and Geometry. Alge- 
bra is given in the first year, five hours a week and extends 
through (Quadratics. Algebra II is given five hours a week 
throughout the second semester of the fourth year and in addi- 
tion to a thorough review, carries the subject through the pro- 
gressions. An entire year is devoted to Plane Geometry giving 
time for extensive work in original exercises. One semester is 
given to Solid Geometry. 
HISTORY. 
A course in General History is offered in the first year. 
The scope of this work may be judged from the fact that Myers' 
latest texts in Ancient, Mediaeval and -Modern History are care- 
fully covered. In the second yenr English History is given 
three hours a week throughout the year. 
LATIN. 
The first year in this subject is devoted to a thorough mas- 
tery of the forms and underlying principles of the syntax of the 
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laniruapc    In the second, four ).<>..k-. of far or th« equiva- 
lent an read, and ■ text i k course in prow composition is 
given    In the third year, Cieero'i orationa agninst Catiline and 
li.  1/ /       .   li   I   u Voi   ■ "in an- read, accompanied 
by a continuation o( thi      ir*   n prose oompoaition    six Hooks 
of Virgil's Aen< the     irth year, supplemented by 
Ovid and courses in Mythology and proae composition. 
GREEK 
Thi   regular coura.  in tl ii subject inelndea two yeara, Bra 
ng the ordinal? first year of Greek, the uaoal 
nd pi  • posil i - ■ s >    For those pre- 
paring for colleges requii ng      n Greek for entrance, provision 
..!,- for tak ng I        Id tional amount In connection with the 
I■'• i (    -. in Granville 'College. 
For the bei       ol tl    • enter the advai d  iiaea in 
the A nter thi   Freshman Claaa in the College 
desiring      lake the i Course but lacking Greek, I so 
d "Doublen -  -  irganiaed whicl mpletea two years 
in  one     Onlj tried ability  and  earneatneaa an 
allowed in thii      ■ li I gnde below 80°J  inn  
■ linquent  from the class 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
Tu,, yean ol  French and two of German constitutes the 
work of Fi ni'l   or German  may be lubsti- 
tut, . !. tii -•  ■ the Scientific Courae, 
and a  similar substitution of French, German or Greek  will 
bereaftei ■■• in the last year of the Philosophical Course; 
and while no work in this department is required, ai present, 
in thi i I    irm    [ is hoped that no student will complete 
thai     ■■-■ without at least one year of either French or German. 
SCIENCE. 
Four full years of Scieno   an offered.    Each eount re- 
quire! thi      nventional proportion of labontory «ork.   In Hie 
year, Physiology is given, and in the 
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second semester, Botany. Laboratory and note-book work is 
required in both these courses. In the third year, strong courses 
in Chemistry and Physical Geography are given. Both consist 
of text-book, lecture and laboratory work. In Physical Geog- 
raphy, field work is also required. In the Senior year, the sub- 
ject of Physics is given, with regular weekly laboratory work 
throughout the year. 
AM the science work is done under the direct supervision of 
the heads of the respective departments in Granville College, 
and this fait, together with the exceptional equipment afforded 
by the connection of the Academy with Denison University, 
guaranty s superior advantage* in our Science Department 
Admission of Stud*ent9 
Although students are admitted at any time, they enter to 
the best advantage at the beginning of the school year. Those 
WIHI denn t" enter after the school year has begun should, by 
OOrreipondenee with the Dean, ascertain before-hand, as nearly 
as possible, the progress thai has I » made by the class which 
they propose to enter. 
CONDITIONS OK ADMISSION. 
The requirement! for admission to the Piral Fear Class are 
the usual eight grade* of public school work, or tl quivalentj 
and to advanced standing, the studies previously pursued by the 
class which the applicant desires to enter. 
\'.> student will lie admitted who is not fitted to do well the 
work of the first year, 
An applicant not personally known to some member of the 
Faculty must furnish testimonials of good character, and, if from 
another  institution, lie  must   present  a certificate of honorable 
dismission. 
COURSE ()K INSTRUCTION BY TEARS. 
The following scheme of the studies of each course by years 
exhibit* Hie work required for graduation in each together with 
the elective* offered : 
STATEMENT <>V COITR8E8 HV TEARS ii ,   . ■ - '   i i r. .1 r..^ i  i «r  « ' it   II.T.^   n I   I r. nv-
... . 
yearly allotment. -1. nature aad 
r all the Arad I 
■ 
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REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY. 
Every student, unless excused for special reasons, is ex- 
peeled to attend at least three recitations each school day.    His 
attendance on these and on the special or public exercises of the 
class or of thf Academy must be punctual. 
Parents are especially urged to encourage students to be 
present at the opening of the session, and to remain at their 
work till i/.s" close. AbseBOS from the duties of the school, 
whether occasioned by absence from town or by the entertain- 
ment of friends, is subversive of the highest good of the student. 
His pleasure, or that of his friends, should never be permitted to 
interfere with his daily duties. 
RECITATION PERIODS AND UNITS OK CREDIT. 
The recitation periods are one hour in length, and a unit of 
credit is made by five hours of recitation a week throughout a 
year.    Fractions of units are determined upon this basis. 
It will be seen from the "Course of Studies by Years," 
exhibited on page 104, that fifteen units arc required for gradua- 
tion, but a student desiring to do so may increase this number 
of units to a considerable extent. This opportunity affords a 
special advantage to those who need to adjust their preparatory 
work to the entrance requirements of other colleges; while those 
who expect to enter Dcnison may, in general, secure 50% college 
credit for all such additional work. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
Examinations are held at the close of each semester, and at 
intervals during the semester, at the discretion of the instructor. 
If a student's grade for a given semester in a given class falls 
below seven-tenths of the maximum, he forfeits his right to 
continue as a member of the class. In determining his grade, 
his examination mark has half the power of the average of his 
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tarn marks. Kegulanty in work, good conduct, spelling and 
diction are considered as elements in making up the student's 
standing 
RULES FOB EXAMINATION. 
1 All students, whether candidates for the diploma of the 
Academy or not, an- required t" ittend all arainlnationn in the 
studies they pursue, anleei exeuaed by merit. 
2 No student irhoM fiT»minetVw in any study is reported 
as "Incomplete," will receive credit fur that study until after 
the examination las been completed. In ease, however, the 
examination be not completed within one year, the nnflniahcd 
study will If regarded and treated aa " tot Pa—I 
; .\r.. it idi nl reported as paaaed "CondUionaUy" in any 
work must remove the condition «iti ii MM ear from the date 
of the examination in which it wai incurred, otherwiae he shall 
be regarded and tn ati I aa "A     Pasu d 
4. Any student reported aa' \ I Poised" in any study will 
receive no oredil fur that study until he has again pursued it 
11 ., n j Jar aai • u rciae, and baa paaaed the regular examina- 
tion in the same. 
.'p     Giving or receiving aid in any examination is deemed 
and "ill I"- visit.il with severe punishment. 
ii     Any student who is absent from examination, without 
■it previous!) obtained, must present t" the Faculty a writ- 
ten statement of the cause of his absence; and the reason must 
be ■ pted as lufficienl t..-f..r-  he Ban enter lii- clam 
7     A   student   who,  having bean  absent   from  a  regular 
nation in ai applies t'"r a apeeiaJ examination, or 
any student who takea an examination fur the ramoveal of a 
ronditii n, must present t" tin' inatructor the Treaeurer's receipt 
forthi examination I receiving credit for aueh apeeiaJ 
nation 
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RULES GOVERNING AB8BNCB8 FROM CLASS 
EXERCISES. 
I. If a student shall be atarnt no more than five times 
from any class exercise during one semester, these absences 
shall be treated as excused. 
II. The absences in excess of five shall be treated as 
excused or unexeusrd, at the discretion of the instructor. 
III. When a student has been absent more than five times 
from any class, if these absences have been consecutive, he shall 
lie required to pass an examination upon the part of the work 
covered by the period of absences; if the absences have occurred 
at different periods during the semester, the examination shall 
be upon such part of the work of the semester as the instructor 
shall determine. The ttadent'i standing for the period of ab> 
sences shall be determined by his examination. 
IV. These examinations shall not be considered special 
examination! in the sense of requiring an extra fee. 
V Every student who shall have been present at every 
recitation of a class during the semester shall have his three 
lowed marks in that class changed into that mark above 70 of 
which lie lias the greatest number. 
REPORTS. 
At the close of each semester of study the Secretary of the 
Faculty mails to the parents or guardian of each student in the 
Academy a report of the standing attained by such student in 
each study pursued during the semester, together with a record 
of his absences and deportment. 
Reports concerning individual students will also be fur- 
nished by the Dean at any time upon the request of the parent 
or guardian. 
SCHOLARSHIP PRIZES. 
Alpha Dilin Tun and Kappa Ztta. 
In the Spring of P'lo Doane Academy was honored by Wing 
granted the Thcta Chapter of Alpha Delta Tail, the honorary 
fraternity  for preparatory schools corresponding to  Phi  Beta 
108 I > I N ! - • N    i'MWKSITY 
Kappa  in « -     Prom tha upper fifth of each graduating 
clan . elected to the society each year, ami 
:iii election eonfara providea u 1m- 
ence in leholarahip, us we)] aa an ap- 
 inch excellence. 
11. ok n - moat   loyal 
alumni, t" have been offered    Tbeae prixea 
conaial D( Alpha Delta Tan t •: i ■ 11_-■ -. emblema of the Honorary 
g •    which the valedictorian and aalutatorian,  the two 
■ - who are higheat in icholarahip, art aleeted each year. 
The  Kappa  Zeta  honorary  aoeiety   for  gbrii  alao  lias a 
chapter here and the Kappa Zeta key is given each year to the 
girl  graduating  from  Doane  Academy  with  higheat   rank  in 
■eholai 
IBVINQ-CICERO LITERARY PRIZE CONTEST. 
I    r M \. r.il years a spirit.-.! and friendly rivalry has existed 
between the two literarj aocietiea of the Academy. As a remit 
of thj| the i ' - held for several years a pnblie oonteal with 
rard in view except that of tha honor .>f being victor. 
To stimulate tl« ■'■ -:r' ' r honor and to encourage faithful 
work in - •- the Faculty "f the University adopted the 
following n • 
1 Tl Dteat be held between the holiday reoeaa and 
the si — of the Bret aemeatar of eaeh year. 
2 That the winnen of the eonteat in Declamation and 
i;...., p Qti each .'. aoholarahip fur the lirst lemeater of 
the next school year 
:t Tl at the winnen of the eonteat in Oration and Debate 
be granted eacl ■ - arahip for the two neeeaaive semesters 
following that in which the eonteat is held. 
SHERWIN PRIZES. 
II   .\   Sherwin,  Baq., of Cleveland, has established in the 
Academy a Bret and ■ '"I priaa of |60 and (86, reapeetively. 
Tl • at pri   ■ are unique in their terms.   The conditions of award 
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are dunged every year, and are announced only at the close of 
the year. Excellence in general scholarship with penonal merit, 
excellence in Greek, excellence in Latin, and acquaintance with 
matten of current internal have been made the baaia of award 
in the different yean since the prixea were eatabliahed. 
ATHLETICS. 
Beddea holding memhership in the general athletic Associa- 
tinn of Hie University entitling them to all the privileges of that 
organization, the students of the Academy have their own ath- 
letic association and maintain their own teams in the various 
branches of sport. Their athletics are supervised by a hoard of 
athletic control and a graduate manager. Contests in football, 
basket-ball, and baseball arc held with the more important high 
schools in this section of the State. 
Graduation Appointments 
THE HONOR MEN. 
The member of the graduating class whose average stand- 
ing in the studies of the Junior Year and the first semester of the 
Senior War is highest, is the lust speaker on the programme 
of Graduation Day, and is called the Valedictorian. To the 
memlier of the class whose rank is next highest, is given first 
place on the programme with the title of Salutatorian. No stu- 
dent who has not recited with the classes of the Academy in at 
least eight full studies during these three semesters can receive 
either of these appointments. 
OTHER SPEAKERS. 
Every student who is eligible to the Diploma of the 
Academy writes an oration, and, having signed it with a ficti- 
tious name, hands it to the Dean of the Academy before April 15. 
The orations thus prepared are read to a committee whose mem- 
bers are ignorant of the authorship of the production, and those 
four that are considered liest are selected as the orations to be 
presented at the graduating exercises of the Academy. 
HO I'I KnOM    IMvUI.-ITV 
BZPEN8B8 
The foll"» inn is » summery ,,( the principal n«i«r>' ex- 
pi oaet during the Academic year: 
» « oo 
U,H „   , MtlBf and r»re. »1.   50 
,„ ,_- MS 00 to    50 00 
VI.!.!.. .    »n.l    Library    few, 
»--'••■' ■■■■■ ** "9 
Hook' Ar> „x 
Board, N neeta •"   "" 
Waiaii ■ 2, "* 
T,,,.,| SMS 00 to »2«4 00 
The Labor rtudenU in Phyiiet, PkyiiotefH and 
ffofaay  ii  K2.00 per semester    tor Cfceauelry, 18.00, and for 
physical 0 r, $1.00 
Thi -  Dip     ■ at Graduation ia two dollar*. 
1   .   for late registration, 50c on - ad day of tlio term and 
?l 00 sfti r the IOC *d daj 
A •■ ■       -..'       - foi -j ml examination. 
D Brd in i (2.35 to  -- 78  par  weeki  i" 
families,  13.00  to |4-50     When  board  soata  over  *2.:i5  per 
w..k ••  ■..   added to the eatimate Riven above. 
Many itndenta reduce their expenaai below that mm.    Rooms 
in the village are always to be had at prioei ranging from 50 
. per week up     In the eatimate above, reference is made 
to r :- in the dormitories, and includes heat, light, furniture 
and ' 
All  bills are payable at  the beginning of each  aemester, 
take their places in their slaaass.   Any student 
compelled by the middle of the semester 
will have one third of the • master bills refunded. 
The really n mar] • cpenees of s student fur a year, ex- 





It is the desire to establish and maintain n rclatinn of con- 
liil.ncc between teaeber and pupil, and to stimulate those senti- 
ments which mature into Christian manhood. Students are 
encouraged in self-government, and to this end the greatest pos- 
sible freedom is accorded them; but they are continually taught 
the difference between liberty and license, and the duty of prac- 
ticing that self-denial which is necessary to the highest good 
both of themselves and their fellows. While it is the aim of 
this school to do all the good possible To every student, it is in 
no sense a reform school, and no student whose influence is 
found to be injurious will he suffered to remain. 
MORAL AND RKLIOIOUS INFLUENCES. 
The whole life and administration of the school, without 
being sectarian, are pronounced and positive in favor of the 
Christian religion. The exercises of each day include Scripture 
reading and prayer in the Chapel. This service the students are 
required to attend. They are also expected to attend Church 
twice each Sunday. Two regular weekly prayer meetings are 
sustained by the students. Members of the Academy are made 
welcome in the various Sunday Schools of the village. In the 
Baptist Sunday School, several classes, taught by College and 
Academy Instructors, are intended expressly for students. 
SCHOLARSHIPS. 
Hy a vote of the Hoard of Trustees, the President of Den- 
ison I'niversity may remit the tuition of a limited number of 
students in cases of necessity.     A  few scholarships surrendered 
by the original purchasers, are under tl ontrol of the Faculty, 
anil are assigned by them at the beginning of each year. 
VOLUNTARY SOCIETIES. 
There are connected with the Academy and conducted by 
the   Students,  two  literary  societies—the  Ciceronian  and  the 
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Irving     ! - ■        own  hall, which  is neatly and 
I  ii and in which it holdi weekly meetings. 
\ ..    ■ .;.   ire alao admitted to niemher- 
ihip in I branch of the College Y. M. C. 
\ - teeociat  a and in the Athletic Association 
PUBLIC  BXERCI8ES 
Litei irj   8 > ii tie* eaah  hold  three 
n "Extra" at about the time of the 
Winter, and a 
thi year    The graduating 
I during the Commencement 
».,'.. •   i i      rajtj     Members "f the class completing 
•   in the programme.   The 
; b student who complete* 
in a sal manner any of the regular eonrm of study. 
DISMISSION 
No student the nhool  before  the close of a 
.-■ r will be ■  naidered ai having honorably severed his con- 
inleai he bai been duly dismissed by 
the 1 »ean 
1       Further information may be obtained by communicat- 
ing *      I        ■   r      the A ademy. 
HONORS AND PRIZES KOI! 1!H2. 
';..;     PrittS, Alpha  />'"'!  Tnu   Itadgts. 
I   rat   Honor    Arthur Lowell Johnson. 
■ ■!  II inor   Earl Cbeaehir. 
; r  I i■ />. le ran. 
Vrtl ir  Lowell Johnson, Roy B. Deer, 
Earl I • • ■ Jai  W, liainfort, 
Paul Prior Itugg. Roy L. McCann. 
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Kappa Zela Key, Blanche E.  Dull. 
Shcrwin Prizes. 
First Prize, Fifty Dollars, Nelson Q. Rupp. 
Second Prize, Twenty Five Dollars, Roy B. Deer. 
Competitive Oration, 
William Clifton Jordan. 
Cicero-Irving Contest. 
Debate, Roy B, Deer. 
Oration, w. \v. VanKirk 
Kssay, 0. W, Edmunds. 
Declamation, h. I-. Anderson. 
Kwart Itilih   PritM. 
Reading, First Prize, Cicero Society, Roy B. Deer. 
Reading, Second Prize, Cicero Society, John Bjelke. 
Kss.iy, First Prize, Cicero, A. A. Cutler. 
Essay, Second Prize, Cicero, J. W. Qainfort. 
Reading, First Prize, Irving Society, James Macpherson. 
Reading, Second Prize, Irving Society, L. L. Anderson. 
Schedule  of   Recitation! 
VI IH 
~   '' ' 
BKCOND  TKAR H M)   II    > 
i im;i> vni; 
I.II KTII rum, 
Ugakn   l    :. 
,..      -f,.   •. 
' •■ i. II   I 
lit...  I   5 
II .,..,    I    1 
(0«**JM    I) Fn,l..l    II    4 
1   1"!   M 
pk,, t-i i. 
I »l. .-•!..rr 
31 I.    ■>■  .     ' 
III     |      KBfllih    HI 
<*    w .  *  r 
'■•""""»    » Fr.nrh   I) 
rktlMopklc*]        Onmm  s       irimkl) 




..>..„..„      1       'I .t,„   III     -. .      Il .l"T«|..r, 
VI. 
iri>«'»  11 
I 
l»..ul.l. r. 
(OKMI    llll 
I.,, r 
III ...... 
Oml il        in ••■  I) 
...        Ili.l...   II    I     '■•"»   "     '• 
I.I   •>>>    I 111        -■»<t   •»■ 
(Trmrh   111 ' 14 h   III
( I-abor.lory        rhriiraS IHolid li.om 
Fnfh.h   IV    4    ,_*J   _    ,,    '.■*b ■C".iTi    .'.■'.•*m..'".   "-*1"1   lv    '" 
Enflnh   IV. 4 
lOinui     II 
5.) 
ID'S OiMk ».) 
(Lakorstorr 
3.1 
(OrMk III   41 
Owiun  II.   S 
!.•»■»      >'i     ■    ir • ■«     ■ rro ■! 
«"■    M . W. F    M..I ,.   II    s X 
i (Solid a<« 
l.lL.lIii Md (Ulin IV   5) III Ma.   im,A|„kr»   rj    | 
3>4   MB.       I 
IV.     Conservatory of Music 
FOREWORD. 
.Music in some form has always been taught in the educa- 
tional institutions of (iranville. For iiian.v years the work was of 
a semi-private character, but growing larger and more important, 
was taken under the management of Shepardson College for 
women. The rapid progress of the work led in 1894 to the organ- 
isation of a Conservatory, the acquisition of a suitable building 
for teaching and practicing, and the building of Recital Hall 
adjoining. In 1900, the College and University were united, 
and the Conservatory of Music was separated from Shepardson 
College, becoming a co-ordinate part of Denison University. 
Thresher Hall, the Conservatory building, is now too small for 
all the demands upon it, and until a new building can be ob- 
tained, practice pianos are placed in nearby college buildings. 
Musical instruction in the college curriculum has long ceased 
to be an experiment. Each year more colleges and universities 
are recognizing music in one or more of its branches as a 
legitimate and desirable part of a liberal education. Denison 
University has been progressive in this regard, first by granting 
college credit for work in the theoretical courses of the Con- 
servatory, on an equal footing with any other elective study, 
and secondly by establishing, under the group system described 
elsewhere, one group (C8) leading to the degree of B. Ph., with 
Theory of Music as the major subject. This close affiliation 
between College and Conservatory has greatly encouraged the 
increasing enrollment of students from the literary department 
of the University who wish to acquire some serviceable knowledge 
of music as a part of their college course. 
In most Conservatories the proportion of men Btudents is 
small. This is probably the relic of an immemorial prejudice 
against the musician's profession, which in more recent years 
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ften  ha.l  the effed  of  relegating miisie  iitutly  to women, 
(long with i king and sewing    It is the aim of this institution 
to • -•. r in everj iraj ■ true Mnie of the dignity of muaie, lM>th 
iltural .-tu.lv and M » branch of scholarship, ami to hring 
the ti in the L'niversit) into closer touch with its musical life. 
The endeai  r has alwaji been to require of students, especially 
• - for graduation, the broadest poaaible eduoation, not 
i! muaie, but .11 other branchea at well    No atudent pan 
work in muaie without at leaat the foundations 
•   n    Bpecial attention i» therefore called to 
the ■ -  required for graduation, as well aa the 
comprehensive requirements  in  musical theory. 
The largi  i ind recitals given each year 
by outside at •  if tl t faculty, and by the rn- 
local organ     I   01   together »itli the proximity of the 
■ •   • .. >f Columbus, afford greater opportunitiei 
itic well i than an   enjoyed by many 
target -      Throug ening of the eourte of 
•       the requirements for graduation, the 
luatea   i     ostantly rising, and re- 
cenl as to the curriculum enable the Conservatory to 
offer a eo that ol any school in Ohio. 
FACULTY, 
C  si   P a   M . a   A. Q. 0., Director. 
// of sfujl 
Final  Honors in Music,  Harvard University.    Studied Har- 
i,i. in and I tnder Professors John K. Psine, 
Wa ler R  Spalding, and Frederick 8 Convene, and at the New 
England Conservstor) under Wallace 0 Irieh,   Studied Piano 
under Wi lia n A   Paull, and Organ under Henry M. Dunham, 
in It..-! im eiate of the American Guild of Organists. 
I'lSMI    .li DSON   I" WlKAR, 
JltaA , I Piano Hiimrlmtnl. 
Pupil in Piano ..f-I  Bmil Bcker, Toledo, Ohio: Constantin 
Stcrnlierg   Philadelphia; Bertrand Both, Dresden; Tobias Mat- 
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thay, F. R. A. M., and Claude F. l'ollard, A. B. A. M., Lon- 
don. Student in Vienna in 18!)4. Pupil in Musical Kinder- 
garten of Mrs. Fannie Church Parsons, Chicago. 
JOHN MOYSES PRISKE. 
Iliad of Voice Department. 
Studied under Albert Viaaatti, sir John Santley, and Ban- 
dagger in London; William I.. Whitney in America, ami Luigi 
Vannuecini in Italy. Made opern debut in Italy. Until 1911 
teacher in the \V. I,. Whitney International School of Opera in 
Huston, with appearance! in opera, oratorio and concert. 
Bl.IZAIIKTH   liKNKtltCT, 
(Iri/an and l'iiino. 
Pupil of Harriaon Wild, Chicago, in Piano   ami   Organ. 
Pupil of Alexander (iiiilinant in Paris, summer of 1907. Col- 
league of the American Guild of Organists. 
RUTH JEANNKTTK MMI.EY, 
Violin, Voice, and Solfeggio. 
Pupil of Carl Peirce, Mahel Stnnaway-Iiriggs, and Samuel 
W. Cole, at the New Kngland Conaervatory of .Music, 
HKKTIIA BUEABBrH STEVENS, 
Assistant in Piano. 
(iraduate of Denison Conservatory of Music, 1907.    Pupil 
of Constantin Sternheru in Philadelphia. 
CLARENCE D. C<X>NS, M. S., 
TVir I'liysical Ilasis of Music. 
Assistant Professor of Physics in Denison University. 
RUTH KSTIIKR ROOKWOOD, A. A. O. O., 
Assistant in Harmony. 
(iraduate of Denison Conservatory of Music, 1910.    Asso- 
ciate of the American (luild of Organists, 1911. 
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
BMOUI W  MI NT. I)  D. l.l, l>. 
Prtsideni of ih>  Vnivtrrity. 
Ei MI i: i:  HOPKINS, A   U . 
I ■■ f Ike I nir. rtity. 
( nii.-• ■ in Doane Acadi 
I'M..i  WOOD, A   \l . 
/in. /. i    i .. ii'it'iry. 
■ •■   •■ in Threaher Hall 
El U Mil III   III ' I Ml T. 
> i   '       ' i / Faculty. 
I i   I!   ST I rKNB, 
'     ■ '   ■   i   l:''i 'iriiin. 
PANND .1   FAUUB, 
/    I     ■■• .■     ■' /   resker Hull. 
Departments of Instruction 
A.    0 irae in P 
li.   Count in \ 
C.   < D Violin. 
I).    Conrae in Organ. 
E     Course in Theoi Hiatoi        1-2, Appreciation! :)-4, 
Blementar} I • '■ > II-' rj .7 - Harmony; 9-10, Coontar- 
1 int; M 12, I rin; 13-14, Strict Compoaition; 15-16, Free Com- 
: ■ - ■   in; 17-18   Phyi 
I" Ensemble i laaaea a Solfeggio, b Public Baboo] 
Muaii Mormi Ding,    ■'    Piano Claaaaa,   (a)   String 
0,    Musical   Organizational     a     Bngweraon  Choral   So- 
Dei IOI itra,        DenisoD Qlea Club, (d) Shep- 
ardson Qlee Club,   •    Binfonia Fraternity. 
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A.   OOTIBSB IN PIANO. 
It is difficult to specify a set course adapted to the needs 
of all pupils, so it has seemed best to suit the work to iudi- 
v i 1111 ii 1 requirements. 
Gnat care is taken that the foundation work he thorough, 
the understanding of the action of the instrument coming lirst, 
then tone production through the natural laws that govern it, 
followed by technical facility and velocity. 
A good technique is absolutely essential to satisfactory 
piano playing, but should be considered as a means to an end, 
not an end in itself. The effort should always be toward artistic 
interpretation, which is impossible without an adequate tech- 
nique. 
The course includes the study of music of both Classic and 
Romantic composers, and to this is added the principles of ex- 
pression, which, in connection with a good tone production, con- 
stitutes the secret of playing with expression, so far as this can 
be taught. 
The foremost educators of the day regard music as a "noble 
and valuable branch of social and personal culture," and as only 
a small proportion of persons are specially gifted musically, the 
effort is made to teach piano as a cultural study as well as a pro- 
fession. Music is coming to be regarded as an essential part of 
a well rounded education, and the intelligent study of the piano 
and its literature is found to result in a mental development as 
great as that gained through other academic work. 
B.    COURSE IN VOICE. 
The object of this course primarily is correct placing of the 
voice, so that the tones are even and firm throughout the entire 
range. Particular stress is laid on proper control of the breath, 
rhythm, anil phrasing, together with enunciation and stage pres- 
ence. 
The exercises and songs used are selected according to the 
requirements of the individual for continuous development in 
technical powers and interpretation.    Use is made of the classic 
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song literature of all schools, especially the German, ami from 
our own American song writers    Advanced pupils study Schu- 
mann. Schubert, Iran/. Brahma, Beethoven, and arias from the 
lard oratorio* and operas. 
Effl 'tit(   practice is linrdly possible without si>me familiar- 
ity   with  tic   piai I   mdidatoa   foi  graduation   must   have  at 
aerioui piano study, ami at least two ee- 
1     >rus. 
c    COURSE IN VIOLIN. 
G     I tone production m will receive a 
ttention, then will follow itudiea and special tech- 
nical i -. rciiee 1 meet the ne la of the individual. As the stu- 
dent b< at, pieces lonataa, and eon- 
rtoa will be studied. 
It wil nt th urse. to work not 
ill;, forteehi but all   for the higher and broader 
plane of art eption and tion    At least two se- 
required of candidates for gradua- 
tion 
t-nts ind helped in i aaemble playing, 
Deed  are admitted to the  I'liiversity 
thui L'ained is bj DO means the least 
■ id is required of candidates for 
graduation 
li    COURSE IN ORGAN 
\    . i":. n I                             iano and in light-reading is neces- 
sary befori the course can I ntered, and this must be proved 
tion of tl c inatructor, who may prescribe such ad- 
•■v rk ai may i in preparation.    A good 
organ touch, comprising legato and staccato playing, steadiness 
■      -        times*     f Btyli ' jeel ive aims. 
I;ink's Organ Bel 1. Ruck's Studies in Phrasing and Bach's 
Little Preludes and Fugues compose the ground work of study. 
wed by sonatas by Mendelssohn. Merkel. itiiilmant, 
selections by Widor, Dubois, fi'-llman, Lentare, Best. Hollins, 
Buck and  Parker. 
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Special attention will be given to hymn playing, accom- 
panying and registration to meet the practical needs of church 
work. 
B.    COURSE IN THEORY AND HISTORY. 
In the so-called Theoretical classes the object is not so much 
to develop the latent powers of possible future composers, al- 
though this is provided for, as to educate all students in the in- 
telligent appreciation and enjoyment of music. To this end, 
besides the strictly technical courses more general ones are of- 
fered, such as those in History and in Appreciation, requiring 
mi previous musical training. Considerable time is taken in all 
abuses for discussion and analysis of the best examples available 
bearing on the subject under discussion. At the same time, due 
emphasis is laid on technical study and original work, as the 
best preparation for study of the works of the masters. 
In the technical classes the laboratory method mainly is 
pursued. The students work out exercises on the board, sub- 
ject fa) criticism and discussion by the instructor and the class, 
while original expression of musical ideas is constantly sought 
for. Students are urged to make practical every-day application 
of their theoretical knowledge. 
College credit may be obtained for any of the numbered 
courses. Those who intend to complete the Theoretical course 
are advised to take courses 3-4, 7-8, 9-10, and 13-14 in consecu- 
tive years. See also the schedule of Oroup C8 on page 87. The 
description of the courses follows: 
1-2.    The Appreciation nf .Music.—MR. WOOD. 
One hour per week, both semesters.    .Monday, 8:30 A. M. 
This is an entirely non-technical course, and is open with- 
out restriction to all students of the University. The apprecia- 
tion of good music depends on the ability to listen intelligently. 
The object of the course, therefore, is to point out the structural 
principles of musical art, and to show clearly what constitutes 
real merit in any of the varied fields of musical activity. The 
work will consist of lectures ami analysis, with collateral reading 
and critical reports of the various current recitals. 
123 Di NOON  I MI i 
i     / py of Jfmi      MK  WOOD. 
One hour DM Thnradaj. B :30 A. M 
pi ■«  rk, or its i i a required introduction to all 
■ie are summarized, ami the 
- notation ii studied in detail, including 
rectioni    led in printed music, and the analysis 
Ample practice ii given in leak) writing, tranapoai- 
tion and >;      ie of all tl      ' •-. with the notation peculiar to 
The work conclude! with an elementary 
ttudv of intei to their inversions, preparatory 
t.. ii e rourae in Hani   • 
■  1/  n .   MK WOOD. 
Three houn per week, bol n     Monday, v7ednen- 
day and Pr 
. ,.i  > no ■pecial musical 
trimi i .- i ia verj 
The » irh     • - -•-   argi -- pied reading and com- 
.■  -■ . with written reporta, teati and 
theaea     Tl id on investigation "f the far-reach- 
ing causes and effi  Is of tl - phases and the interrela- 
tions volution "f the art, rather 
than on the memorizing of i dates    The Conservatory 
collection of primitive instr I   enti   -    ■■• i to illustrate the early 
wl  Ii    - •  r M |. as ble typical mnaie of the suc- 
The Conaervatory library <>f 
over seven I  tndred  volume!   -  frei   |   drawn upon rather than 
anj k 
7 8     Harmony    Mi   WOOD, 
hours per week, botl   semester!    Monday, Wednea 
and Friday, 11 KM i. u.    Prerequisite, Solfeggio and Kle- 
luivalent 
Knowledge >>f tl,.. pianoforte adequate at least to play an 
aight is neceaaary in the study "f har- 
rii'.ny 
llevii tervali and triads; dominant and secondary 
nented  and   altered  ehorda;  mo<lula- 
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tions; organ-point. The work consists of the harmonization of 
given melodies in bass or soprano, mostly in four parts, and the 
composition of original pieces in simple style. These are written 
both on the blackboard and outside the class-room, and corrected" 
and discussed by the instructor. After revision the exercises are 
copied into note l«ioks and kept for reference. As far as prac- 
ticable demonstration at the key-board is demanded from each 
member of the class. 
9-10.   Counterpoint.—Its. WOOD. 
Three hours per week, both semesters. .Monday. Wednes- 
day and Friday, 1(1:00 A. II,    Prerequisite, courses 7-8. 
Some proficiency in piano playing is necessary. The prin- 
ciples of harmony are applied In the melodious treatment of 
two or more voice parts in combination. The work includes free 
harmonization of choral melodies, two, three and four-part 
counterpoint in the several orders, contrapuntal and imitative 
treatment of subjects in different voices for organ or strings. 
Opportunity is given for original work, and practice is afforded 
in rending and playing epiartets, etc., from open score. 
11-12     Musical Form.—MR. WOOD. 
Two hours per week, both semesters. Tuesday and Thurs- 
day. 10:00 A. M.   Prerequisite, courses 7-8. 
This course has for its ultimate aim the intelligent appre- 
ciation of music and a wide acquaintance with the best of it, 
as well as some insight into the technique of composition. 
While it cannot be taken to advantage without a knowledge of 
harmony, it may by permission be taken in the same year as 
courses 7-8. 
Study of thematic construction and elements of composi- 
tion, consisting chiefly of the analysis (both in the class-room 
and independently by the student) of the principal instrumental 
forms, as illustrated by the works of the great composers, classic 
and modern. These works are. so far as is possible, actually 
performed in class. The player-piano is an invaluahle adjunct 
to the equipment of the course, since with its aid students can by 
constant repetition become familiar with orchestral and other 
124 DimaoN Diiiimii i 
works to ■ degree ""t otherwise possible.    The lihrary contains 
a eomprel tion of roll marie to which the clam has 
Practice is given in construction of the smaller musical 
forma, iocl   u hymn-tunea, ami the due* forma of the classic 
suite. 
i;M4    S       ■        itft 'i    MK WOOD 
Two hours per week, both Tuesday and Friday. 
f ::i" .1   M.    Pren      lil iraes 9-10 
Proneienc) in pianoforte or organ playing is necessary. 
This course consists of the analysis and eomporition of the ad- 
vanced forms of polyphonic music, and requires n command of 
the techniqi tnterpoint     It is a necessary 
preparation for the larger and freer forms of eomporition. 
IS 16    i... i   mj   I'I a    Mi WOOD. 
T»    I lura per week   botl it •-    Tuesday and Thurs- 
daj   11:00 \   v     Prerequisite,  iraes 9 to 12 
In • r the technical  facility acquired  in the 
earlier i >ursea ii to tl    making "f original vocal set- 
tings        -     led '• ■•-    I   tu lerahle time ii devoted  to the 
analyi - worta and aonga.   The student com- 
'   r women's voices, anil for 
!..■'■!■ various typea of noooni- 
panimi - an rtudi letting! an made with piano 
or other lit.    8      Ml   - f'>r the various voices are 
■ i r t - n 
Thi   »"rk of the i iter consista of the analysis 
and and instrumental music in the larger 
form' M and  practice  in writing for orchestral 
instru : in combination.    Practice is given in 
;il rirj■ I Orel i stral scores' 
17-18     /'•■   I''    i      Be        ' Miuii   -ASSISTANT PROFES- 
Oni  hour per weak, both semeatera    Monday, 2:30 p. M. 
This i- i leel in course given by the Oniverrity Department 
"f  Phyaics   without  prerequiritei either in   music   or   science. 
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With the aid of ample apparatus are demonstrated the funda- 
mental laws of acoustics, on which depend the production and 
character of musical tones. The nature of scales, intervals and 
chords is discussed, and a theoretical study is made of the con- 
struction and qualities of various musical instruments. 
P.    ENSEMBLE CLASSES. 
(o)    Solfeggio.—Miss BAILEY. 
One hour per week, both semesters. This work, or a satis- 
factory equivalent, is required of candidates for graduation in 
any department of the Conservatory. 
The course is provided to meet the needs of all who are in 
any degree deficient in the fundamental principles of music, such 
as rhythm, intervals, scales, etc., or who are unable to read vocal 
or instrumental music readily at sight. It includes both car- 
training and sight-singing. The pupils are trained to write, in 
oorred notation, musical phraMa which arc played or sung to 
them, beginning with the simplest phrase in the major mode, 
and progressing until difficult melodies in either major or minor 
can be notated with facility. The sight-singing course begins 
with the simplest intervals and rhythms, progressing by easy 
stages until it includes the most difficult passages to be found in 
modern vocal music. 
(6)    Public School Music.—MB. PRISKE. 
One hour per week, both semesters, or two hours per week, 
one semester.    Time to be arranged. 
In this course the aim is to give an equipment for successful 
work in teaching public school music. The instruction is along 
broad lines, and a knowledge of the fundamental facts to be 
taught is presupposed. The effort throughout the entire course 
is to develop clearly and thoroughly the principles of pedagogy 
and psychology that apply to such teaching, and to show by 
actual demonstration the manner in which to apply these general 
principles to the special problems of the several grades. The 
work of the course is baaed upon the Normal Music Course and 
the Modern Music Series used so successfully in the Boston and 
L2(j DKNISON I'Miht-nv 
Brookl :    • I     •    T'n-- training however, is broad enough: to 
• •      ■ ■ •     -     i •   ther teil I la in nil tenoning, 
\  -       - Mac FAMUI 
.-..   - | primarily at the raqneat of piano sta- 
dents, but will include nothing not of advantage to any music 
student who intei la to I the study --f the piano it 
.... her of  any branch of 
mnaic 
The eonrae will present the beet methods of teaching nota- 
tion, rhythm, and elementary thi «] 11 well as tlie relation of 
psychology to mnaie, the principle! of expreaaion f--r Intarpra- 
tation, applicable to the rendition of all mnaic, and the principle! 
<-f tone-production on the piano 
Tin- class will meet one how a week for both semester!. 
One lemeel - Solfeggio ii required for entrance. 
The i  urse may be extended and broadened later if the demand 
Menu to warrant it 
d     l'ir    i ' .-•■■ •     Mm FABBAB. 
Eni maintained in piano, both duet and 
qnartette work being done     The -lasses are free, and this work 
ii required of all pupils sufficiently advanced 
Siring i I IMI i     Mi-- Ban i v. 
AM I ■ lerial offer! itself practice is held in trio and 
quarti •••• work, with performance in public on suitable occasion!. 
A-h anced Me with piano. 
0     Ml'SICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
-/      . Choral   9   ifty -Ma.    Woon,   DI- 
I.     i i< 
■-       -   pen to all who can read music sufficiently 
I st.-r     Two  principal 
ns «r-- given each year, with   notable   artists   assisting. 
ling 1    the ] reeenl custom, Handel's "Messiah" is sung 
each year at Christmss,  while   Oeibel'i "Nativity,"   liossini'i 
"8tal Mendelssohn's    "Hymn    of    I'raise"    and 
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"Elijah," Brahms' "Song of Kate," Braoh'i "Fair Ellen," 
Ware'•"Sir Oluf," DeboMj 'a"Bleawd Damotel," and Baydn'i 
"Creation" an other works recently given. Rehearaahi are 
hold on Monday evening! throughout the college year. 
(6)    The Drnismi Orchislra.—MK. WOOD, DIRECTOR. 
Membership is not limited to students enrolled in the Uni- 
versity, but offers to anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity 
of playing classical and modern composition under suitable di- 
rection. The Orchestra assists the Choral Society in presenting 
some of its oratorios, besides giving at least one concert inde- 
pendently in the spring. Regular rehearsals arc held on Thurs- 
day evenings throughout the college year. Membership is free 
to those admitted. 
(c) The Denison Olee Club.—KARI. KICHTKR BAIIB, DI- 
RECTOR. 
This is an organization of twenty young men chosen by an- 
nual competitive examination from the men of the University 
community. It is now entering upon the seventh year of its ca- 
reer with prospects for a very successful season. About twenty 
concerts are given each year, engagements being filled in Ohio, 
Pennsylvania. New York, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois. The 
programmes are made up of classical numbers, popular glees, and 
college songs. 
(d) The Shepardson Olee Club.—HARRIET ELIZABETH 
HAOOAKI), DIRECTOR. 
This club consists of twenty-four girls, and with the excep- 
tion of the officers is reorganized each Fall by competitive exami- 
nation. The annual concert is given early in May, and last 
December an extra programme was presented, which was re- 
peated in Newark. The club comprises the best voices of Shep- 
ardson College and the Denison Conservatory, and is steadily 
growing in efficiency. 
(e) Tin Sinfnnia Fraternity.—In June, 1912, a chapter of 
Phi Mil Alpha (Sinfonia) was installed at Denison, for the pur- 
poaa of uniting the men of musical interests. A violoncello re- 
cital by Hans Kronold was presented in December, and other ac- 
tivities are planned. 
r   4 
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Requirements (or Graduation 
ICUSICAL STIDIES. 
Candidate! for graduation mini select one branch of applied 
music- nn.I purtue it to the satisfaction of the head of that de- 
partment So ia set, and obviously no definite time 
can be given for the satisfactory completion of this part of the 
work, but ample opportunity is given for ganging the candidate'a 
progi DI ' Student Recitals, l«>th public and pri- 
vate. 
In the V lie and Violin Departments candidate! are re- 
quired to pursue the study of the piano sufficiently (two se- 
ile them to play easy accompani- 
menta al  tight     Al I  r graduation are required to 
sing in thi i oi plaj in the Orchestra fur at least two ie~ 
■ ■ rti n 
required in all di partment! comprise! two 
•        .'-        \;:-    iation,   Kleinentary  Theory, 
II rtoi     rial I     interpoint, Form, Strict Composition, and 
Phyi ! ■hove. 
LITERARY STUDIES 
■ . li i required, candidate! for 
full requirements for entrance to the 
' ■ in t'niveri ty, and complete one yean 
of Frei       fJei r It      n and one year of English cquiva- 
in year in Deniaon I'niw-rsity.   Evi- 
ted elsewhere will be ae- 
ternu ai in the College*. 
Till: DIPLOMA. 
Ti.• ' -. Diploma i* granted on recommendation of 
the bet I of a de| at to student! who have completed the 
' -' i      | ■ - ribed for thai department, and have given 
evidei a] ability    Candidate* for the Di- 
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plomi rimsi jive proof of artistic promise by giving a public re- 
cital in their Senior year. 
Tin 
THK CERTIFICATE. 
Conservatory Certificate is granted on the completion 
of a prescribed course in no wise shorter or easier than the 
Diploma course. The only difference in the requirements is the 
substitution of work in cither Normal Training or Pnblio School 
Music for the public Graduating Recital, and proof of some 
aptitude for teaching. 
INCOMPLETE COURSES. 
Students who complete satisfactorily not less than a year's 
work in any department, or any course in Theory. Public School 
Music, or the like, may obtain n statement to that effect, signed 
by the instructor concerned, together with a copy of the Regis- 
trar's record. 
Expenses 
No student is enrolled in any department until settlement 
has I n made with the Conservatory Registrar and the Uni- 
versity Treasurer. 
Kills of #25.00 or less are due at registration. 
If bills amount to more than $25.00, one half is due at 
registration, and the remainder at the middle of the semester. 
A tine of one dollar is imposed on a student who reports to 
the Treasurer later than one clay after registering. 
The fee for the Conservatory Diploma or Certificate at grad- 
uation is two dollars. 
BXPENBE6 MY BEXESTEK 
Tuition in Pianoforte, Voice, Violin or Organ—private Icaaona, 
OM hoof cor met ♦ SO "0 
Tuition   in   Pianoforte,   Voice,   Violin   or  OrgaB—private   In-^.m-. 
one-half hour  per  woek       I" O0 
Tuition in Pianoforte or Voice under Head of Ilepartment—private 
loMOM, OM bouf I'cr neck 40 00 
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' R   00 
H    f«*itifi»,    1'ul.li.- 
4 H.I 
Rl pt »l                                                                                                                                I mi 
':.        ■                                                                                                       . ! I 
Tuiti ■       ■ include su Dials ai ll e DM of the ref- 
and ..--■II to on* Artist 
1 
Mn   K   R. Shepai 
of !'•-':     i at I •      i    •.- i . .:• irj  Karult) 
1 tory students it railed to various 
-; ially thus.- in 
t, II Dd Physical 
- 
Student* t in the • ton- 
1 hmrged at the 
rate of fmi i illege itudiea 
-    kn i»ii aa  Music  17 18,  il 
I in the Cnnsi rvatorr. 
General Inlonnation 
n.I the »\ I- 
The work 
the I'nii 
it i liter the  I Ion 
■ ■ private lee> 
\ ■ 'i- are ae 
the ai mester.    In 
in   itudents a ithdrawing 
i ive ;i rebate of a trifle 
• 
the neci awry music for 
■onataa, ate. in 
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duplicate for analysis by the classes in theory. The fee for the 
use of this music is included in the tuition fee. A Music Store 
is maintained by the Conservatory, through which students can 
purchase text-books, music, etc., at discount prices. 
The music branch of the University Library, consisting of 
over seven hundred volumes of literature and music, is housed 
at the Conservatory, and is available on the same terms as the 
main library. There is also a collection of primitive musical in- 
struments of (Teat interest, most oil which have been presented 
by Denison alumni. 
The Conservatory is equipped with practice pianos of the 
highest grade.    Hours and rooms for practice should be engaged 
at the time Of registering, and no other use of instruments or 
rooms is allowed without special permission. 
Semi-private   student   Recitals   take   place   frequently 
throughout the year, and students are expected to attend. A 
public recital is given by the more advanced students near the 
end of each semester. All students are under obligations to 
perform at recitals when SO directed by their instructor. In 
justice to all concerned, students are not allowed to perform in 
public without the knowledge and consent of the instructor. 
At the end of each semester a report of each student's work 
is sent home. Puller iiiforinatii.il of this kind will be gladly 
furnished at any time by the instructors or by the Director, 
Besides the I' stivals of the Choral Society and various 
other concerts, a number of Faculty Recitals are given during 
the year, and several  Artist  Recitals, most of which are free to 
Conservatory students.    Bach year a historical aeries of recitals 
is given, presenting informally the music of individual com- 
poses or periods. All operetta is given each spring by stu- 
dent! in the voice department and others 
The following artists have appeared in l.ranvillc an.I New- 
ark during the past few years, some of them more than once: 
Sopranos    (Iran-    Homier   Williams,   l.ueilc   Stevenson,    Edith 
Sage MacDonald, MilUoent Brennan, Caroline Hudson-Alex- 
ander,   l.orenc   Hogers-Wells.    Contraltos—Maude   Went/.   Mac- 
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Donald, Elsa Hirshberg, Ernestine Srhmiinnn-Hriuk, Elizabeth 
Thompson Wilaon, Jane Lang Qraninger. Tenor* — Cecil 
.Ian.-   I -   ElargreaTea,  Joaeph  Schenka,  George  Harris, 
Jr., W '   Claude Saner.    Baritonea   Cecil Fanning, 
Arthur I eroj Tebbe, Henry Irving Piaher, Walter Bent ley Ball. 
Olej  Speaka, Brneal Gambia, Julian Walker, William 
Harper, Marcus Kellerman, Oiuaeppe Campanari.    Pianists— 
William   Sherwood,   Augusta   Cottlow,   Hans   Kiehard,  Julian 
Edith    II   nea-Kueater      Pianiat-Leetnren — Harry 
Brown   Turpin,    Edward    Baxter   Perry,   Th !<>r   linhlmann. 
Violiniata- Sol Mar oa> n Otl ■ Meyer, Francis MaeMlllan, Emil 
Stunner V'i ncellista—< harlei Beydlar, liana Kronold. 
The Cleveland PI nic, il).- Spieling, ami the Olive Mead 
String Quartette! The Mareoeson-Heydler Trio. The Cincin- 
nati, the Columbus, and the St. Paul Symphony Otvliestraa. 
For further it:' tard to the Conservatory of 
Mui i ■    Wood, Director, Ornnville. Ohio. 
V.     School of Art 
LAURA B. PARSONS, Director. 
Drawing, Painting, Composition, and Design. 
Graduate of the Art Department of Shepardson College; 
•tudent in the Metropolitan Art School, of New York City, and 
in the Friedrich Fehr School of Art, of Munich. 
CARRIE MARIE ROWLAND, 
China Painting. 
SARAH H. SEYMOUR, 
Arts and Crafts. 
Special Diploma in Fine Arts from the Teachers' College of 
Columbia University. 
BLANCHE G. LOVERIDOE, A. M., 
History of Art. 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
First  Grade.—Geometrical solids in outline—also in light 
and shade. 
Principles of elementary perspective. 
Cast drawing from historic ornament; masks; hands and 
feet; details of human face. 
Simple studies from still life. 
Out-of-door sketching in pencil, chalk, and ink. 
Design and composition. 
Second Grade— Advanced cast drawing from full length 
figure. More elaborate studies from still life. Design and com- 
position. Still life in oil or water colors. Out-of-door sketch- 
ing in water colors. 
Third Grade.—Cast drawing from the full length figure. 
Drawing from life costumed model.    Composition.    Life studies 
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in nil and water colon     Advanced wort i" still 1 ifo-.   Flower 
■is     Landaoape painting in water 
Kip ■   ntion ii given to variety of light 
•- 
CHINA  PAINTING 
work in china painting ii conducted according to the 
beat i    lern methodi in technique and deeign 
METAL WORK AND ELEMENTARY JEWELRY. 
'11 i I work in thia department is that of the old 
it a t      .•       -       suitiil t" its use, well made, and 
beautiful 
red metal begini with the shaping of 
bowli an It i instruction of light fixtures, or table 
eilver the average student.   The 
jewelri   work includes the making of rings, pina and pendants, 
and only get are need 
!>     mnei'tion wit nd Jewelr) course in a course 
pil in correct proportiona, apaeing 
etc.   Thi - lini  deaigna, and later on, 
color '  printing. 
In addition to t above, the Director of 
i hour ■nurse iii Theory nf Art, open 
to all Colli tree in Free Hand 
i". Freshmen who may need it  In order to 
meet particular group, or may daatra ft 
for purj   - -      their own     College credit is allowed for thin 
regular iraes and aaide from these special 
course* tained  for work in drawing on the 
laboi De-hour credit  f'>r two hours' work. 
General Information 
Tl for  regular work in the Art  School are 
admitted, rree of charge, to the Clam in History of Art, which 
embra tdy of architecture, sculpture, painting and the 
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lives of the great masters. These courses in History of Art 
must In' taken as a condition of graduation. A thesis in art is 
required   from each applicant  for graduation. 
An Art Hceeption will be given during Commencement 
week, at which time the work done in the studio during the year 
will lie c ii exhibition. For this reason it is important that the 
work be left in charge of the Director of the Department until 
the close of the year. 
Pupils will receive certificates from the Art Department 
after having completed the required course of three years. No 
such aertifleate "ill be liven, however, to any student whose gen- 
eral educational attainment! are not sufficient to admit to Fresh- 
man standing in the University. 
TUITION. 
The tuition is the same for each semester, as follows: 
Painting,  Water Colors *25 00 
nil Colors   25 00 
on OUaa  M "" 
Hlnck i.... 1 White  25 °° 
Art* and <'r..ft»  25 0° 
Students taking full time in the School of Art and less than 
ten hours in the Literary Department will be charged at the rate 
of $4.00 per semester hour in the Literary Department. 
Home Economics and Household Art 
KioKNiA K. FINLEY, Director. 
Cookery, Dietetics, Chemistry of Foods, Eouuhold Management, 
Sewing, Basketry. 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
A course of study is offered comprising two years, and com- 
bining the special work of this department with certain courses 
in other departments, as indicated in the following paragraphs: 
First Year— English 1-2, Personal Hygiene 19-20. Element- 
l 16 DSNBOM I'MVERSITV 
.11. Chemistry 1-'. General Biology 1-2, Cooking 12, Sewing 
1 2, Basket r) I, Design 2, I hemistry of Pood 1-2, Household 
Management 1. Household Hygiene 2 
8i <md Year. Philosophy l. Elementary Psychology 1-2, 
Zoology 9 I, Botany It 2, Bacteriology (11) 1. Appreciation 
Hi' An 2, Pedagogy  i   i1 Architecture 2, General Physics 
1 2, Cooking 1. Dietetics 2, Sewing 1 L' 
OUTLINE OP WORK. 
Study of (neb and equipment •■:" kit.hen, general 
principles ol cookery, illustrated by the preparation of simple 
snd more elaborate dishes,  utilization "f left-overs,  serving of 
■ 
Chemistry of F Study of f 1 products, their chem- 
ical posil a, and the chemi tl changes involved in their 
preparal  m    Stud) ■ • elements, I'mteids, 
t'arhohydral - ittei   wster and their chief eon- 
pounds     Pood relation to t Effect >f alkalies and aeida 
I ■ ■ tion     Pi drying, Halting, 
i'    I :. i.L-  of  in.-nun. 
; '   n and assimilation 
trdl      I'lanniiig  of  menus 
Planning and preparing of npc- 
■ - 
" II its location, lighting, hcat- 
ing, lea    ad plumbing—all with ref- 
! '■ 
ug hi mstitching,  darning, 
ng, gal ■    ■ king 
■ _•   raffling, ete. 
i' '  itting   md   fitting   Shirtwaists,  rammer 
dn—   ■••■ I tailoi work—all full sued garments. 
Design    Design nbroidery, basketry, and all 
houa hold the si idi nl to appreciate good 
design 
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llaskilry.—The fundamental principles of the art of weav- 
ing are taught, using Iwth raffia and reed. Dyeing of both reed 
and raffia is also studied. 
HouMhoU Management—The Theory of Housekeeping, 
ltusiuess Customs and Accounts, Marketing, Laundry, etc, 
Other subjects included in the two years' course outlined 
above and not described in the immediately preceding para- 
graphs arc taken with the regular college classes, and a full 
description of each course will be found in the statement of the 
department to which it belongs. (Consult the (leneral Index at 
the close of the volume.) 
Admission.—Students are admitted to the special studies in 
this department at any time, but are strongly advised to enter at 
the beginning of a semester. They should be eighteen years old 
and prepared to do well the work of the first year. All special 
students in this department are required to take physical train- 
ing. 
Expense!.— 
Cooking, two hours per week for one semester »15 00 
Si-wing, two hours per week for one semester  12 00 
Basketry, two hours per week for one semester  12 00 
In cooking, all supplies are furnished, with no additional ex- 
pense to the student. In sewing, each student furnishes her own 
materials, and may determine the quality of the same. 
Society of the Alumni 
The Society of the Alumni was organized in 1859. All 
graduates of the I'niversity in honorable standing, without re- 
gard to sex, are considered as members. Former students who 
did not graduate are admitted as associate members. In 1907 
the Society prepared a volume of nearly three hundred pages, 
containing a general catalogue of alumni together with much his- 
torical material covering the origin of the college and its develop- 
ment during the three-quarters of a century ending with the 
Commencement of June, 1906.    Since that date an annual bulle- 
1 18 DENISON r.\nKK.-iTv 
tin baa been pul • :nr changea in addreeaei ami (M'fupa- 
lion ami other information concerning the Alumni. 
i ■    - -    nuea i Quarterly Bulletin, devoted to the gen- 
Qtereata   ' the Cniveraity, and puhliahed from Chicago, un- 
der Ihi nl ol Samuel B. Brierly, dans of 76, 
Soeii ty. 
The offlcen ■ .■ for the current year are: 
Prcaidenl Swttn  H  BUBBLY, '"."> 
106 North LaSalle 8t. Chicago,  III 
Vice Preaidenl  WALLACE H. CATHCAK, *90 
Cleveland, "ihi". 
s   retarj Treasurer  \v. II   JOHNSON, "88 
Qranville, Ohio 
Alumni  Teachers   Agency 
Aa * PI frequently come t>» varioue ti-ach- 
L'niveraity, an agenej haa been organised 
t.i a- •' who are educated here in aeearing 
I •. adi rsity who ei mem- 
have influem •• in filling teach- 
■ i. ted to correapond with this agency, 
and an an      I tl   I all recommendation! given will l»- baaed on 
erit,    Addreai 
Di M-"N TIACHBH' Aai wcr, 
QranvQU, Ohio. 
Phi Beta Kappa 
r ol Ueniaon L'niveraity lias received ngniflcant 
lion of the Senate and Council of I'hi Beta 
Kapp     ■ charter for the organization of a chapter 
in Deniaon     Tl - - rtahliahed (or the ezpreai pur- 
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pOM of recogniling and fostering high scholarly attainment in 
college work, election to membership being confined to Juniors 
and Seniors who have shown themselves qualified for such an 
honor on that basis. The Denison chapter is known as the 
Tin hi Chapter of Ohio. The chapter was duly installed, and the 
oharter delivered, by the National President of the Society, Dr. 
Bdwin A. Qrogvenor, on the eighteenth of January, 1911. 
Denison Summer School 
A Summer MUOD of Denison 1'nivermty will I* held at 
Sommerland Beach, ■ point on Boekeye Lake. Summerland 
i» most easily reached by going to Millersport, on the Ohio Cen- 
tral railroad, aa it is just ontaide Milleraport. 
TIME 
The Sumn • School will last *:\ weeks, l»-ginning June 
2 Id and closing Angnat 1st 
KAI TI.TY 
Tin- faculty "ill !»' mainly iiK-mlieni of the regular fac- 
ulty of Deniaon I'nivereiry In addition to these a number 
of men of wide reputation as edneatora have heen secured 
from elsewhere I r i serial of lecture* designed especially for 
teach en, 
EQUIPMENT. 
The i |uipi •■"    '   Deniaoo  ITniTeraity, aa far as needed 
f'>r tin iraaa offend, will  be transferred and  plai'i-d at the 
d ipoi      ' ' ■   •    n atb ndanet 
COUB8E8 OFFERED 
1 net will '■• offered in History, English, Latin. Mathe- 
maticfl (tei D, ('I -'' Phyeica, Botany, Phyaiology, Astron- 
omy. Agriculture, Musi'-. Oratory, and general review courses in 
the common brai   bea of ipeciaJ intereal to teaohen   Courses 
will all r- red in Primary kfethoda,   These will tie under 
tli' dii      m of a trained ipecialiat in this line. 
CBBDITB. 
It has '"■ D arranged that full credit for work satisfactorily 
done in the Summer School will lie (riven in UM I'niversity, or 
Duani' Academy, aa the caw- may be. 
140 
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EXPENSES. 
The necessary expenses will be moderate. The entire cost 
of the Summer term need not exceed $35.00, and it may be 
brought somewhat below that amount for those who are willing 
to economize. 
For detailed statement as to courses of instruction, expenses, 
etc., write to 
C. E. GOODELL, Director, 
Granville, Ohio. 
Degrees Conferred in 1912 
HONORARY 
/'       r       / 
Lewia   I     H   In   Ph   l>    Berkeley,  California,  President 
Ei    ritua   ' Rangoon ' i Hi je, Banna. 
Docloi     '  I 
Rev. Corneliui W-lfkin. I>   1>. Paator of the Fifth Avenue 
Baptiat Church, of Nrw Tori City. 
D    I  •• of I '" t: 
Q   M   Petera, Baq., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Ductur i.l Divim 
Ran   I    ! -.--   Paator of the Baptiat Church, Morgan- 
town, \v  V'a 
Doctor   ' '' 
Rei    I pekl   Kanaaa, Diatriel Swretary 
in Baptiat Home M ianon Boeiety. 
Docloi    ID 
Rev. (I '.     rii an Baptiat PnblieatlM 
Pa. 
1:1; OP AIMS 
W 'Mivei Olive Ann  Jenkim 
1:1; OP SCIENCE 
■      □ H        R up, 
BACHELOR OF AH 
llAiy.     :     1!     -:i 
|   Wl Mil, 
■ i KTII   Wm.r. 
v " iiBnnii IOII Bon, 
Brut Dmnro, 
I   Qua   Tun. 
Ml 
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HACHELOB 
ROBEBT MCBETH ALI.RAIOH, 
JOSEPH HAHKELI. BOITWELL, 
SCOTT  WILLIAM   CAMP, 
BE*  CHARMS FOBS Y THE. 
KAIL WILHEI.M FRASCm, 
■malt   EZRA    KlMMEII, 
ROBEET FBANBI.IN MI-CANN, 
PAIL DATD MOBROW, 
GLAUM STARR MOETON, 
TRACY    MISABII    PATRICK, 
OP SCIENCE. 
IX)UVS ANTIIONT RrMSET, 
MAN-I.T   HARRISON  SHIPLEY, 
CLirroED ScOTT STILWELL, 
IVAN   RAY  TANNEIIJI.I., 
DEXTER JIJNKINS TIGHT, 
CHARLES BLOUNT VANCE, 
STAWOED  RIDDLE WEBB, 
DAVID ELMER WOODS, 
JULIA SARAH  MOORE. 
BACHELOR 
<'IURI.ES   ELL8W0ETO   DAVIS, 
WILLIAM   EVIN   HUFTMAN, 
IKINALD    NlWTON    JEWETT, 
WARREN DEMPSEY   MILLER, 
MAX  BRADLEY NORPEIX, 
I 'HESTER AL.DRITH I'OE, 
Um ALBERT SCHAHWECEEB, 
HENRY  WALTER STEVENS, 
llEOEOE   RURRELL   STBAYER, 
Jon ALVIN THOMPSON, 
SUMIO  I'Esroi, 
II11MEE   EDOAR  WU'KRNDEN, 
MARIETTA HALL, 
HAREIET NEWELL BRITTAN, 
NETTIE   (CATHERINE   COUBTHBT, 
KVASOEI.INE    DAVIES, 
EllNA    I.I'ELI.A    KliWARIIH, 
AONES BERTHA  EWABT, 
ASSOCIATE 
Hi 711  ISABEL HOPKINS, 
OP PHILOSOPHY. 
MILDRED ALICE HAWKE, 
MARJORIE FRANCES  HOLDEN, 
HELEN JOAN HULTMAN, 
EDITH ANNA IAINOBON, 
BERTHA MAE MCCRART, 
RUTH MATHER, 
ORACR EMEI.IE MILLER, 
MABEL LOUISE MOOEE, 
BEATRICE  ELIZABETH O'NEAL, 
EDITH  MAROARET  PHILBROOK, 
LULU  MABOARET POUND, 
EMILY  EVELYN SAYRE, 
CEI'II.E BELLE SIIREVE, 
MAROARET SMITH, 
META AMANDA STEVENS, 
FLOEENCE EDNA WILSON, 
JANE ANN WILLIAMS. 
IN LITEKATPI.E. 
HAZEL LUCILE GREENE. 
H onors an A Prizes Awarded in 1912 
*/„,!„/ Bonori in Engluli:    MAEIETTA BALL, HELEN J   HULTMAN. 
Sl„,u:l llum>rt in (lerman:    FLORENCE EDNA WILSON. 
SpteU Baton bl Ualhrmatici:    ETHEL DEMINO, MAEOAEET SMITH. 
>>,,I,/I Btntn i" /oology:    JULIA 8. MOORE. 
BpwJsJ Boon in llinlory were nwnrdrd to Newton II. C«rm»n in  1»H 
«>ii« UM usual iinnnuni-enient ml omitted from Inst yeRr'i cstalogue bv error. 
u DntnoM I'MVEBSITY 
Tin   I l<ri*tt,  (IBOBOI  F   Pontn  Franklin;  Oration, 
BATMOXD C alo Hi   franklin; Em>, An. mi RAT TITTLI. Franklin; Dacla- 
l-'in        t '•■   | 'I",   HlNBT WALTEB 
[AYMOMB G  MffiTWi 
;.i'-ij«.n Siftcri Vrvrs.    F:r«i prlSBj MAX B. NOB- 
BUB M   M  Not*. 
TKr Bt PrifBI      FMT yovag men. flrtt prii*. FBXD E. WOLF; 
BWoad priBBj   Pino   K   M    PUWAITBB.    Fur  ruling romra, Irat  prin, 
JfAJi S   H - - ir.  Kl'lTH M. PUUMOK. 
j/.,i    ■ • i !'■'•.. I !'■ - mm. 
rr* 
Students in Granville College Classes 
ORADUATE STUDENTS. 
CARRIE B. ALLEN, A. B., Newark, Latin. 
JCAMTA NTEVKNBON BOND, A. B., Granville, Aafot. 
NETTIE KATHERINK COUKTNKT, B. Ph., Freeport, III., German. 
SCOTT WILLIAM CAMP, B. 8., Mt. Vernon, Zoology 
THIODOU B. JOHNSON, B. 8., <Jranville, PKytic*. 
U>|'Y8 ANTHONY RUMBET, B. H., Stryker, Chemittry. 
Senior Olaaa. 
KDWARD RAYMOND ABBI-BAIT, 8c., 
ROBERT MILTON ABHLEY, 8c, 
KA«I. KICHTER BABB, 8e. 
OMMI KI.MER BLACK, Cl., 
JOfSHI   KliWARD   BOMAN,   8e., 
lUaaY HAMILTON HI KNHAM, 8e., 
WILLIAM JORDAN CCRRIN, Ph., 
CHABLM KL'SBKLL DEXTER, 8c., 
HABjOLD   KLDON    DUNLAP,   8c., 
KltWIN THOMAH HOWARDS, 8C., 
fiEnKQE   FEROrHON   FlNNIK,   Cl., 
KENNETH I.EMMON HALL, 8C., 
WALDO HOMTLCT HnmuoHa, SB* 
Onm IIC.YT BILL, Ph., 
WILLIAM WALTER HOW, 8C., 
A-.III.IY  OOLLHf   INWCKID,   Ph., 
FEEDERI< K  WILLIAM  MADBEN, 8C., 
Qonot ALLEN MAIN, 8C., 
HIRERT HORATIO MARTIN, 8e., 
I.EBTER Knwis  MITCHELL, Ph., 
RAYMOND CECIL MOORE, Cl., 
RIEL KRNEBT NOTTINOHAM, 8e., 
EARL HAOOERDORN NOTES, 8e., 
FRANK DESMAN OLNEY, 8C., 
CHARLEB HENRY READ, 8C, 
Ci.irpoRo ENERICK  RED-HARD, 8C., 
CLARENCE KARL RICHARDS, JR., Ph., 
EDBON COLDREN RUPP, Ph., 















(>aaka,  Japan. 
Troy. 
New   Burlington. 
Clark Orove,   Minn. 
Aahley. 
Seattle,  Wash. 
Cambridge. 
Bearer  Dam,  WU. 
Conneaut. 





Braintrec,  Masa. 
Newark. 
1 16 IM MSON    I'siVKKSITY 

























Hi    OUttd. 
Uto. 







Haaptoa,   Iow». 
org, \V.  ?«, 












S»lani»ir..»,   N.   Y. 
.11*. 
I  \U' 




oil,   MUD. 
'Jmnville. 
'>mn\ ill*. 
Bridgeport,  W. v». 
SHntlimky. 
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IIAKRY   JuLll'S ScHULMAN, Ph., 
It.-i.i.iN Woouti-rr SCHWEOMAN, 8c., 
GUM JI'DHON SCOTT, Ph., 
lilIN   I'ACI, HEIXERK, ST., 
LAWRENCE EVERETT SMITH, Ph., 
JOB*  ASDUW THIELE, Ph., 
In!. Bnnuoa TRACY, Ph., 
RoOER   BOOini  TUTTLR,   ST., 
- (iii m TiiiiiWM. s»'., 
('AMU LEWIS WARNER, SI-., 
BOHM REDDINO WEBER, 8C., 
ABIKIN KIRK WHEELER, ST., 
KARLE THEODORE WOLFE, 8C., 
JAMES LAWRENCE WRIGHT, SO., 
Sophomore 01* 
HOHn   HrRTON  ADKINS, 8C., 
BTMM   BALDWIN  ASHBRIH)K, ST., 
BOTCI    KMERKON    IlRADFORD,    8c., 
RoY   ClIKTWYNHE   BROWN,   8c., 
STKOTIIKR ANDERSON CAMPBELL, Ph., 
LAMMRMON HAROIJ> CHAILLR, Ph., 
F. LEE CHERRY, 8C., 
I'All.  POSTER (LARK, 8c., 
BOBBT Mi (iiLBKE ('"i.i.ETT, JR., Ph., 
I.iiiKAHl Hi RPIIRB COX, 8C, 
AI.IIT SWEET KLEMIMI, 8c., 
CLAUMCI LITIIER FOX, Ph., 
ADIN  A,  CRI nil. 8c., 
NEIL KBBIRN IIANXEN, Ph., 
ARTIK K MEI.VIN  IIARBUBAROER, Ph., 
NOUtAI    PREEUAN    HAHCAI.I..   H.-., 
Hr.NRY    1>EM]N0    HOPKINH,   8c., 
LlONAMI  (lEOROE  lloWELL, Hi'., 
BAT  Kiml'Mi IIOWELI., 8c., 
Joan HEABON HOT, Ph., 
fan  I'ACI. DECKER JONES, 8C., 
UAI.I-II  JONES,  SI-., 
ORI.AND HETIIEI. KIRK, 8C., 
JACOB IIENRT KNAW, JR., 8C., 
RAYMOND   EMILY   I.ADII, Ph., 
JOHN MITDD LAND, JR., Ph., 
.Ii IIHIIN  CLERY Midi iRr. Ph., 
Win AI r. WILLIAM  MAHTEU.EE, Ph., 
EDWARD PCLLMAN MILLS, Ph., 


















Peres, W. Vs. 














Newell, W. V*. 
Mluiliiir. 
pRrkereburif, W. Va. 
Piedmont. 
Parkersliurg,   W.   Va. 
Bowling Green. 





II- DENISON UNIVERSITY 
CHABI I~ II   ■■.'■'      HIII. *•.. 
CABBY  I'm M ■■«!■.  Be. 
BBTANI CHAII I- Him Ph., 
BaBBT  STUlir.N   Mi«n,   Ph., 
I Man nr.  Ph.. 
WATMI '••■'.I.K-I Oiiaruu, Ph., 
CHABUI Wuacw Pain* Be. 
LBSTIB MI>UI HASKIS, Ph., 
BAKMLNI   Krj-T"R.   I'll.. 
DATD BDWAIS KBISB, Ph., 
aBaMH   Mll.Tl'S    HlUDtBlSH,   Ph., 
Km .TAV BaoMACB, CL, 
CHABXBB TBtmBALI DlBIBMB, Ph.. 
i roan Ki.urK Tn 
\: M    ii   I U> : IT. Ph.. 
.11 DM* inAKi-. vun II 
.loir.  9f. I'I AIR WABP, Be., 
BAB • WJ  ■ 
WILLIAM Bi   ki   Warn, 8 
ABTIII «   Q '■-•'        W :   KISDIN.   Cl., 
I     II  RT!-    W 
II iBOU AKTII  R W IHWATB, ph., 
PAW   '• >■■■I   '•'•       ' '. *•'•. 
.: WILLIAM WOMT, PI 
OL, 
rrrahmui CIAW. 
\I,AI»,   Ph., 
- 
I     BMAM, Be, 
ABUMBOM,   SO . 
; 
I.YV r.  i R> B ■ I'h., 
•     11R. HOUt, Cl., 
fi 
BXBT, *-.. 
■I, III RUM. B  . 
' :.       | 
FMSBBII   I.'TIMIK CBABB, Be, 
■,   -\:.A v-  'in IPLB, OL, 
IIRAN,   Ph., 
■  I'BAWriiBD,   ft, 
111 KB1    I"   '■ • .   *•, 
Toledo. 
Newton   i>ntor,   Mu. 
Trot. 
NuM ingham. 
i Sol inilmn. 
Newark. 
IlilUboro. 
I >aj too 
Pawl—hat, B. I. 
i leveland. 




MymffTan,  Burma. 
Toledo. 




CarUala,   Ind. 
I'.-ruit,  Mich. 
dalvpnton,   Ind. 
Dart on. 








Albert   l-ra, Minn. 







Roeheeter, N. T. 
Majkim. 
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Roi  BURTON DEO, i'h., 
JOHN  Tin USTON   KIKJLRI.Y,  N.-., 
t'\HU.  .1 \i K    BDWABM,   I'll., 
JAMM  WILLIAM   GAlNfOBT,  Ph., 
HOftACI   LOMOU   CtRII.EY,  8c., 
I'M VIS     I'lM.H      II VMIl.ToN,   CO., 
CHADNCIT QAIL   HAMILTON,  Ph., 
WII.HERT JOHN HARNISH, 8C, 
WILLIAM  KDWARH HAYDEN. Ph., 
KMIII    1.E8TER    HAZLETT,   Ph., 
KARL ALBON  HEWITT. Ph., 
THOMAS  LLOYD  IIKXMAN, Cl., 
WILLIAM   HAERISON   HOBAET, 8C., 
ARTHUR EOWELL JOHNSON, Cl., 
II A HOLD   I..    KIER,   I'll.. 
IK    At.i> Mi KIM.LV  I.ADD, ST., 
STIABT LEFEYRE LAPP, 8c., 
ALBERT  HARROLDE  LAHTE,  Ph., 
LEE  HARRISON  LYMAN, N.-., 
KARL ROSENDALE MARSH, SC., 
CAEI. HARVEY MAHTEU.EE, 8C., 
ELICIT WINTHBOP MOEEILL, 8C., 
EBNKST   HENRY   MOBRIB, 8C., 
HOWARD ('ARTWRIOHT  NELI.ES, 8C., 
HAROLD WILBUR NIXON, 8C., 
JOBN JAMES OVER. He., 
KDGAE WESLEY OWEN, 8C., 
KARL JAMES PEEXINS, 8C., 
ISAAC HARRIS PETEEMAN, Ph., 
WILLIAM I CORING PHILLIPS, 8C., 
LYMAN COLE PINEERTON, Ph., 
OlARLES ALPHEUB POWELL, 8C., 
DEI.BERT RANDALL PRATT, 8C., 
ALLEN  THOMAS  PRICE,  Ph., 
Hihi.KY   DEVERA  R ALSTON, Hi\, 
HniiKKT  JOHNSON   |{»KSL.   S... 
THOMAS HIGH  REEB, 8C., 
I.ELAND   DUE WOOD  SCHOCK,   8C., 
RAYMOND CHESTER .SMART, Ph., 
JOHN Nni. SPEN< ER, ST., 
OLOTO STANXARD, 8e.f 
HENRY BAMVOD STOUT, 8c., 
IEVIN LEVI SWANHON, 8C., 
MABE SWIBIIEE, 8C., 
Harbor Beach, IfJeh, 
OUOIBWE,   Iowa. 
< 'Ipveland. 
Wixfonl,  Ireland. 
Cincinnati. 





Kcnyon,   Minn. 






Eaat  Liverpool. 
Klyria. 
Howling Green. 









Elgin,   III. 
North   Bend,   Oregon. 
Chillicothe. 
Oranville. 
Morgan  Park, 111. 
('online ton. 
St rut hew. 
I ■ i r:ir«l. 
Nor walk. 
Sidnpy. 
New  Strnitaville. 
Toledo. 
hiiytnii. 
Onlnghat,  Aanam,  Tndia. 
t'rlmmi. 
150 DUOBON  rMVERsmr 
JOHN STIAET TARBMUI :. s ■ . 
EDWAU<    IflL&M    TAYLOB,    I'd.. 
Oatt Loi is TIIIELK. JftV, 
1*04*11  Tu rjt,  S . 
EBNin   LTOM   ULLaLftN,   I'l. . 
Rosut:   PAJCOV   V]   DM,   B&, 
DA* *   DATO   WAJ KM,   Bfl . 
Sm KLL 'ii Y   WAIT*    B 
JuliN   AILING   WAJD,   Ph.. 
Bl'SSELi.  K: DUMI   Vm    ^ 
RUSSELL MIL;. WnxiAkM, Be. 
CHAXLES BOHBTILLI WIILIS. I'h., 
HAKBY Mora Wa 
WlLTID  OOU   WOOOTABD,    Pk, 
STANLEY ALLEN WIKHH. B -. 
WATVI   AOMtDX   TOAKAHi   B 
8peclal  Students. 
IxiYD LAB I       MOW, 
QBALD BWWMI  ATHIY. 
WLLUAM   SI. m  lUu-wjN, 
CtABIMCl    1    ■     ■ Bl El HI.B, 
JOHN L*iwt>M IIJEI.KK, 
HALIM   GOJ 
PACT. WI< EM Ccnw, 
I   i LBD DAVHI, 
I : irt> R:.  Hum   11 
OKABAU  HOLLAND BTUMQTOII  BAMBICX, 
ASA SBOLSTOM   HILL, 
TOWEE  WAPSWOCTH   I 
' 
LEWI-   11   :■: |,   > OTT, 
I.LOW* BB IV, 
KI.MIH   BAHUBI 
PBAMI  HIHBT VI 






Cheyenne,   Vt'jo. 
Salem. 
Newark. 
Newport,   Kj. 
Newark. 
Rochester,  N.   Y. 
Kalamaroo,   Mich. 
.■!<m   (X   II. 
ML Gdesd. 
Guadalajara,   Mexico. 
Granville. 
Homer. 
Kane,   Ps. 
I>artoD. 
ChkMfO,   III. 
I>ayton. 
lie. 
M< U-ansboro,   III. 
North   Fmirfleld. 
Granville. 
I'art on. 
Spencer,   W.   Vs. 
ken,   Ont. 
Marion. 
Oulltta, 
Osaka,  Japan. 
Wan won. 
Buffalo,   IT.   Y. 
Maiden,   Mass. 
Toaloa, III. 
Wanhinffton   0.   II- 
Students in Shepardson College Classes 
Senior Clats. 
HITII ALICE ADLER, Ph., 
SARAH FULLER ANDERSON, CI., 
BESSIE  LEONORE  BENNETT,  Ph., 
EftllLY   KERR COLWELL,   CI., 
STELLA BERTHA COX. I'ti., 
KATIIERINE CURTIS CRiTriiriELD, Ph., 
HARRIET DAVIS, Ph., 
Ix>i8 ETHEL DEBEREY, Ph., 
OROA DICKERSON, Ph., 
MAUD EDNA FERQUB, Ph., 
JRNNIR CHRIRTINR HARTLET, 8C., 
Hi TH FREEMAN  HASTINGS, Ph., 
EDNA MARGUERITE HATES, Ph., 
ELIZABETH ADAMS .TUNES, Ph., 
JESSIE MAROARET LAINO, Ph., 
HAZEL OERTRUDE LONG, Ph., 
MARY MARGARET MCCLUEE, Ph., 
Pl/iRENCE GRACE  MIINTYRE,  Ph., 
MARGUERITE MAY MCNUTT, Ph., 
HAZLE LILLIAN MARTIN, Ph., 
/QUA MARTHA MOREY, Ph., 
MARY  HENRIETTA MONRO, Ph., 
BESSIE EDITH NICOLLB, 8e.( 
EVA ARMINTA NIXON*. Ph., 
EISIE CONSTAN-E NORTH, Ph., 
ANN ELIZABETH OWEN, Ph., 
I.At'RA NEWELL PROUTY, SO., 
EMMA I.UELLA ROSE, Ph., 
JULIA VIKTON HEAOEAVE, CI., 
EDITH MAY SOUTHALL, Ph., 
MARGARET ELMA STEERS, Ph., 
HELEN MITCH EN ER STRRATOR, Ph., 
VEDA VANDERVORT, CI., 
EDITH CHRISTINE WTKKEL, Ph., 
161 
Canton. 
Newtun   Center,   Mast 
Mumence,  111. 
(ininvillo. 
Mt.   Vernon. 
Mt.   Vernon. 
MusHillnn. 
TerrR Alta, W. VR. 
Kiulnur. 
TippeeuuM city. 
Paris,   III. 
Akron. 
Mt.   Vernon. 
Gran vi lie. 
Bedford. 





Fairport,  N.  Y. 
Kalamazoo,   Mich. 
Beaver Dam, Wia. 
Granville. 





Dayton,  Ky. 
Ionia,  Mich. 
\Vanhington,   Pa. 
Mayfleld, Mich. 
Kalatnaroo,  Mich. 




.   Ph., 
■ 
\      ■   \: 
\ Ph.. 
I'l: . 
ETH1 I   LoTTIl  Dl F.,   Ph , 
HI    V  ■-   B,   I'h . 
Be., 
(*. I.i Kin Otajuai, it . 
FBSM Mara Qumnii Ph. 
Ph., 
llAKRirr EuiABrra  HiOTiT. Ph., 
| ■ |  |    M \-.r :<\   II LOMIIO,   B( . 
El,    Ph., 
\  >R»     II."  KFTT.    Ph., 
■ - ■ i . il . 
-   Kruirit,  I'h . 
!'h., 
'.' 
11 -. v Boa N'TII. Ph , 
i piia ; 
i CL, 
Cl \H\    | - Ph.. 
non, Ph., 
" 
I "IVU",    Ph., 
Ph., 
C P| 
i/'tA BMTTHI  WBIOHT, PI . 
Park. 
M.i.  -lirl-1. 
\. .*.trk. 
Buffalo,  \.  V 
!1.      111. 
M-.       \ 1TII.1II. 
Akron. 
,    111. 
WtftaftOWB,   Maud. 
Parlt, 1)1. 
' IraaviDa. 
Bl    LoalBj  Mo. 
WataftO* ii.  afaai 





franklin.   Va. 
Salamanca.   N.   V. 
Mi<Mlrtnn,  Malm. 













-   . 
Ph.. 
I 
1 ' rll >K>.  PI,.. 
.     I'll . 
LlLMN    I ■ 
1 Ph.. 
JO,    III. 
OvaavllW. 
OraavtDa 
u ilkiaabarg,  Pa. 
Booth   Imlia. 
< 'iix'innati. 
| '.li-.   Minn. 
. 
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M kMAM T  B01 B,  Ph., 
liHA'i   Miunr.NT CiiAiiiirJiMN,  I'h., 
lll.l.l.N    MAKUAKKT   KNIJI.AM),   I'll., 
IttKIIIA     BUIABRH     I'UANK,    I'll., 
|lm.»\   QlUCOUi  CI., 
OI.UK   MARUARKT CRAYIIIRN,  Ph., 
[UOOIM   AIMMS   fftMIUJM,   Ph., 
\VIM»KH> Loom HAMILTON, Ph., 
CAMUI Boom HAWLETJ Ph., 
VIKI»A   FAY   HKNRY,   Ph., 
Vim.A CAROLINE HILL, Ph., 
.It  MJ'IIINE    Ku.ATIA    HlLLIARH,   I'll., 
AIICK   BLANCHE   ElOTGHnOH,   I'h., 
Pam   ALII I  .IOIINHON, CI., 
\IUIM.  MEAI> JON EH,  Ph., 
Bran BLANCHE Lmoif, Ph., 
Kiim.   MAHIK   LTD*,   I'ii.. 
Juicy   KAY   M< KINNEY,  Ph., 
K;.i7MtvTii   DAVDJ  MATTIIKWS.  Ph., 
Mn.i>Kri>  M(M>HK.  Ph., 
KTIIEI. MORROW, Ph., 
UMIUI   ALLEN   hfOTB,   Ph., 
VIYIAN   BKHTIIA   PERRY.   Ph., 
ViUiiMA   MARTHA   PITNAM.  S<\, 
ANNA   MAROARKT HAMEY, Ct, 
MARJORIK RETTHI.  I'll., 
AllWAIL   KUMA   ROWLEY, 8c., 
KTJIKI.  FRANCES  RUSSELL,  Ph., 
KDNA   MARY  HCHROPP, Ph., 
RUTH  ELIZABETH SiurrER, CI., 
ETHEL   Jt'l.IA    SlIARKR,   Ph., 
VERA  MAY SMITH EH. Ph., 
SARAH WCKID KTAHEL, Ph., 
BOTfl   STEWART.  Ph., 
HARRIET LAURA HTODDARD, Ph., 
1,1 H  ILK    SCMMERS,    Ph., 
MAKY  HI'VOONO, He., 
Si .SAN JULIETTE THRESHER, Ph., 
MAROARXT ETHEL TIPTON, Ph., 
SARAH RTHAUA TRITT, Ph., 
IRENE HURAN TUI.LOHB, CI., 
ETHEL MORHE Voanras, Ph., 
MARGARET  WARSON,   Ph., 
EVA LUCILLE WRIGHT, Ph., 







Kankiikee,   HI. 
I'iii.i-kiiln. 
Walla Perry, Ark. 






Cbarleeton,  W. Va. 
Ben's  Run,  W.  Va. 
JaekaoB. 
ZaaaarUla. 
Si.   Uuia,   Mo. 
Paria, Ml. 
ChUlteotb*. 
Orange,   Calif. 
N'cuark. 
Troy. 
Cheater, vv. Va. 
OMeago, ill. 
S:in.|.,.ky. 
Mmokvillo,   Pa. 
Hrl.nm. 
Burlington,    Iowa. 
Newark. 
Newark. 
Newborg, N. Y. 
Parkertthurg,   W.   Va. 
Shanghai,   China. 





Marnhalltonn,   Iowa. 
Oranville. 
1.14 DKNISON L'NiTBBsirr 
Fruhman Claaa. 
!.'■ ru   BD» IN *    IDalt.   PI , 
i KIK. n, 
\  BABXM, CL, 
I  I .   KI:   BalNO,  Ph , 
t'h. 
MI- .  Ph.. 
u     •  . BmtBiff) Ph.. 
i • BRI Baow*, a . 
■ 
K»Tt:- CaUIWT,    Ph. 
INI    .    Ph . 
M KK   • P| . 
\      | 
I.AIRv    " 
BUM. r  IIIM-T:   >  DlTH -  . 1 
.  I'h.. 
Ph., 
■    I'll. 
Ml R       f. 
p 
i   i   tra   ■ 
PI. . 
| :        | ■• 
\!i«v    \ B,  s.- . 
Cuv> o. 
PI 
I <i li  ■ H am      PI . 
B, 8b, 
HCro K. ph, 
'    '   ■      HOU BT,   I'h , 
I    llrMPBUT,   Pi . 
\: • Bi inn JomMH, n., 
''i, 
Vi<>: A   '! .   ph.. 
Dcaomj JIMII I.AII, ph., 
II •«■ [) 




K-'nnn^l.in,  Ind. 





Van   «>rl. 
Morpin I'ark, I1L 
Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
\rwnrk. 
lirnntille. 




Itird'n   Hun. 
Little Bock, Ark. 
Ii'.nlmu  Greta. 
ManmVM. 
.   !lr. 
TIppWlMW   ''itT. 
Vtftrj,   Madrai,   India. 




Mvtikyma,  Burma. 
OraavfUt, 
M.-inlm..   N.  Y. 
Cbkwfo,   III. 
Oranvilla. 
Wauwatoaa,   Wii. 
BatlaV,   Pa. 
Mr»d<-.  Mv 
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II.IKOTIIV EMMA MCCANN, 8C., 
Knit I. QENDELL MCDANEL, Ph., 
RITII Boons MCKINLEY, Ph., 
ANN MARIAII MAETIN, Ph., 
ESTHER LEE MAETIN, 8C., 
MABEL MAEOAEET Mm, Ph., 
ETHEL NEIT MORRIS, Ph., 
HELEN OLNET, Ph., 
KATIIEEINE OLNET, Ph., 
FLORENCE HELEN REEK, 8C., 
LILLIAN SCRUBY, Ph., 
VEDA  LUCILLE 8EDOWICK, Ph., 
MAE RUTH SMITH, Ph., 
ESTHER VICTORIA SMYTH, Ph., 
EUILIE SPENCER, Ph., 
IiOUisE MAY SprvEY, Cl., 
PKTRASA STAMENOVA, Ph., 
MERRIE SOPHIA STEERE, Ph., 
MINNIE WIEST STOCKUII, Ph., 
ALICE RKEZN TIPTT, Ph., 
EUNICE VAIL, Ph., 
DOROTHY VANWINKLE, 8C., 
EDNA BROWNINO WALCOTT, Ph., 
NARAII ELIZABETH WALKER, Cl., 








Brooklyn,   N.   Y. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Pemberville. 
(,'hillirolhe,  Mo. 






Ionia,   Mich. 
Trotwood. 





Rochester,  N.  Y. 
Special Students. 
GRACE ADELE BOND, Oranville. 
IVA CANETELD, Columbua. 
VIRGINIA BROWN CRAWEORD, Mitchell, Ind. 
LAUREL DEANE DEVOL, Oranville. 
BERTHA MAE EBERLE, Quaker City. 
ESTHER MARY IIAHPSON, Pleaaantville. 
ANNA HUTCHISON, Oranville. 
MAROUERITE ANNA KINIIO, DRyton. 
MAMIE EDNA LLOYD, Oranville. 
GLADYS FLORENCE MACDOWEU, Chillicothe. 
MARIE ALICE MCOUIRE, Oranville. 
RUTH ADELINE MARTIN, Ongole,   India. 
HAZEL SMITH MEAD, Beloit,  Kansaa. 
LELIA BLANCHE MEAU, Hanover. 
I-EONTINE MOORS, Newark. 
1.-.6 [)>s].,,\   I'MMII.-IH 
.»     .  V u MI .o. 
\ 
I . ■   • i*. 
! 




Students in Doane Academy 
Graduating Class 1012. 
JOHN BAHUSL HARRINGTON, Be. 
UAHKV BBAHAM CARNEY. Be. 
KUART    GLADSTONE    CARNEY,    8C. 
WfhLAMP JASON CHAMBERLAIN, Ph. 
V. I, CHERRY, Ph. 
BAM. *' I I I .-. S I I I K. Be, 
(iKCRGE   WlNTIELD  I)AY,   Pb. 
HoY   Hi KTON  DEER, Cl. 
CARL ALHTEIS   POSH. ST. 
JAMES WILLIAM (JAINFH)RT, 0t 
NIEL ESBUBN HASHES, Cl. 
ARTHI'R MEI.VIN  HAHSIIRAROEB, Ph. 
BAY BOWKL, Ph. 
ARTHUR LOWELL JOHNSON, Cl. 
WILLIAM CLIFTON JORDAN, Ph. 
HAROLD KIER, Be. 
OtLAMV BETHEL KIRK, Be. 
B01  l.ETHERMAN MCCANN, 8C. 
BUOT   WlNTHROp   MORRILL,  8c. 
ASA C. MYERS, Cl. 
HOWARD CARTWRIOHT NELLIH, 8C. 
CHARLES ALPHEUB POWELL, 8C. 
DELHERT HASDOLPH PRATT, SC. 
DAVID EDWARD REESE, 8C. 
PAUL PRIOR RUOO, Cl. 
FRED PAUL SHELDON, Ph. 
KENNETH LYON I'M.MAN, 8C. 
FEKN ASHBROOK, SC. 
VIRGINIA BLA< KTOKH. 8C. 
ALMA BRUUBACX, 8C. 
RUTH ELISABETH DEARDORFT, Ph. 
BLANCHE DULL, Ph. 
OLIVR MARGARET ORAYRURN, Cl. 
MABEL HEUUCX, Ph. 
JOKY PAY MCKINNEY, Ph. 
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Sanlor OIAM 
IX1TD   LAKI'E   Asi'ElSO.N, 
.1, m K in I-TI«. 
ItYK<>\    Kl'OEVK   AtHMOOK, 
I.III' :■  IIUc'WN   ATllH, 
I'HAU.U   1UY   HlIX, 
ji ii'. I.IANDE* IUILII, 
Sal i II OCKAIJ) Cam », 
«ii,pin Cram 
. K"HI»T DmcL&r, 
HUGE* IUKVITB Pusia, 
ASA RHIII.ST-N RILL, 
.luHr.rii KEASCN HUT, 
WAULM   CAUT KrurE*. 
TOWCE Woraawrara KINO, 
WlU.IAM   ZAMM   I-TNN. 
IIran BTUTM NI ii' 
NIL* ■. QASB Ki-rr. 
LIWII Di H n Beat*, 
BDWOI ITKI Tuamu, 
Sum Buna T>i«r.iHE», 
WALT** WILLIAM VAN Kim. 
PlAX*  Hr.'.Kv VENN, 






VI'.K,      I 
' ■KTIN, 
StAOlAtB, 
M 'A'. ■ 




In:       !     • I   I     KE1, 
Horn  l» i ■ i ' iuvDi.1*, 
K«nr.   I'». 
Kmanning,   P». 
liranvilla. 
I larton. 
llarilinvburg,   lad, 
Wrllavili*. 
N«w Berlin,   III. 
Palraail 
HartM* Baath, Mich. 
Toledo. 
Oaharkan, Canada. 




m   ".rr'a 
Hraintrm,  Maaa. 
cranvilla. 
OruTiU*. 
Kanaaa City, Mo. 
Canton. 
Matte*,  Maaa. 
Nuuj Wan Fu, China. 
Toulon,   111. 
Jorhat,  India. 
liranville. 
Prederi^ktown. 





Oncole,   India. 
HaiiLfoon, Burma. 
fhniiiinite 
Han^iMm,   Burma, 
liangoon,   Burma. 
(Iranrilla. 
Hhimotrra,  Japan. 
Baakatthawan, Canada. 
Cadii. 
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HAROLD   I.INOLE Cl.ABK, 
RusBEU.   ASHMOEE CUBBAN, 
Currou) IIENEY DILO, 
GEOBOE WATKIN EDMUNDS, 
ROBERT CLINTON GILMOEE, 
1'IHII.IS  LAUUNCI GOODELL, 
HI-SHELL Moist ORIPPXTH, 
JAMKS ERNBHAW GBUBE, 
KUMETT   FlTZPATEICE   HAETSOIE, 
<'IIAI1.ES   HERBERT   HASEINB, 
AI.PBED JANNEY JOHNSON, 
Mll.LABD LEBOY JOEDAN, 
COENELIUS   FREDERICK   MCNEII,, 
JAMES MACPHEESON, 
JOHN   MC<X>WEN   MARTIN, 
BOBIN OABIL MOIIIN, 
ROBEET PAUL NIXON, 
JOHN CHEIBTIANO ROSA, 
(iOEDON RTIPLP.E SEAOEAVE, 
DAVID HABOLD RPKICHEX, 
JAMES   OEVILLE   Wll.TSIIIBE, 
HEBTIIA MAUD BOOOB, 
DOROTHY BBISON, 
MAROARXT MARIE HEINEICHB, 
Second Yaar. 
F.BNEST BODENVFXBEX, 
I-EON MANVII.I.E 11IITI.EE, 
FRIEND MOEEIB CO<'HEAN, 
HAROLD DIBCHO DETO, 
WAYVIS  WILLIAM  FEBBIS, 
IIEEBEET KriiENT. HILL, 
.IOIIN WALEEE HUNDLEY, 
FRANK RAEL KESI.ER. 
HENEY RICHARDS LESLIE, 
WILLIAM  HARRISON  I'BICE, 
HEEMAN GEAE SPENCEB, 
ANDREW RPIBIAK, 
PABKEE TlLBE, 
JAMES OSCAE WHITE, 
I.YDIA   Tin -ELAND, 
MAEY FLOBENCE CABNEY, 
FIANCES ISABEL CAENET, 
MAEOAEET COLWELL, 
Congo Free State. 
Msrion. 
Dayton. 















Rangoon,   Burma. 
Kit Yang, China. 
Vigo. 
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I K»' iir. 
I 
'tin   1 
rim T«AT. 
M:; l ■ - K. 
AaTHl  K 
I 
Un u u 
: '■ '•'.     i   i   QUILL, 
STI A«T OOLLBTT, 
i i Di 
Rorai TATLOI Oot 
LUTHU llm«r.   HOOLACBBB, 
JOSHl   l BOISBJ    K>    K!.ET, 
sii ion H Qu N  Ki urn, 
Wti n i Hraonri B 
THOMAS PftANcia  SlrMABOV, 
I ■■ i   M LSI    UTCBBAY, 
HABOU> OOOBI   I' i! 
I'IIJ: Rl IiTtt, 
in Met i - Pii PIK     Ren uoa, 
BTAKLKT 
JOHN Bo* u ■, 
<   IMK      '      P 
ADAM WHS, 
ftBMOl    - 
ARTIM K Ct iXBt< ».  Wi -r. 
\ LO, 
ELMA IIUI 
Doaorat GATHEUMI LULU, 
'  ''■TIN*, 








■ Ik,   Hungary. 
I.ti.ll\   .lit'. 
Loadoa,  Kngland. 
Marl B -   Parry, 
GraOl illt*. 






II.   W.   I. 
Hamilton. 
Wurrm.    I'll. 
Chicago,  in. 
Kurtn\   Hungary. 
Shanghai,  China. 
Gnlagnt,   India. 
nintnn,   Ind. 
Valrarticr. Canada. 
Fa.Tette. 
Tarentum.    I'a. 
Graai die. 
Chicago,  III. 
Orurine. 
Ongole,   India. 
Kit   Vang,   China. 
Oranv illc. 
EltCtlTM. 
CLABBNCI    LU R D.I f*    Bl U BL 
I   AIIAMM CBBADLB, 
ALBOH   Mr.Niv CBOIHAMT, 
If. h\   y   {j HOIK  GULBT, 
CALVIN   KIMFV   HAM 
WILLIAM  EDWABB HATMR, 
I>ayt<>n. 
Newark. 
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BABL ALBOM HEWITT, 
THOMAI LLOTD IIK KM m, 
WILLIAM JACOB HOUVIOM, 
BOH FIOWBLL, 
RtOIMALD   llEBER I.ATTA, 
[§AA<    HARRIS   I'ETKRMAN, 
LYMAN    COL-R    PlNKKRTON, 
I>win  BDWABD KEKHE, 
I.UMi    |H  HWA1D   HCHOCK, 
LL0T9   HAYDEN   SHARTE, 
CHARLES VINCENT NI.ANE. 
\i\\ MOND   I'lir.STEK   SMART, 
JOHN   ANDREW THIELR, 
LtMCOLM   HOWARD TITI-H. 
KuSTER  TYLER, 
JAMES  EDWARD WILLIAMS, 
KOBERT JONES WILLIAMS, 
BOW WILLIAM WORST, 
HUM PRICE BAKER 
NELLIE BALLOU, 
BUMlOl    EsTELLA    HARNES, 
LILLIAN BROWN, 
I.ELA  MAY BUCK LAND, 
IVA   CANriEU), 
MAIDE COCHRAN, 
ETHEL IONE DEMINO, 
SISIE CAREY FERGUSON, 
VIOLA CAROLINE HILL, 
ADA BIRKETT JOHNSON, 
I.AI'RA  EL.IZAHETH JOHNSON, 
VlOLA MAY JOHNSON, 
MAMKWTI ANNA  KlNIlO, 
ANNA  MARIE  MARTIN, 
Bun MAY SMITH, 
JOSEPHINE SPAIN, 
Loom MAY  SHVKY. 
PKTRANA STAMENOVA, 
KINK F: VAIL, 
SARAH ELIZABETH WALKER, 
MARION FAE YOUNO, 
Kenyon,  Minn. 




Plain   <'i(y. 


















Sabima,  W.   Va. 
Newark. 
India. 





Orand   Junction,   Col. 







Students in the Conservatory of Music 
DIPLOMAS CONFERRED JUNE, 1912. 
I.I     ^['  AsllKR ARNOLD,  PuiHO. 
h'.   r..t... 
Ki TII  ItlUI R.« KWOOD, I'taio. 
MARJCRIE K»AS< i* BGUM, Vovt. 
QrRduale   Student. 
KITH   BaiBU  Roatwooa, OiMfOto, 
Seniors. 
Ql "m» Courrne)   QfmBvttla. 
LH»RI>THY  Ki TII BWABTl,  1       I >:[.|<>ma Course)   f rmnvil]^. 
Hi kiccHi BLI I DULL, Normal (Ovtiaoait Owrts^GreavlllR, 
Bmriu MAI  I Ml (fVliiflt fTnifW)fliiittr 
Dnclxolfled 
A:M:RT  IICKAI   Akm-. Booth   Ku,-li<I. 
- Ki MiOwndbillto 
Bran  [ma Bn uxiria. 
•r.TT, M'.miTi..-.   III. 
I BOOM, Oraafilb. 
Ibmi   El I7UITII   Brno, - .lie. 
'n«r. N.xark. 
DoaOTBI   I'.n 
:TA   BaOWH, •     He. 
Or»nnlle. 
;-. ,  | 'nl.m. 
\:     ,   ! t '■■.!*. I» nl'iin. I'll. 
i'..-.-,■.:    r i    ■ "' i'»r«. "'• 
ALUM  IfAaflAMI   CHB.TSL1B, l>r*n\ille. 
M LM ' ■> 1     B ' "e 
Cairo, III. 
I.AIRA  N(    OOOS, 
Bl >' : >   HIHTIIA   I'm. M.   Vinion. 
Kiti  Enron CM Newark. 
K '- IIIK:   R frlTia < Ml. Wirrnn. 
M     -:> -  i ■ KTIK, I' rnVM. 
I/'TTir   I'll.. Akron. 
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Lois ETHEL  DEHEERY, 
OEOA  PlCKEKSON, 
NYI.VIA   EASTMAN, 
ELIZABETH S. EDMONBON, 
MRS. BERTHA T. Ki-i.ni, 
MUT RUTH FOOLS, 
ALBT 8. FLEMINO, 
NELLIE ELLIOTT FLEMINO, 
ROBERT   C.   GlLMOEE, 
BESSIE MAT OEEOO, 
HARRIET ELIZABETH  HAOOAED, 
RESSIE A. HAOMEIEE, 
IMOGEN ADAMS HAMBLEN, 
Wmm LOUISE HAMILTON, 
ESTHER MAET HAMF80N, 
EI.AH DEIXINE HARRIS, 
FRAMES EI.MA HASKINH, 
RAI.ril   I.ESTEE HAZLETT, 
MARIE MAEOAEET IIEINEICHS, 
HENRY DEMINO HOPKINS, 
LILLIAN ISABELLE HOLBEET, 
ALICE  BLANCHE  HUTCHISON, 
ADA BI-EKETT JOHNSON, 
I.AI-RA ELIZABETH JOHNSON, 
JOUN PAOL JONES, 
MABEL MEAD JONES, 
ril.ADVS KFMI-KE, 
MAROIERITE ANNA KINZIO, 
ESTHER BLANCHE LEMON, 
GLADYS MACDOWEI.I., 
ANNE MARIAII MAETIN, 
PEARL B. MIRIER, 
MABEL MARGARET METE, 
MARION  CHARUKTTE MILLER, 
ETHEL NI.IT MOUIS, 
RALPH ITAEDINO MORROW, 
LENA ROSE Ni.ru, 
VERA NOEEIS, 
HEliN   OI.NET, 
KATHERINE OI.NEV, 
KlSIIE A. FAIK, 
VIVIAN BEETIIA PEEET, 
ETHEL MATE PHILLIPS, 
MARJORIE KETTKI, 
Terra Alta, W. Va. 
Radnor. 
Fredericktown. 
Little Rock, Ark. 
Oranville. 
Tippecanoe City. 
























Grand Junction, Colo. 
Newark. 
Newark. 





Brooklyn, N. T. 





it;4 DBKDOM   DNlflMRT 
■ N >■ n HV. 
9nrLO BiuttATt, 
\}\ K   I ■ It K. 
Bl   D   JtTl u  MIAIU. 
I BMTTB, 
-   •     BO, 
BM       ■   BPENCB, 
ELEASOI L ST A urn . 
MtUtIK B, STIUL 
Wa n Biw BUM, 
ELkttU: i.  fVwniwi, 
l.i i II.f: BCMMBH, 
I     •   B   Tim, 
Kt KVRI  LTO»   Cl I.MAN, 
Era *   BK)« ■ 'A 
BUhU    WALKS, 
MTBTI » n» ■  i W men, 
Etran Vim » ViiKB, 
■ V.   Wl    L*, 
MAM Warn 
JAUMM Wl Wouv, 
i.\ \ i.-  • i WRIOBT, 












Newbargfc,   K. T. 
rurhrrtdturg.   W.   Vft. 











Students in School of Art 
Hi Til  WlNIDIN  ABKLL, 
HELEN   ]'.   llAKER, 
NUB   llAI.LOU, 
K.   I.AI'KEL BARNBB, 
MAKKIKT  AMELIA  BARRINOTON, 
KDITII M. BEARD, 
KEI-I.AH BELT, 
I.KIT.   A DELE BOND, 
l,\DIA   BOHWEI.L, 
VEROIL N. BEOWN, 
I'WTll   IlETANT, 
I.YDIA    lU'CKI.AND, 
(iliRDUN JAIUB BURRKB, 
MIS. FRANK CARNEY, 
HTELLA COX, 
VIRIIIMA CRAWFORD, 
I.AIEEL   DlVOL, 
ALICE K. DIETER, 
HELEN ENOLAND, 
ADIN A. ORUBB, 
JUSTIN  RICHARDSON  HARTZOO, 
RALPH I,.  HAZLETT, 
WALDO II.  HEINRICHB, 
V. FAVR HKNRT, 
HARRT DRMINO  HOPKINS, 
JOSEPH R. HOV, 
ALICB HUTCHISON, 
ANNA HUTCHISON, 
JOHN PAUL JONES, 
MAMIE LLOTT>, 
HAZEL 0. LONO, 
(II.ADVR   MAI IXIWKLL, 
HAZEL MARTIN, 
CARL II. MASTELLAB, 
DCROTHT F.. MCCANN, 
PIJIRRNCK MIINTYRR, 
MABEL M. Mm, 
HUBERT BEMIS MILLXR, 




Remington,  Ind. 
Qranville. 
































Salamanca, N. Y. 
Toledo. 
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IIT    M-  Kt, 
LAWW    •    N    V!  *'*X. 
SvlA    VAS»I [<  K\t     MOOBI II IP) 
UQMOW, 
■:    MOTB, 
Dl   l   *> 
i •     ' '    I 'AMU, 
PAJ UM, 
THOMAI WAMCM  I'HiLi.irs, 
*  HAH I 1'KINK, 
LAI IA NBWB L I'K> 
NOBA  Ll N h   liAVsoWia, 
RAVMU H   KE« TV*. 
CLABBW ■ BAIL RK IIAUM, 
KITH  Rl< KEAT, 
ABIGAIL   BMAU   BOWLST, 
IHTHONT   Kl v-iv, 
KTiir: 
Bran /. FHntia, 
NfARK   SW'ISHEfc, 
MARIE TUBE. 
IIAM UU I   B  TiiT"'N, 
FfAftVKT   \: DAD n   TinmLn, 
Vi:   \    \   I      M K'"»T. 
ADA! INK   VOUBM, 
GAWI LI iru WABMBBJ 
HAMASR WJ 
MRS. «  H *K: IS WAIKISB, 
KK'.I--     FOB!     Mil     W.rfiliWAtD, 













Pawtaefcat, it   I. 
OohmlMM, 
Newark. 








MayfleM.  Mi.h. 
NeUonville. 
(J ran v ill*. 
ICarakaJtowa, la. 
OraarUla. 
WaaUaftoa Q B. 
'<:•]■ •-•"II.   In I. 
Students in Denison Summer School 
CHARLES M. ANDREWH, 
I.I I  AMI    AHMiI.n, 
MKS. (irv BELT, 
CABOUNI  HERMIT, 
.IMIIN   HJKLKE. 
Lotna H ~. 
ALUA L. BBUMBACK, 
KoREBT   M.   COLLETT, 
KSTIIEB COOK, 
KATMUII.SE CBITCHFIELD, 
MuiKLLK    Cl'NNINQHAll, 
Varan M. DAWSON, 
KITH pEABDOBrr, 
HoV  BURTON  DEER, 
MARGARET EDER, 
flEOBOB P. FlNNIE, 
KATHBVN KRYE, 
AI.UA  Gil.HER, 
MARIK   GRAHAM, 
BOI  (il'TIIRIB, 
KhAMEH MASKINS, 
AGNES    IlKKRON. 
WALTER W. JONES, 
WILLIAM C. JORDAN, 
H. L. KAOAY, 
DOROTHY   KRAMER, 
ELVA   I.INTON, 
I.EOTA I.ITTLRJOHN, 
MAY  MCCLUBE, 
ItUR MCGREGOR, 
MRR.   P.  A.   MrKEOWN. 
EDNA MCNEIL, 
Ivy MCNEIL, 
KUFBBON  MILLER, 
CHABLEB O. MITCBBLL, 
BORIN OABIL MOMIN, 
II. 0. MONBOE, 
AMY MoNTooiiEBy, 
Baltimore, 
Ml.    Vermin. 
If jltoraport, 







i 'l.-\ eland. 
Portsmouth, 
St. Augustine, F1R. 
Harbor Beech,  Mich. 
MHIcrsport. 
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Down    kli   roomY, 
Is     \      N    | 
IlrRTIlA  OlTi ALT. 
A   IAAAISH, 
ELOAJ RH    \     l';XLKT. 
M \l.t   I.   I'lXI.EV, 
I     ■ K\   IK:   t. 
KTTII I.. K*i» UFTK. 
FAI   II. -. s> ivu, 
MisNir A.  SHAFFIE, 
HAROLI. SMI . KK*. 
BUT!   M. BDI THAIX, 
JOttPBlVI SlAls, 
L 8n -vARi., 
ltl'TH    STEWART, 
PLOW 'T. 
I ►' R-  : .1 ,    M     Bv *RTX» 
IHABEL P. TALBOTT, 
II    1"! I.MAN, 
\     i WISEMAN, 







Halt i more. 
('Iceland, 










HiitemiUe, W.  V». 
<.r»nville. 
Si" 
New   Islington. 
Bbamtt** 
QUH  fa  HxlaltfO,  Mexico. 
.   / 
Summary of Student Attendance 
Graduate Students  








Sophomores, Qranville College   




Freshmen, Qranville College .... 
Shepardson College 
78 
SpecisI Students, Granville College  1» 
Shepardson College  20 
Doane Academy, Senior Tear .. 
Junior  Year 
Second   Year 
First Year .... 








Conservatory of Mu»ir 
School of Art  
163 
86 
Total enrollment in regular sessions, exclusive of all repetitions 




Schedule oi Courses and Hours 
All odd numbered noons) in the (allowing taUat belong 
to the Pint Semester, eTon numbered aonnai to the Second. 
The figure in tha first column to ttia right of the name of 
the eonna indicates the numl»r of hour* endll Riven; the next 
oolomn gives the page of the catalogue on which the coune ia 
ribad; tin- third column to the right of the course name 
indicates the division of certain courses into sections, or into 
lecture and laboratory work. In the columns headed with the 
Mme* of tha days of the week is indicated the hour of recita- 
tion for eaoh daj on which the class meets. The student will of 
OOUme   um I ii'-   in   Boiuteotion   with   the  statement of 
general requiremi nti ol tha IIroup which ha has iliimin, and with 
the full daaeription of coonaa Riven in the detailed statementa 
• •:" ili.- various departmenta of study.    Starred courses (•) have 
I uliaritv which cannot l»- given in the tabulated form of 
tic- schedule and foi irhich the atodenl must consult the full de- 
acription "f tic coune, which will easily be found by using the 
['.ii/ third column. 
The '»\ ranaaium hours scheduled are for the required phya- 
cal exen        • Kreal man, Sophomorea and eleetivea of no) more 
than t"" yean' attendance.   Tin- detailed aarignmant of ilays 
: tal itudenta will he arranged with the Physical I'i- 
170 
«./ 
Schedule   of   Courses and   Hour* 
NAME   OF   COURSE Cradit 
  
























1    
|   __  
' L   . 11:00 
8:S0 
8:30 
Art History   S  8:30           8:30 





Art History 4 —  
Art History ft  8:10 8:10 
7:30 
8:80 
1     
1   ... 
' f la. 
[L.b.   1 
.    Ub. 2 
' f LH. 




Art   Tkoocy    1-2  
Profeaaor Bief-ld 
A»tx——y   12    
Profeaaor Birfeld 
Astronomy   1-4  
Astronomy   ft     
1:80 
(     1:10 
<      2:30 








(     3:30 
11:30 
... 
Botany   3   tod   4 (     2:30 2:30 I'rofessor Stickoey 








'Botany 9   
  
1 t Professor Stieknry 
7:30 1 
'Botany   10  w               (  (     l-an :• Professor Stickney 
1 : '•»»' (     2:30 
Schedule  o( (.ouraea  and   Houra— -Continued 
«,,                      NAUK nr 
INHTKUI T'ik 
\ mi or ooi ui Crr.ln Pan M»n To..             w.d 
1 
1 
Thur.            rn 
1 
•»..;.„,    11 
ii.i.i,. ii 
"I        !•■>       II 





























-      I 
7    n 





i'. <. -, ■ 
If. '. ..    r    -■ 
• 'r<.'-•■..r Hiirkn-y 
I'hrmiilrj    1  "J 
1 1     * 
(      ■"" 
I      lift 
11     >:•« 
l   M 
\      1:10 
f       7:S0 
I      ItM 




rhimnlry   3 tnd 4 
10:00 
11 :00 









KIM   H.fi»n 
< h-mi.try   .'. and 6 
Oh.raiilry 7 *nd • 
f       I :i0 
II     liM 
f      1:10 
<\    i:M 
1 :10 
1'inl'Mor   hruir Ka- k 
['rnf-ii"r  Hrnmhi'k 
ItM 
C hi-roi.trr V and   10 
!■»"< t       !*-.!•!'.. 
•1'h.mi.ltv   11 11 
■CtaMq IS ud 14. 
7:«0 
llM 
?:M         7:10 
• •10           •:•(> 
Prof*>Mor Rmmbkrk 
Schedule of Courset and  Houri—Continued 
NAME   Or   COURSE. Cr«lit I'M- Hoi. T.~ W.4. Tfcort.   1 M. S.I NAME  OF INSTRUCTOR 





































Engineering   1    .nd   3  
I     1:30 
f   10:00 
I   11:00 
J     1:10 
\      2:30 
(•      1:80 
\      2:»0 











1 Art Prof.   Johnion 
 1 




} Art Prof. Johnson 
Engineering    0    _  Act   Prof.   Johnion 
Act   Prof.   Johnion 
Act Prof. Johnion 








10:00 Engineering    S     
  Engineering   9-10    7:80 
r      1:80 







2:80 1 Act Prof. Johnion 
Engineering 12   Art Prof.   Johnion 
7:80 
( 8ec.   1 
I8«c.   3 
 1:30 
2:80 
8:80 8:30 , 
Airt Prof. Penco 
3:80 3:80 } 
Ncliediilr   o(  Couriri  »nd   Hours—Continued 
NAHI    ■ '.     P0CR8I ran                   u.. T.r..     . W-d Th.n Kn S.I NAMI Of HMTtWCTOII 
ami   i                                 .1 •                        ii 
i                         i 
4" 
1  II l'r..fr....r W.Mi.m. 
1 PnUmu ■ II «-r - 
Kiicli.h   rt I  u .■it. 
I 4:                                 i 1 1   1" 
"ni"i*  - 4" II UM   1'".' 
InrNih     9    >n.l     In                                           J '" 1 !        •   ml— Willi.m. 
1      .-'   •'.      II 47 «:KI 1 . ■' 1 W,ll,.». 
Emli.h    11                                                   ] 47                                        1 T   M 
7:10 
T 
MM   I                                       > I'.-f-.HI  W,ll,.«. 
Vn,:,.\   1 1 4 1 1 rn.fi-.ior WIS MM 
Fn«l..h    II                                                   3 a 1 |n    g \».t    I'n.f    PlW 
ladlat   IT ■ 11 II V>al     PNi    I'rorr 
Fnfh.h    ||                                                   ; ■ \m.t      I'T.  '     P«SM 
Kir*   Hand   ItraNinc                              1 -• M ..   1-....... 









1   in 
n in 
l   -i"               ] 
IT..»...,.r McpikkM 
V..t     I'r-.'    044 
HlM MrKil.l.i. 
Fr.nch   3   »n'l   *                                        * 44 1    I 1 1 :I0 . . Hiraui 
Trr.rk 5                                                         S 44 
45 
7: jo 7:30 t:lo 
7:10 7:S0 Frrnrh 8       .                                      .          1 7:10 
Frrnrh   7   .r..l   -                                         1 45 1 :!<• Aut. I'r.if   Od.hr.rht 
1 
Schedule of Counts and  Hours—Continued 
NAME    OF   CUL-K8E. (MM Pas. Hon. Toea.    |    Wad.    |   Thura   1 
1                1 
fit B,,                      NAME OP 
INSTRUCTOR 






























ISK.   2 
    
I 
Freaeh il  
 lAaal. Prof. Odebraeht 
French   12    1 
•Geolofj   1    
<:>0 8:30 
1 
1    1      Ij—_     ■                              ft 
flProfMaor Carney 
Geolog?   2    1:>0 1:30 
Ji 
-Geology   3   and   4  11:00 11:00 11 
r (Professor Carney 






} IProfeMor Carnry 
'Geolofr   7   
•Geology   8    7:80 7:80 7:80 
'Geology 0 and   10  
•Qeolo«y   11  and   12  
f See.   1 
I See. 2 
[See. 1 



















   1 (Professor Chamber.in 
German   1   and   2...  i IDr. Hundley 
J lAast. Prof. Odebrerbt 
8:80 1 IProfessor Chamberlin 
German   3   and   4   
10:00 
7:80 
\ 1                 and 
J lAs.t. Prof. Odebrecht 
German   5   and   6  
German   7   and   8  1          8:30 8:30 8:80 
1 i 
Schedule  of  Couroea   and "louri— -Continued 
RAM!    "V    0O1 Ml OWit ,, KM W..I 1 Thurt    '       rn Ut NAMI  <-r ISv IKI   ,    ,,,H 
1   MM   I S B . Pn.f. .. ■•   • 
Pr*fl M   | 11   ami   i 1 n -  I • :10 -   1 
■ai   I « at i i 1 .. . rwtiwmm «     -• 
• nd     * 4 «i ?  M 7:30 I-...*.....  •     „. 





i    ' 1:90          l    ■■■ 1  •   it ..    ■    1        «»M 
|'r..'. ..   r   *        ■ 
,.-...    - 
. 19 ■ .-..•    1 3   >o 7:10 1 l..iiin»- ■ «* 1. ■ 1-1 
iijni    HHV    1 
S2 
Tr     1 
rr    II 
1 
9:90 
















I'r.p    1                 i   M 
fr*p    11              |:3<| 
j"" ■!   »•* 
IfUr    11            '.'   M 
UIH  Tp.ttl* 
llutorj   1   ami   | 
|  
Hi •lory   3 and   4 :  no 
History & and n V ■iM tiM 1:90 .Mr   Roll 
History 7 sad - 53 1:90 1:10 Mr  Kail 




ProfMMr   McKlbb-n 
PnffMN   MrK.bb-i IUl>«» 1  49   9:10 
Schedule  of Cour*e» and   Hours—Continued 





















.»     1 
■     1 
•     1 













1 8M.   1 















 Tfffl  
11:001  




al • » and • 10:00 1 n • i., i 
Ulin 7 ar.d S  1:80 




1*1,. 11   and   12  2:30 












 _. 1 Profeaaor   Blefeld 
1* -         "      1   and 2  and 






10:00 :::::::::::: / 
Mathematics la  AMO Prof. Peekharn 
Aaao.   Prof.   Peckham 
Profeuor Kief eld 














Mataemalira    3a    aid    4a  7:30 
Malhrmatira 5  
Malnrmntka 8       AMO   Prof.   Peckham 
Aaaor.   Prof.   Peckham 
Mr. Wood 
'Math*naatica 7  11:00 
Mnait 1 and 2    
lfnaii>  3  aajf  4                 0-10 
Mnaie 5 and 8 _. 1:30 1:80 1 :t0 
Schedule o!   (.uursra  and   Houri — Continued 
S lilt    Of    I cl   KSl 
If MIC 7 »»4 II 
Murv.r « and   lu 
Unit 11 n| ii 
»«i' H »nil 14 
»■«' 15 »■•!   IX 
Mu.ir ITaai i» 
B1SM4MB   | an<l I 
"Pf*l«fof7 3 *n<l < 
I'hili'snphy   1 
rhili'kuphj   3 
Phlll-B.-phj     4 
Cniii   rHr 
Pbytiri B an.l 1> 
rhv„r, II . 














































Sir \V I 
klr V, 
Mr    «    A 
I 
UM    I'rof   r.-tfiB 
|i.»n   I 
.|ii-»n   I ■ . 
I r. | ii IM   Muni 
rillUllI   Muni 
I 
'   Hun) 
A»at   I'r   I 
Awi  I'r.if OHM 
Am l'r»' 0MM 
MNM IBVIHI 
Anl   I'rnf  0MM 
Schedule o{ Courses and  Hour*— -Continued 
NAME   or   COURSE. Crsdil p»« Hoa. Ta.a. 
f     1:90 
\      2:30 
j       7:30 





Wad. Th-jr.    |      Fri. 
1 
Sat. NAVE OF INSTRUCTOR 









































Phfiict    4       Asst. Prof. Cooas 
,'   Professor   Lawtoo 
f      1:30 
1      2:30 
11:00 
1:30 Proftaaor   Lawti>n 
AMI. Prof. Coona ..„ 
11:00 




Pro fe ■•or   Law too 
1:30 
1     2:10 
1:30 
Profaaaor   Lawton 
8:90 
2:30 
Physics 11 and   12  
Profeaaor   Lawtoo 
Profeaaor   Lawton 
Aaat. Prof. Coona 
Profpaaor Good*]. 
Mr    Kail 
'Physics 15 sad 16  
    
2:30 
Polil. 8ci. 3-3  8:90           8:30 




Polil.  8ci.  4  ll:no 
    1        B:90 
             1:30 
8:30 Profeaaor Good<»U 
ProOaaor Goodrtl 
Profeaapr   Good*!! 
Prtftaaor Goodrtl 




Polil.   Sci    0 11:00 
I 
7:3il 
1  11:00 
7:30 
 
Polil.   Sci.   10  • 
RAMI    OT   I 01 RSI 
-; ■ fct ftf   |    M 
tkiag * 11.1 i 
PaMta |)iiMN | BBd a 
PaMtt  Bpaafciai  ; •n«i * 
1'uMir   Sji-^k.nj   10 
1    ■ ■.<!   J 
B   I   •n.l   I 
ZiKtlogj   3 and   4 
7oolrt»y   5 kid ft 
cndH    Pa«« 
.Schedule  of  Courses and   Hour*—Continued 













II      "" 
I 
: 












MAMI OP :    ■ 
Aa*t I ■   ' 
A..! Pi 
Anl I I   '    I 
t..i IT..'  II w 
\»«t I'r     ' 
ABB) PI  '   H   ; 
|T"I...    I    V 
• XI 
Pf«f«tiM   I    I 
mumm ixbiii 
... !  Put—it OafkUl 
Schedule  of  Couries  and  Hour*—Continued 












Zoology »n             1        7..1" 
1     8:80 
7:30 I Profaaaor Cogbill 
  
  8:30 | 
11:00  1 ■Zoology 13 .._ _  j 2 :30 
I      3:30 
Profmor Coghill 
>:>0 
•Zoology IS and   14.. Ptof4»4or Coghill 
Profe44or Cogbill 
Prof«44or Coghill 
Zoology   17 and   18  2:10 
Zoology «• '"i 20   83    1    _   10:00 
\   I 
Index  oi  Faculty  and Officers 
y 
Btilr*. M<M R. J 
•   MM S   U 
Biff.ll. l-rofraor P. 
Hrumb»rk,  ProfeMor A. 
OlIMp, PrefWMI K 
Cbunbcrlin, Profnanr  W    A 
Cogbill, Prof«»or Q, E 
Colwell, !;■(■"« K. s 
10. 117, 12.1, 
10, 117, 
.9, 32, 41, 08, 
 8, 32. 00, SI, 89, 
8. 21, 32, 55, 82, 89 
«, 32, 50, 85 
8, 32, 81, St, 
 8, 11, 25, 32, 42, 77 
COOM, AMJutmnl PfoftWM C   !> », 33, 03, 89, 98, 117, 
D.v.r.. M.». r. A io, oa 
D»ri«, C,   E    10, 
F»rr»r,  Mia   P.   I 
TinlfT,  Mr.    B    t 
Ooodrlt. PrafMni '". E. 
Hern. k. Mr.    \    K 
Hi!IT. Mr.   K. S 
Hopkiu, K   B 
.9, 11«, 118, 
10, 90, 
8, 32, 52, 53, 79, 88, 89, 
11 
5, 7, 11, 90, 
 9, 33, 73, 
10, 
8, 11, 25, 50, 
Roppi.   \— -•:,;•   !'-   r. nor  v. fl 
Howlanl.  \! M C. II 
II.  H. 
II                      rat I     W 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 32, 40, 81, 
I!    •   Ilia II- K   10 
Hunt. M- M   II   
r T. 8 9, 33. 57. *i 
W   H  7, 8, 32, 48, 78, 84, 89, 
Kull.  I    - 10, 33, 52, 53, 79, 
Uwton, I- '■ ■- • B. V. '■•. tt, •», "•'<. 
I  10, 33, 
i                                0 !•.  11. -.-., :n, 7". 71, -7, »\ 91, 
...    I X, 32, 43, 16, 
M   K      •       \l  -   M.  I. 10, 33, U, 
Prof—or A                                     0, M, 43, 50, 90, 
H   • I    I .     9, 33, 74, 75, 90,91, 
Profcuor A. B                               TO, 88, M, 89, 90, 
r R W ..   «, S>, 4n, 48, M«, 
PriM.    J M  9, 117, 








































ANNUAL CATAI/XIUE 183 
Seflon, Min L. B 10, 33, «0, 90, 91 
Seymour, Mini. 8. I! 10, 133 
Hpeorer, Amoriate Profeuor B 7, 9, 33, 40, 89, 98 
Htevena, Miea B. E 10, 117, 118 
Stirkney, Profmor M. E 9, 32, 66, 80, 89, 98 
SwarU, Mre. L. A 11, 90 
Teeple,  Mi<- C 10, 90, 98 
Wiley, Aaiiatant Profeaaor P. B 9, 33, 41 
Williama, Profeaaor Q L 8, 32, 46, 79, 89 
Wood, C. P 9, 33, 72, 87, 90, 116, 118, 121, 127 
Index  of Students 
AMI, K. W 
Admit.   H.   K.   154 
II. N .  146. 
■    -. 148. 
A.Ik.1 -   II    li.  117. 
I;.     18,  IM 
I     H.  145. 
Allen.   M     M..   151 
li    ma, I.. I... :" 
\i tenon, B. F, 151 
.-•IT. .T.  B . 
i:   M. 141 
Aabbrook,  B.   B, 
rook, H   K . 
.    H. F 
\-!   r»fl    I     B    141 
I   I ■      B   U      U 
III. 
E   I.. !4«. 







;    I     154     ' 
B, .1.  146, 
loa, II.   I 
I:  - rii . • •    .is.! u 
'■ 
R   I:. ! 18. 
B •■   It, I    I..  IM 
llauman. Ml l 
H»..|.n. A. T., 180. 
Bra. I.:.r.  r    |...   i:,,i,   180. 
Board, K. M.. 181, 165. 
lt.l-.ni.   K.   1 .   lot 
Bon, c. i<. 
IW-lt. H .  168. 
I    ■ MM,   II.  I..   151.   1«2. 
H,,k.l, p, 1... 188 
BtafaM, 0. li . |60 
!'■ .■„•-. II. li..  141 
Ii.irlkr. J. I..  ISO,  188 
murk. 0, R . 148, 
Black, L. .1., 146. 
Blatk/ord, V.  1 SI 
nodaawohar, K., 159. 
Bogp, B  M.  186 
Bogga, !.  B 
li    I..   186,  162. 
Bolia, II. I. l.St, 
BooMa, .1.   K..   145. 
I.  0.  A.,   155,  165. 
Boad, .1   s. u5. 
V    F.   161 
Boaaklro, (i.  I, 162, 
BanroD, I...  165. 
-.   M.,   153. 
Bontoa, I.. f\, 146. 
Bradford, H  K. 147. 
Bradakaw, \v.  V. 154. 
Brian, l>., 156, 162. 
BraboUB,   K.   F.,   14H. 
Brawa, C. M.. 146. 
Bno, B. I... 152. 
Brawa, I.. A. 154, 161, 168. 
Brawa, II. ■'.  147. 
Brawa, R. K„  186. 
Brawa, V. N., 148, 165. 
1K4 
ANNUAL CATALOGUE 185 
Brown*, C. C,  HO. 
Hruce,   I..  L.,   1441. 
llrumback, A. I,., i:.4. 
Bryant,   P.,  194,  ItS. 
llurkland, L. It., 159, 162, 165. 
n-i.-kli.n.l. L, M., 161. 
Buekley,   II.  0.,  148. 
Bullett, A.  M.,  182. 
Hurnham,   II.   II.,   145. 
Hurnham, M. T.,  148. 
Ilurrer, 0. J., 148,  116. 
Bate, I,. M., 189. 
Camp,  A.  W.,   148. 
Campbell, A. A., 147. 
(angeld,  I.,  155, 161,  162. 
4,'armody,  K.  M„   154. 
4'nrnoy,  Mrs.  F.,  165. 
Carney.   F,   I.,   159. 
l-.-irn.-y.   II.   II.,   148. 
Carney, It  F.,  159. 
Carson, R. 0., 150, 158. 
Chaille,   I..   II.,   147. 
Chamherlin, 0.  M.,  163. 
Chute, II. P., 188. 
Chute, A. E., 160, 162. 
Chase, F. L.,  148. 
Cheadle,  Q. A.,  148,   160. 
1 honey, C. I).,  154,  162. 
Cherry,  F. U,   147. 
I'hevan, M., 180. 
4'hry»ler,  A.  M.,  162. 
Clark,   II.   I,.,   159. 
Clark, .1. A., 146. 
Clark. P. F., 147. 
Coehru, M., 161. 
Coehru, F. M., 189. 
Coehru, R. W., 148. 
CofUll, R. D., 160. 
Cola, M. A., 1M. 
Cnllett. R. M., 147. 
Cnllett,  A.,  1410. 
Collins.   N.,   162. 
OormD, E. K., 151. 
Colwell, M. B., 159, 162. 
Conrad, A. 8., 154. 
Cook, L. M . 154, 162. 
Courtney, N. K., 14S. 
Cox, L. B., 147, 162. 
Coi, 8. B., 151, 162, 165. 
Crawford, D. 8., 148. 
Crawford,  V. B.,  158, 186. 
Crilly, K. E., 162. 
CritchBeld, K. C, 151, 162. 
CritchBeld, V., 182. 
Croiasut, A. II., 160. 
Onrru, R. A., 159. 
Currnn, W. J., 145. 
Curtin, O. D., 146. 
Curtis, P. W., 150, 158, 162. 
Darrow, J. N., 146. 
Davenport, B. E., 154. 
Davies, E.  H., 150. 
Darin, E.  B.,  148. 
Davis, H., 151. 
Davis, L.   C,   188. 
Dawaon,   II.   I).,   148. 
DeBerry, I.. E., 151, 163. 
Deer, R. B., 149. 
Deeter,   C.   B.,   145. 
DeminR, E. I., 154, Ml. 
DeVol, I,. D., 155, 165. 
Dewey, M., 154. 
Deyo, H. D.,  159. 
Diokerson, O.,  151, 163. 
Dieter, A. E., 164, 168. 
Dilg, C. II., 150, 159. 
Doup, 0. E., 182. 
Dull, B. E., 154, 162. 
Dunlap, C. R., 158. 
Dunlap, II. E., 145. 
Dye, E. I,., 152, 162. 
Kastman, 8., 158, 163. 
Eherle, B. M., 155, 162. 
Edfferly, .1.  T„  149. 
Edmonaon, E. A., 154, 163. 
1-1. DENISON I MI £■ ;. i 
Kim .i.l-. G   w . 
Bdward*, I    J 
Rdwtrda, K. T .  li". 
KJ«ar I.. If. K. 154. 
BMwmld, A    B 
:.    II     M .    ! 
I.-. 1,1     141 
tin  B   I . 
I ...   ' i 
ftrgH   \l   >:,  151. 
I ■  ..  -  M. K.. 154,    I 
PtTftH    :   .    ~     '     .     154,    161. 
B    1'.  158. 
i ..■.-'. 
I        '     ' 
i 0. P., 14! 
I \    .-..  147. 163. 
Pica i .■   N    B .  163. 
I     ■ 
■ 
t  I   C   I..  147 
I 
I 
•      fort, J. V 
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